


Creative Edge

Learn more at bayphoto.com/metalprints

MetalPrints™ are made by infusing dyes directly into specially 

coated aluminum sheets. This creates an image with a magical 

luminescence, vibrant colors, incredible detail, and exceptional 

archival qualities. The surface is easy to clean, waterproof and 

scratch resistant. Choose from High Gloss, Satin, Sheer-Matte, or 

Sheer-Glossy surfaces. Available in any/every size up to 4'x8' with 

contemporary mounting and framing options.

For Exceptional Image Stability
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MetalPrint  |  Wall Clusters & Splits

Available in 21 Arrangements & Sizes

25%
OFF
Your First Order!

*Get 25% off your first order with Bay Photo Lab! For instructions

on how to redeem this special offer, fill out the New Customer

Account Request form at bayphoto.com.

MetalPrints
Stunning Prints on Aluminum



Stainless Posts & AcrylicFraming D Metal Easel OptionExhibit Mount
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NEW!

maxwilderness.com

Quality. Service. Innovation.

We’re here for you!

MetalPrints in any surface can now be ordered 
with Stainless Posts and optional 1/4" or 1/2" 

Acrylic over the face of the print.

MetalPrints with Acrylic

NEW!



  AMERICAN THE

Photo by Cameron Teller—The 2014 American Landscape Photo Contest Winner 



 LANDSCAPE
2015 FOURTH ANNUAL PHOTO CONTEST

OP’s 2015 The American  

Landscape Photo Contest  

is your opportunity to get  

published in the magazine  

and win great prizes. Go to  

outdoorphotographer.com  

and enter today!

Photo by Bill Shupp
Second Place Winner

Photo by Benji Studt
Third Place Winner

Visit outdoorphotographer.com/tal2015 for complete contest details!

Presented By
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38 BEHIND THE SHOT
Steller Sea Lion, Hurst Island, British Columbia, Canada
Text & Photography By Richard Salas

40 ANTARCTIC DREAMS
When OP columnist William Neill led 

a workshop to Antarctica, he created 

his own unique collection of images 

from a place that has become 

much more accessible for 

photography-oriented adventurers 
By William Neill With 

Ashley Myers-Turner

Photography By William Neill 

46 2014 OP VISTAS CONTEST 
See the winning images here

60 BEST OF ASSIGNMENTS 
The best of the Assignments submissions 

from outdoorphotographer.com 

TRAVEL

80 THREE DAYS IN UTAH
For landscape photographers with

a long weekend, here are some

top spots in The Beehive State

to get stunning, out-of-the-

ordinary photos 

52 SHOOTING IN SNOW & ICE
Instead of letting your cameras hibernate, get out and take 

advantage of the best of winter
Text & Photography By Rob Sheppard

64 SYNC PHOTOS ACROSS DEVICES WITH MYLIO
A new app makes organizing, sharing and protecting photos 

an automatic snap. It just may change your life.
Text & Photography By William Sawalich

SOLUTIONS

104 JUST WIN, BABY!
How to put your best

shots forward for

a contest 
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Explore a whole new dimension of detail. With stunning 4K video, 

28 megapixel BSI CMOS sensor and continuous AF shooting at 15fps, 

the Samsung NX1 lets you make your mark.

Introducing the new Samsung NX1 

SMART CAMERA with UHD 4K video.
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70 GEAR UP FOR WINTER SHOOTING
How to keep you and your equipment warm,

comfortable and fully functional to take advantage

of winter’s unique photo opportunities

94 GADGET BAG:
WINTER WEATHER CAMERA BAGS
These bags provide safe, convenient access to your

equipment through snow, rain and

muddy shooting adventures
By Ashley Myers-Turner
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Visit Your Favorite Places: Photographers from all over the world 

are sharing favorite nature photography locations. You can, too!

Learn About New Products: Exciting new products featured in 

OP’s In Focus section appear earlier on the website. In addition, 

you’ll see the latest news releases from many different photo 

companies right away.

The OP Daily Blog: Posts from photographers Michael Clark, Jon 

Cornforth, Michael Frye, Jay Goodrich, George Lepp, Jerry Monkman, 

Ian Plant, Christopher Robinson, Joseph Rossbach and Kevin Schafer.

OP Forums: Connect with fellow OP readers and discuss your 

passion for nature photography and outdoor adventures in our 

Outdoor Photographer Forums
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Finish strong.

epson.com/finishstrong
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– Exhibition-quality prints from 13” to 17” wide

–  Epson UltraChrome K3® with Vivid Magenta, used by the world’s leading 

   photographers for stunning black-and-white and brilliant reds, blues and purples

– MicroPiezo® printhead technology for exceptionally precise ink droplet placement 

– World-class service from a dedicated support team

    You find your footing on unstable ground. 

Peer into a stream of molten lava. 

     Brace for shifting wind.

   Adjust for composition.     

And ignore your melting boots.

 Just to get one shot.
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Over a century of hat making 

heritage assures your Akubra will 
provide long lasting protection.  

Made in Australia of pure rabbit fur 
felt to perform rain or shine. 

The Banjo Paterson is the perfect hat 
for your adventures, comfortable in 

the city or country.
Barramundi leather hatband,

  4 ½" crown, 2 ¾" brim.  Sizes: 6 ¾ - 8 
Heritage Fawn or Charcoal.

   #1622 Banjo Paterson ............$185
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cover shot

Photographer: Adam Barker
Location: Bryce Canyon National
Park, Utah

Situation: Bryce Canyon is less a can-
yon than a collection of amphitheater-
like structures in the landscape. The
hoodoo structures that give this national 
park its signature look are at an altitude 
of 8,000 feet and, in winter, while the 
park remains open, heavy snowfall can 
limit access until roads can be cleared. 

Despite the spectacular scenery in
Bryce, visitor traffic is much less than 
at neighboring Zion National Park.
In winter, the numbers are further re- 
duced such that visitors in the months of  
January and February can find them-
selves largely alone, even hiking and
photographing at the most popular trails 
and scenic vantage points.

Like many of Utah’s most famous 
scenic areas, the geology of Bryce
Canyon has led not only to the hoo-
doos, but to a number of natural arches. 
Relatively weak sedimentary rock is
layered over by harder rock that doesn’t 
erode as readily. This has led to the for-
mations of bridges, windows, arches
and, as in Barker’s photo, the hoodoos. 

When planning a long weekend with 
your camera and a quest for dramatic 
and unique landscapes, Bryce Canyon 
should be near the top of your list. In 
the article “Three Days In Utah” in this 
issue, we explore some possible loops 
through the state’s five iconic national 
parks. Contrary to popular belief, the 
parks are open year-round and offer
intrepid landscape photographers some 
truly special photo opportunities.
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The leader of tripod head 
design for over 45 years 
creates a new revolutionary
K nobless ballhead. It’s 
called K nobless because 
the traditional locking 
knobs have been removed. 
Equipped with the patented 
(planetary) p-system, the 
ARCA-SWISS p0 is a unique 
tripod head design due to its 
precision, ease of use and 
has a powerful, concentric 
and uniform locking force. It 
features the patented gravi-
tational force compensation, 
thus preventing sudden 
camera movement. The 
ARCA-SWISS p0 is precise, 
stylish, strong and weights 
under 10 ounces. A hand of 
steel in a velvet glove!

ARCA-SWISS p0 
with threaded disk 
ARCA-SWISS p0 
with quickset device slidefix
starting from $ 229.-

ARCA-SWISS monoball® p0

A    R    C    A
S     W     I     S     S

ARCA-SWISS INC

Phone:   480  755-3364

Mobile:  480  206-4770

Skype:   rod.klukas

E-mail:  rod.klukas@arca-swiss.com
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I
’ve lived in Southern California for close to 
30 years now, but like many who have relo-
cated here, I still refer to my home state as 
“back home,” in my case, Maryland. The nos-
talgia for the place where I was born and grew 

up is strongest this time of year. I remember the 
first months of the year, January and February, as 
being the real winter in the Mid-Atlantic region. 
Days are short, the air is cold, the woods are bare 
and utterly devoid of summer’s verdant foliage, 
and snow falls prodigiously. Edgar Allen Poe 
wrote of remembering “the bleak December” in 
The Raven. I’m convinced that’s only because he 
couldn’t come up with a good rhyme and cadence 
for “bleak January.” Yet, this is the time of year 
when I miss Maryland most. 

Being outside in the winter in Maryland has 
a special feeling of solitude. Of course, that’s 
partially because most people stay indoors! But 
walking through the snow-covered landscapes, 
hearing your footsteps crunch, feeling the cold 
air fill your lungs and just pausing to absorb 
the utter quiet of it all make winter the season 
where nature photography, to me, is most expe-
riential. Shooting on those cold winter days, 
you can really feel like you’re in the moment.

In this issue of OP, we’ve put together a 
slate of articles to help you get out and enjoy 
these days of deepest winter. Former OP editor 
and Minnesota native Rob Sheppard aides us 
through his techniques for getting proper expo-
sure and white balance to create the right look 
in your photos. The fact that snow and ice are 
essentially reflectors gives you a lot of latitude 
to think about the colors in your shots. 

Also on the topic of snow 
and ice, William Neill, our 
On Landscape columnist 
and one of the most revered 
nature photographers alive 
today, takes us on an epic 
voyage to Antarctica. Natu-
rally, Neill wasn’t there dur-
ing the Antarctica winter, 
but since the southern con-
tinent’s summer resembles 
the more temperate win-
ters we experience here in 
the Lower 48, we thought 

this issue was a fitting one to showcase Neill’s 
incredible imagery. Try as we might, the printed 
pages really don’t do the work justice. Some 
years ago, we ran an article on Robert Glenn 
Ketchum’s Antarctic imagery and we had the 
same problem. These photos need to be seen big 
to truly appreciate them, and after you check out 
the article in the magazine, I encourage you to 
visit outdoorphotographer.com or williamneill.
com and blow up the images as large as you can 
on your computer monitor.

Obviously, the weather poses special chal-
lenges for outdoor photography this time of 
year. My nostalgia for walking through snowy 
woods notwithstanding, you can really only 
enjoy the experience and get your best photos 
when you have the proper gear. In “Gear Up For 

Winter Shooting,” we go over some key equip-
ment and offer tips to keep you and your camera 
working in winter conditions. One of the best 
investments you can make for serious nature 
photography this time of year is a camera bag 
that gives you full access to all of the contents 
without having to set it down in snow, ice or 
mud. Take a look at our Gadget Bag article, 
where we identify several of the best models.

There are some advertising slogans that truly 
resonate. “Just Do It” and “Think Different” 
come to mind. For me, one of the very best of 
all time came from W.L. Gore & Associates, 
makers of GORE-TEX® fabrics: “Get Out And 
Stay Out.” Here, in the depths of winter, I have 
that longing for the cold and snow, and getting 
out and staying out. I hope you do, too.

—Christopher Robinson, Publisher/Editor
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Alta Powder
In addition to having one of his landscape photos featured 

on the cover of this issue of OP, Adam Barker is a 

renowned action photographer. This photo was taken in 

the powder-covered utopia of Alta in his home state of 

Utah, and it shows adrenaline-fueled backcountry action 

at its fi nest. What sets Barker’s photography apart from 

so many other skiing shooters is his talent for compelling 

compositions and his eye for light and shadow. 

Canon EOS-1D X, Canon EF 24-105mm ƒ/4L IS USM



Blackmagic URSA is the world’s first high end digital fi lm camera designed to 

revolutionize workflow on set. Built to handle the ergonomics of large fi lm crews 

as well as single person use, URSA has everything built in, including a massive 

10 inch fold out on set monitor, large user upgradeable Super 35 global shutter 

4K image sensor, 12G-SDI and internal dual RAW and ProRes recorders.

Super 35 Size Sensor

URSA is a true professional digital film camera with a 4K sensor, 

global shutter and an incredible 12 stops of dynamic range. 

The wide dynamic range blows away regular video cameras or 

even high end broadcast cameras, so you get dramatically better images that 

look like true digital film. The extra large Super 35 size allows for creative shallow 

depth of field shooting plus RAW and ProRes means you get incredible quality!

Dual Recorders

Blackmagic URSA features dual recorders so you never need 

to stop recording to change media. That’s critical if you are 

shooting an historical event, important interview or where you 

just cannot stop shooting! Simply load an empty CFast card into the second 

recorder and when the current card is full, the recording will continue onto the 

second card, allowing you to change out the full card and keep shooting!

Introducing Blackmagic URSA, the world’s fi rst user 
upgradeable 4K digital fi lm camera!

User Upgradeable Sensor

Blackmagic URSA features a modular camera turret that can 

be removed by unscrewing 4 simple bolts! The camera turret 

includes the sensor, lens mount and lens control connections 

and can be upgraded in the future when new types of sensors are developed. 

This means your next camera will be a fraction of the cost of buying a whole 

new camera! Choose professional PL mount, popular EF mount and more!

Built in On Set Monitoring!

Say goodbye to bulky on set monitors because you get 

a massive fold out 10 inch screen built into Blackmagic 

URSA, making it the world’s biggest viewfi nder! 

The screen is super bright and features an ultra wide viewing angle. URSA 

also includes two extra 5” touch screens on both sides of the camera showing 

settings such as format, frame rate, shutter angle plus scopes for checking 

levels, audio and focus!

agic URSA PLagic URSA EF

$5,995 $6,495

Lenses and accessories shown are not included

www.blackmagicdesign.com
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Sunset Point
Ron Niebrugge’s photo from Sunset Point in Bryce Canyon National 

Park, Utah, shows how being at a popular locale at an unpopular time 

can yield a unique and dramatic image.  “We were in Southern California 

when a news report caught my ear,” Niebrugge explains. “The report 

was of a very large winter storm quickly approaching and expected to 

hit large areas of the West. I immediately thought of Bryce, and Janine 

and I jumped into the truck and started driving. We arrived at Bryce just 

ahead of widespread road closures throughout the region. We were up 

before sunrise and were greeted by at least a foot of beautiful, fresh 

powder snow, and had this wonderful national park all to ourselves.”

Canon EOS-1Ds, Canon EF 28-70mm ƒ/2.8L at 28mm





William Neill
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Meet the Sony 7 Series—the world’s smallest, full-frame mirrorless

interchangeable-lens cameras. Its breakthrough Exmor™—sensor/BIONZ™

X-processor design means stunning resolution, remarkable low-light

sensitivity and clearer HD/4K video than traditional DSLR. The future

of digital imaging is here.

sony.com/sonyalpha #sonyalpha

7R, f/10, 1/160, ISO 100, Lens used: 85mm F1.4 ZA

© 2014 Sony Electronics Inc. The Sony logo is a trademark of Sony Corporation. All rights reserved. 

Reproduction in whole or in part without written permission is prohibited. All other trademarks are 

trademarks of their respective owners.

MEET OUR EVER-EXPANDING LINEUP 

OF FULL-FRAME, E-MOUNT LENSES.

The future of digital imaging.

And the next generation of DSLR.

7 7R 7S

RAW POWER
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S G-SPEED STUDIO XL
G-Technology has expanded the 

external hard drive Studio Line with the 

G-SPEED Studio XL. The 8-bay system 

uses 7200 rpm hard drives for up to 

a 1350 MB/s speed. The system is 

user-confi gurable for RAID 0, 1, 5, 10, 50 

and 60, keeping 4K workfl ow in mind. It’s 

easily daisy-chained to additional drives 

using dual Thunderbolt 2 ports. Perfect 

for high-performance workstations, 

the G-SPEED Studio XL also includes an 

integrated cooling system. Estimated 

Street Price: $3,599 (24 TB); $4,599 

(32 TB); $5,499 (40 TB); $5,999 (48 TB); 

$6,999 (64 TB). Contact: G-Technology, 

www.g-technology.com. 

CANON EOS 7D MARK II X
Featuring a new 20.2-megapixel APS-C CMOS 

sensor and Dual DIGIC 6 Image Processors, the Canon 

EOS 7D Mark II offers an ISO range of 100-16,000 

(51,200 expanded), as well as a quick burst rate of 10 

fps for 31 RAW/1090 Large Fine JPEGs consecutively. 

The camera presents Canon’s fi rst 65-point all cross-type 

AF system combined with improved Intelligent Tracking 

Recognition (introduced with the EOS-1D X), making 

cross-frame subject tracking possible—perfect for the 

action still shooter. The 7D Mark II still provides the 1080p 

full HD video capabilities we now expect from a DSLR, 

with slow-motion capture ability and optional embedded 

time code, recording to .MOV and .MP4 formats and 

offering uncompressed external recording through the 

mini-HDMI port. Optional settings for Peripheral Illumination Correction,

Chromatic Aberration Correction and now Distortion Correction for EF and

EF-S lenses can be turned on for both still and video shooting. The Intelligent 

View Finder provides 100% fi eld of view, a silent shutter mode offers quiet still 

shooting, and the AE system can detect fl ickering light sources and auto adjust 

for consistent exposure and color. List Price: $1,799 (body only); $2,199 (kit with 

EF-S 18-135mm ƒ/3.5-5.6 IS STM). Contact: Canon, www.usa.canon.com. 

W HERO4 BLACK 
EDITION
GoPro has added 

power, speed and 

functionality to the 

HERO4 Black edition. 

Incorporating a new 

processor, the action 

cam delivers sharper 

detail and offers 

customizable exposure 

settings up to 30 seconds in Night 

Photo and Night Lapse modes. An 

Auto LowLight mode also changes 

frame rates to match lighting 

conditions. The camera is equipped 

to handle 4K30, 2.7K50 and 

1080p120 frame rates ready for slow-motion shots. While recording video, the 

HiLight Tag function gives the opportunity to mark key moments so you can 

skip to them in playback for quick editing. A new audio system features a 

microphone with increased dynamic range, and the camera is now compatible 

with several professional external mics. WiFi and Bluetooth let you connect to 

the GoPro App and Smart Remote, and Protune is now available for both still 

photos and video footage. List Price: $499. Contact: GoPro, gopro.com.
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www.tamron-usa.com

Inspiration knows no distance.

©David Akoubian on Image Master)

The 16mm wide-angle revolution.
Setting a new standard in high-power zoom lenses. 
;OPZ�L_[YHVYKPUHY`�^VYSK»Z�Ä�YZ[1 18.8x zoom comes with Vibration 

Compensation and high-speed Piezo Drive autofocusing, making the 

Tamron 16-300mm Di II VC PZD Macro a lens you can rely on for crisp, 

detailed wide-angle to long-telephoto shots.

Model B016
For Canon, Nikon and Sony* mounts
*Sony mount without VC
1As of March 2014 Source: Tamron

16-300mm 
F/3.5-6.3 Di II VC PZD MACRO
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S QUADCOPTER CASE CONVERSION
Easily convert the Think Tank Photo Airport 

Accelerator backpack into a DJI Phantom 2 

case using the Phantom 2 Quadcopter Divider 

Kit. The adjustable, high-density, closed-cell 

foam dividers have been specifi cally designed 

for the drone’s unique shape and accessories, 

accommodating a 7-inch HDMI LCD monitor on 

a Devlcam Camera-Top, a WiFi range extender, 

spare rotors, a charger and extra batteries. The 

kit includes rotor mount thread protectors and is 

water-resistant. List Price: $34. Contact: Think 

Tank Photo, www.thinktankphoto.com.

NIKON D750 X
Nikon has introduced the D750 with a 24.3-megapixel, full-frame 

CMOS sensor. Including the EXPEED 4 Image Processing 

Engine, the camera has an ISO range of 100-12,800 (50-51,200 

extended) with a 51-point AF system. The Advanced Multi-CAM 

3500 II AF tracks quick-moving sports and wildlife at a 6.5 fps 

burst rate. With the same full HD video features as the D810, the 

D750 has full manual control with Power Aperture for smooth 

transitions between adjustments. Recording can be done with 

dual SD cards or to HDMI output. For ease with shooting angles 

and video viewing, the D750 is Nikon’s fi rst FX-format DSLR with 

a tilting Vari-Angle 3.2-inch, 1229K-dot LCD screen. It’s also 

the fi rst Nikon DSLR with built-in WiFi for remote use with your 

smartphone or tablet. List Price: $2,299 (body only). Contact: 

Nikon, www.nikonusa.com. 

NX1 SMART CAMERA T
The fl agship Samsung NX1 SMART camera combines high-quality 

still images and video with fl exible connectivity in a compact size. The 

28-megapixel Back Side Illuminated CMOS sensor gathers more light 

than other sensors and works together with the NX AF System III 

autofocus system to boast 205 Phase Detection AF points covering over 

90% of the frame. The DRIMe V Image Processor and Adaptive Noise 

Reduction technology provide accurate color reproduction and clear 

detail. This system provides 15 fps shooting speed with subject tracking. 

The NX1 includes the HEVC codec (H.265) and supports 4K video 

shooting directly to a memory card. Samsung has expanded NFC and 

WiFi, now including Bluetooth 3.0 connectivity. Photo Beam technology 

transfers images through touching devices together without additional 

confi guration. The Mobile Link function transfers images to four devices 

at once, and Auto Share automatically uploads images to a mobile 

device. A Remote Viewfi nder Pro function provides manual setting and 

zoom control via a smartphone. List Price: $1,499 (body only). Contact: 

Samsung, www.samsung.com. 
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SIGMA QUATTRO X
The second camera in Sigma’s Quattro series has arrived. 

The dp1 Quattro has a fixed 19mm ƒ/2.8 lens (a 28mm 

equivalent on a 35mm camera), making it the widest angle 

of the set. Using an effective 29-megapixel Foveon Quattro 

Direct sensor with a TRUE III Image processor, the dp1 

provides true color, increased detail and quick processing. 

With an ISO 100-6400 range, the camera uses a 9-point 

Contrast Detection AF system with Face Detection mode. 

The lens contains one FLD glass element and two glass 

mold aspherical lenses to minimize aberration. List Price: 

$999. Contact: Sigma, www.sigmaphoto.com. 

W CAPTURE ONE PRO 8
Known for tethered capture ability, a customizable 

workspace and high-quality image conversion, Phase 

One has added new features with Capture One Pro 

version 8 while also updating purchase options. Capture 

One Pro 8 now includes a Clone & 

Heal repair tool, as well as a new Film 

Grain tool to simulate analog film. The 

Local Adjustment has been expanded 

to include features such as local White 

Balance. Workflow transitions between 

Capture One and Lightroom/Aperture 

have been smoothed. In addition  

to the outright purchase of the current  

software option, Phase One now 

includes a monthly subscription option 

allowing access across all software  

updates. List Price: $299 or  

$10/month. Contact: Phase One, 

www.phaseone.com/pro. 

MAMIYA LEAF CREDO 50 X
Mamiya Leaf has announced the new Leaf Credo 50. Using 

the Sony 50-megapixel CMOS sensor system combined with 

an improved image processor, the Leaf Credo 50 offers 

improved Live View performance with selective focus on the 

3.2-inch LCD touch-screen display or a computer monitor 

with Capture One software. The ISO ranges from 100-6400, 

and the camera shoots images from 1.2 frames per second 

up to hour-long exposures for full creative freedom. It also 

provides a 14-stop dynamic range with 14-bit RAW files.  

List Price: $26,995 (back only); $30,995 (full system). 

Contact: Mamiya Leaf, www.mamiyaleaf.com.
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Introducing the incredibly fast EOS 7D Mark II DSLR. Complete with up to 10 frames

second of continuous shooting and our revolutionary 65-point* All Cross-type autof

system, it was built to keep anything and everything sharp and stunning. 

Show us how you bring it at bringit.usa.canon.com

s per
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S LUMIX LX100
Panasonic has delivered pro-level functionality in a compact and easy-to-operate 
design with the LUMIX DMC-LX100 compact camera. The 12.8-megapixel Micro 
Four Thirds High Sensitivity MOS sensor and new Venus Engine provide Multi Process 
Noise Reduction, a Random Filter and Aperture Filter for clear detail, and accurate 
colors. The camera offers a high-speed burst rate of 11 fps. The LX100 features a 
Leica DC Vario-Summilux 24-75mm equivalent ƒ/1.7-2.8 lens and 2764K-dot Live 
View Finder with 100% field of view. In addition to recording 1080/60p video, the 
camera also has 4K recording capabilities with a Hybrid Photography 4K Photo mode. 
The LX100 has WiFi and NFC connectivity. Estimated Street Price: $899. Contact: 
Panasonic, shop.panasonic.com. 

S FOTOMAGICO
FotoMagico 4 by Boinx Software helps you create multimedia slideshows, mixing 
photos and videos to present your work to clients and friends. The software  
automatically adjusts for frame rates, aspect ratios and resolution, allowing you to 
focus on creating a story through transitions, audio and layers. FotoMagico also 
provides a teleprompter setting to aid in formal presentations. The 4.5 version update 
supports 4K video with export settings and is optimized for Mountain Lion, Mavericks 
and Yosemite operating systems. List Price: $99; free update for existing users. 
Contact: Boinx Software, boinx.com/fotomagico. 
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S HASSELBLAD V SYSTEM DIGITAL BACK
Hasselblad has reinvested in their classic V System cameras, dating back to 
1957, by designing the cordless CFV-50c digital back with a 50-megapixel 
CMOS medium-format sensor. With an ISO range of 100-6400, it shoots 1.5 
images a second and long exposures up to 12 minutes to a CF card or tethered 
computer. The 3-inch, high-resolution LCD screen offers a new menu and button 
layout. The digital back supports a classic Hasselblad square crop setting. It’s  
compatible with 90° viewfinders 500EL-type or 503CW with winder remote  
options. List Price: $15,500. Contact: Hasselblad, www.hasselbladusa.com. 

S HDR EXPRESS 3
Unified Color Technologies has 
released HDR Express 3, bringing 
professional tools to an easy-to-use 
application. While maintaining the 
software’s clean design, the upgrade 
provides photographers with increased 
speed and additional features. HDR 
Express 3’s merge processing takes half 
the time to create a merged image when compared to HDR Express 2. The 
32-bit color-editing tools are more responsive. The Adaptive Tone Mapping 
algorithms have been improved with the addition of a Gamma slider for control of 
midtones. The software also includes new alignment and de-ghosting algorithms 
that were released with the HDR Expose 3 professional software. RAW file 
support is included for over 600 cameras. List Price: $79 (new license); $49 
(upgrade). Contact: Unified Color Technologies, www.unifiedcolor.com. 



S EPSON SURECOLOR P600 PRINTER
Epson’s new 13-inch SureColor P600 printer offers a high-quality home 
printing option. The MicroPiezo AMC printhead prints up to 5670x1440 dpi 
resolution. Using the Epson UltraChrome HD pigment inks, the AccuPhoto 
HD imaging technology precisely places each droplet of ink for grain-free 
prints. The front-in and front-out paper path allows for cut-sheet prints up to 
13x19 inches on glossy, matte and fine-art paper up to 1.3mm thick. The 
printer has paper roll support for panorama prints over 10 feet long. The P600 
has a 3.5-inch tilting color LCD touch panel and USB, WiFi and Ethernet 
connection abilities. List Price: $799. Contact: Epson, www.epson.com/P600.

T GYRO STABILIZER
Flashpoint has developed the ZeroGrav 2-Axis 

Digital Gyro Stabilizer, which is compatible with 
DSLRs and the Blackmagic Cinema Camera. 
Gyro stabilizers detect angular velocity and 
acceleration, and balance can be adjusted on 
the base plate. The Lithium gyro motor controls 
pitch and roll/yaw, which can be calibrated for 
preferred speed. The twin-handle grips maintain 
a safe center of gravity and pitch balance. List 
Price: $1,199. Contact: Flashpoint (Adorama), 
www.adorama.com. 
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argraph.com/SiruiMonopods.html

For more information visit Argraph.com
or call us at 1.888.ARGRAPH (1.888.274.7274) 

Distributed Exclusively in the U.S. by Argraph Corporation 
Sirui is a registered trademark of SIRUI Photographic Equipment Industry Co. Ltd
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Where Support Meets Flexibility
Photo Monopod, Video Monopod 

and Table-Top Tripod
All In One Compact System

Swivels 20º
in any direction

or locks vertically
(patented)

Converts to 
standard 
monopod 
(patented)

Support feet for
increased stability

All The Support You Need!
SIRUI...

360º 
Panning Grip 

(patented)

Feet 
convert to 

low angle/table top  
tripod (patented)
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F
ierce winter weather may 
interrupt your outdoor pho-
tography adventures, but it 
doesn’t mean you have to 
stop shooting. Actually, it’s 

a great time to take a step back from 
the cacophony of subjects competing 
for attention. These are the months 
I enjoy working in my studio and 
taking the time to fully explore all 
aspects and approaches to a single 
subject, while developing and mas-
tering new capture and postprocess-
ing techniques. Here are a few ideas.

Scaling New Heights With  

Butterfly Subjects

Butterflies are great to watch flit-
ting among the blossoms, and oc-
casionally we even capture them in
the act of landing or nectaring on a
flower. But butterflies have a closer
beauty found in the designs, col-
ors and textures that make up their
wings. Capturing these features requires some real macro tech-
niques and high-quality specimens that were raised for viewing 
and photography. You need to get to a magnification of 3X or 
more to do them justice. If you have the Canon MP-E 65mm 
1-5x macro lens, you’re set to go. With an APS-C sensor, this 
lens will achieve an effective magnification of 1.6X to 8X.  
Everyone else will have to use some ingenuity to get beyond 
the common 1X that most macro lenses offer.

Take a 200mm lens (it can be a 70-200mm zoom or a 
180mm macro) and a wide-angle lens, such as a 24mm; re-
verse the wide-angle and place it front element to front el-
ement with the 200mm, which is mounted to the camera. 
You can purchase an inexpensive reversing ring from B&H, 
Adorama and Amazon, among others, which has the filter size 
for each lens on the intermediate ring. If you’re in a hurry, or 
don’t want to spend the money, take wide black tape (from the 
hardware store) and use the tape to carefully mate the lenses 
front to front. You’ll achieve a magnification
equivalent to the focal length of the telephoto
divided by the focal length of the wide angle.
For example, the combination of the 24mm
and 200mm lenses will yield approximately
8X of surprising quality. Note that the front

lens will work only manually, and settings need to be accom-
plished with the 200mm attached to the camera. 

Extension tubes also can help in attaining higher magni-
fication. Inserted between the body and the lens, extension 
tubes increase magnification at a 1:1 ratio; a 50mm lens needs 
50mm of extension to achieve 1X; a 24mm lens needs 24mm 
of extension for that same 1X. Another great option is your 
2X tele-extender. It doubles the magnification with a two-stop 
light loss, but still gives excellent image quality.

You’ll need flash! A lot of light is lost with higher magnifica-
tion, so bring the flashes in close and either use your TTL flash 
setting or monitor a manual exposure on the camera’s LCD and 
histogram. It’s so much easier than film days, when you had to 
wait a couple of days to see if the exposure was correct.

Now you can practice your stacking skills. Stacking extends 
depth of field by combining a number of captures at different fo-
cus points into a single image. At higher magnifications, depth of 

field is minimal. Any image beyond 1X will need 
to be stacked to have a reasonable range of sharp-
ness. To accomplish the captures, move through 
the image with very small adjustment of the fo-
cusing ring or, alternatively, slight movements of 
the camera using a focusing rail. A tripod or copy 

Work Around The Weather
3CALING�.EW�(EIGHTS�7ITH�"UTTERmY�3UBJECTS�s�)T�S�3TILL�,IFE�
4AKE�4HE�4IME�4O�4IME,APSE�s�0HOTOGRAPHING�3HINY�4HINGS��
[ By George D. Lepp With Kathryn Vincent Lepp ]

tech tips

MORE On The Web
OP columns are available as an archive online at 

www.outdoorphotographer.com/columns.  

Find tips, answers and advice from OP’s trusted 

cadre of world-famous nature photographers!

�

Butterflies To Scale: At 4X, this image of a small section of a butterfly wing reveals the fascinating  
contours of its scales and vein structure. For Lepp, butterfly studies are complex studio subjects perfect 
for snowy days. Canon EOS 5D Mark III, Canon MP-E 65mm ƒ/2.8 1-5x macro lens at 4X and MT-24EX 
macro flash,12 stacked images at ƒ/4 captured with a StackShot
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stand will hold the camera very still. You 
might look into the CamRanger; when 
used with an iPad or other tablet, it can be 
set to accomplish stacking and gives you 
a very large viewfinder (www.camranger.
com). Once you get going on this tech-
nique, it will keep you busy all winter.

Where do you get the wings? Order 
at www.butterfliesandthings.com. Many 
beautiful specimens can be purchased 
for only a few dollars. They have beetles, 
as well, if you want to start a collection.

It’s Still Life

Flowers on the kitchen table! Seri-
ously, it’s that easy. A simple bouquet 
of supermarket tulips can keep me busy 
for a couple of days. From a Rembrandt 
still life to a curving, curling, close-up 
abstract of design and color, every bou-
quet has many possible interpretations. 
A macro lens, a window and a neutral 
background are all you need. Our fore-
photographers used a lot of north light 
to take still lifes and portraits. This nat-
ural light source with a white card for a 
reflector can get you in touch with some 
beautiful soft imagery. You’ll need a tri-
pod to deal with longer exposures, but 
you have lots of time before you shovel 
the snow off the driveway again.

Close-ups lend themselves to multiple-
flash macro techniques. Even simple 
flashes with slaves will work to bring in 
two sources to even out the light or work 
on lighting ratios for dramatic effects. A 
flash behind the subject can illuminate a 
transparent petal, rim its edges or appear 
to originate from within the subject itself. 
Use the LCD on the back of the camera 
to view your results, make adjustments 
and try new approaches. Using Live 
View and the LCD to compose your im-
age will give you the feeling of working 
with a miniature 4x5 view camera. Or use 
the same Live View mode to tether your 
camera to your computer screen; better 
yet, attach your computer via a program 
like EOS Utility. You’ll have a big LCD 
to preview your work. For you Canon us-
ers, this program is free with every cam-
era; all you need is a USB cable between 
the camera and the laptop or desktop.

Take The Time To Time-Lapse

I was always fascinated with Walt 
Disney’s time-lapses of flowers open-
ing. I’m sure that back in those days it 
took a lot of fancy equipment and a lot 
of rolls of 36-exposure film. Now all you 
need is a darkened room, some flowers 

Pack your camera and your sense of 

adventure. Let our fleet of 11 state 

ferries transport you to biking, hiking 

and wildlife viewing others have only 

dreamed about. Visit us online for 

routes, videos and more.

FerryAlaska.com/od

1-800-642-0066

scenics
www.outdoorphotographer.com

Outdoor Photographer

travel wildlife
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answer is cross-polarization. Placing po-
larizing material over the light source(s) 
and on the lens, oriented in opposite di-
rections, admits only the light rays com-
ing from a single direction and eliminates 
light scatter. In the process, you’ll lose 
about 5 stops of light, so you’ll need flash. 
The result is a lack of specular highlights 
and heightened color saturation. Miner-
als such as crystals and petrified wood 
are spectacular, with extraordinary detail. 

To accomplish this technique, you’ll 
need a polarizing filter for your lens of 
choice (preferably a macro lens) and 
polarizing material cut from a sheet 
that fits over each flash. This material 
is available from www.edmundoptics.
com. An 8.5x5-inch sheet of Visible 
Linear Polarizing Laminated Film (#45-
669) will cost $24.20 and last a lifetime 
of cross-polarizing photography.

To orient the light source polarization 
and lens filter, look through the camera 
into a mirror and rotate the lens polarizer 
until the polarizers over the flashes go 
black. If using more than one flash, the 
polarizing material on each flash must be 
oriented the same way. Now mark the top 
of the lens polarizer so you don’t have to 
spend so much time looking into mirrors. 

Polished minerals and gems can be 
obtained at shops specializing in these 
items. Other rewarding subjects include 
shiny bugs (beetles from the supplier of 
butterflies) and cut fruit.                    OP

See George Lepp’s new website  

for new images and content at  

www.GeorgeLeppImages.com.  

about to open, a DSLR, extra batteries
for the camera, an intervalometer and a 
few inexpensive LED lights. So I guess 
you still need a lot of fancy equipment, 
but you probably already own most of it.  

A darkened room is important because 
you need to photograph 24/7 and ambi-
ent light changes from day to night are 
distracting. The flowers are easy. Find 
some that are ready to open and will do 
so in a reasonable amount of time—a 
couple of days is okay, but a week is 
not. Any DSLR will work that can have 
an intervalometer attached. Set the inter-
valometer for about 3 minutes between 
captures. Lighting for my flower time-
lapses has come from three LED lights. 
Why LEDs? They’re cool (as in cold), 
they have a pretty good color spectrum 
that can be easily corrected in Lightroom, 
they last forever, and they’re inexpensive. 
You’ll want to change the position of the 
camera during the length of the filming or 
have a second camera (more fancy equip-
ment) at a different position to provide 
some variation of angle and magnifica-
tion in the finished video. Following the 
capture, you need to assemble the time-
lapse and do a bit of editing; the simplest 
options are Apple’s QuickTime 7 Pro and  
Frosthaus’ Sequence (frosthaus.com). 
You can get up to speed on the time-lapse 
assembly process while you’re waiting 
for the flowers to open.

Photographing Shiny Things

Have you ever tried to photograph 
minerals, gems or wet objects and were 
unable to get rid of the reflections? The 

Petrified Wood. Lepp used a cross-polarization technique to eliminate reflections and show the rich 
colors and details of this petrified wood sample. Canon EOS 5D Mark III, Canon EF 100mm ƒ/2.8 macro 
lens, cross-polarized MT-24EX macro flash, 1⁄180 sec. at ƒ/22

THE
AMERICAN
LANDSCAPE
2015 FOURTH ANNUAL 

PHOTO CONTEST

Photo by Bill Shupp—Second Place Winner

Photo by Benji Studt—Third Place Winner

Photo by Cameron Teller

The 2014 American Landscape Photo Contest Winner

Presented By

outdoorphotographer.com/tal2015
FOR COMPLETE CONTEST DETAILS!
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Elizabeth Kreutz was covering one of the 

world’s most important cycling events from the 

back of a motorcycle when rainy conditions 

caused her driver to crash. Everyone was okay, 

but Liz’s Canon EF 70-200mm lens wasn’t. She 

immediately reached out to her CPS rep and 

he arranged to have a Canon pro rep hand 

deliver her a replacement lens the next day, 

saving the rest of her shoot. This is the kind of 

support that Liz and thousands of professional 

photographers rely on and expect from Canon 

service, support and education.

Elizabeth Kreutz
Canon sports photojournalist since 2001

Watch Liz’s video and learn more
about Canon Service & Support at
pro.usa.canon.com/supportmatters
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Denali National Park & Preserve, Alaska

gravel road for the best

views. Mile 20 on the gravel

road will give you my fav-

orite vantage point for a pho-

to in the fall. Take care in

scheduling your trip around

the moose-hunting season.

There will be a lot of hunters

on the road, and they

can be a hazard with their

4-wheelers. Traveling up the

George Parks Highway a little

further to Mile 135 brings you

to one of the best views of

Denali. Be sure to take the

short hike up the local trail

for a magnificent, sweep-

ing view.

Weather

Weather is always an issue

in Alaska. Denali creates its

own weather; it might be

clear throughout the state,

but conversely the mountain

will be shrouded in clouds.

Be sure to bring warm and

waterproof clothing no mat-

ter what time of year you

travel because the climate

Location

Denali, or Mt. McKinley, as

it’s more commonly known,

can be seen from all over the

state of Alaska. At just over

20,000 feet, it can be seen

from Anchorage on a clear

day. That’s almost 200 miles

away. The best places for

photographing the towering

vista, in my opinion, is south

of the mountain. The near-

by areas of Talkeetna and

Trapper Creek offer stunning

views from that direction.

There are pullouts along the

For nature

photographers,

it’s important

to stay light

on your feet

while traveling,

but expansive

landscapes and

skittish wildlife also

require fluctuating focal

lengths to achieve the best

captures. A telephoto zoom like

the Tamron SP 150-600mm

F/5-6.3 Di VC USD is great

for working with fast-moving

critters while still allowing

enough compositional freedom

to incorporate natural settings

as a backdrop or primary

subject. Dedicated zooms will

gain you faster apertures, but a

single telephoto zoom is much

lighter than multiple lenses.

Explore exciting nature imagery in the Your Favorite Places
gallery at www.outdoorphotographer.com. Submit your
photos for a chance to be published!

What’s Your

Favorite Place?

for weather to clear and to 

get a chance at sunrise pho-

tos. Denali is so large and the 

environment so diverse that in 

order to work from different 

angles and for wildlife, a tele-

photo zoom provides compo-

sitional and tracking fl exibility 

while a wide-angle zoom is 

best for incorporating fore-

ground elements. 

Best Times

Though services are limited, 

without a doubt, fall is the best 

time to photograph Denali. 

Summer can be diffi cult and, 

while winter is great for cap-

turing inclement conditions, 

the temperatures are extreme. 

Since we have such long days 

in the summer and year-round, 

the sun is very high in the sky, 

which often causes harsh 

lighting conditions. Fall brings 

much more pleasant low-on-

the-horizon light along with 

colorful foliage.

Contact: Denali National 

Park & Preserve, www.nps.

gov/dena.                                  OP

MOUNT McKINLEY

can vary greatly throughout 

the day and even in differ-

ent areas of the mountain. 

Summer, the most popular 

season, has averages that 

oscillate from 33º F to 75º 

F. Summer has the heaviest 

precipitation, as well, and it 

even snows in July on occa-

sion. Winters are cold in the 

extreme, with highs in the 

20s and lows that can ex-

tend all the way down to -40º 

F. This kind of cold can last 

from late October through 

March. Spring and autumn 

temperatures often will de-

pend on seasonal conditions 

following summer and winter. 

Photo Experience

Ironically, it’s said that visi-

tors to the park only have a 

30% chance of seeing the 

mountain, so getting good 

photos of McKinley can be 

a challenge. Hoping to get 

the right combination of light 

and weather, I’ve slept in my 

truck several nights waiting 

ABOVE: Tamron SP 150-600mm F/5-6.3 

Di VC USD

Essential

[ F A V O R I T E  P L A C E S ] 
Text & Photography By Mike Criss

ALASKA

�

Denali 

National Park 

& Preserve



REFLECT. DIFFUSE. CREATE.

Questions?

Contact sunbounce@hasselbladbron.com

Sunbounce Reflectors are 
best in class photographic 
reflectors for photography and 
motion picture. They are solid, 
rigid, and collapse down to 
easily transportable sizes. The 

Sun Swatter line of diffusers allows for a 
complete overhead diffusion system. Sun 
Swatter are perfect for location and wedding 
photography where you need to move the 
subjects among many locations quickly and 
easily. Our line of Sun Scrims is a system for 
diffusion, reflection, or reduction using large 
panels. We offer a variety of sizes based on 
your need, and make 27 different fabrics. 
Sunbounce also has a line of grip, 
accessories, bags, and special items.
For more information on products visit 
products.hasselbladbron.com/Sunbounce
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I
n Iran, everything warrants a second look. 
Its sophisticated culture, which goes back 
to the dawn of civilization, thrives on 
complexities and contradictions. There are 
layers to everything, no matter whether 

it’s carpets, food or politics. Since the Islamic 
Revolution in 1979, many aspects of Iranian 
life have been reshaped by its theocratic  
government. Photographers there need to be 
careful not to run afoul of stringent rules. It can 
be difficult to practice photography in public 
without a permit from the Ministry of Culture 
and Islamic Guidance.   

Iran’s capital, Tehran, looks like many other 
sprawling world cities with scores of  
anonymous high-rises. But quite a few of the 
buildings that face busy thoroughfares are 
adorned with a unique array of public art that 
ranges from outright propaganda to outrageous 
surrealist murals. To me, they were an  
irresistible photo opportunity.  

So as not to draw too much attention to 
myself, I resorted to testing my drive-by 
photography skills. With a friend at the wheel, 
I would sit in the passenger seat equipped with 
a lightweight Nikon DSLR and a 28-200mm 
lens and shoot as we were driving along. By 
cranking up the ISO, I could set a high enough 
shutter speed to offset the car’s movement and 
still close down the aperture a few stops to 
extend my depth of field.  

Under Islamic law, women in Iran are 
required to dress conservatively. While many 
younger women resent this dress code,  
older women often drape themselves in a  
body-length black chador. One day as I was 
doing one of my mural tours by car, I noticed 
a lady walking alone past a wall that featured 
both an optical illusion created by a painter and 
the stern visages of Ayatollah Khomeini and 
his successor, Supreme Leader Ali Khamenei. 
Driving along at 30 miles per hour, I had only 
seconds to turn my initial impression into a 
photographic response. But one frame captured 
the ironic juxtaposition of a liberal imagination 
with its cultural counterweight.                      OP

Subscribe to Frans Lanting’s new blog: www.lanting.com/blog/.

world view

[ B y  F r a n s  L a n t i n g ]
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T
here comes a time in every travel shooter’s life 
when he or she starts doubling back over familiar 
ground by returning to locations already photo-
graphed, maybe even more than once. Sometimes 
there’s an economic incentive—there’s no doubt 

it’s cheaper to shoot in your own backyard than to hop a plane 
to an exotic destination. Sometimes, it’s just a love of a certain 
place (I can’t get enough of Iceland, for instance, and have 
been traveling there since the mid-’80s).

A lot of students in my workshops and seminars ask, “Why 
would you go back to places you’ve already shot, when there 
are so many new places in the world to see? Haven’t you ‘been 
there, done that?’” Well, not quite.  

Here are a couple of compelling reasons why you may want 
to make one area your photographic specialty and how it can 
help you grow as a photographer.

Familiarity breeds knowledge. The difference between 
good pictures of a location and great pictures is often the 
amount of “local knowledge” you have about the place. That’s 
why most experienced travel photographers
make use of “fixers,” street-smart local
guides and translators who know the lay of
the land and can talk you onto the rooftops,
terraces and viewpoints that otherwise may
be unknown to the casual visitor.

But if you go back to the same place more than once, you
can start to act as your own “fixer” because, after a couple of
trips full of trial and error, you begin to acquire that hard-won
“local” knowledge, and it can pay off big.

Recently, I was assigned, for about the fourth or fifth time, to
shoot the beautiful Austrian city of Salzburg. I’ve covered it in
winter and summer for a variety of publications, but this time
I was shooting a video story for a magazine’s blog site about
the pre-Christmas Advent season in early December, which is
a magical time to be there. For a “winter-wonderland-in-an-
Alpine-city”-type story to work, you need falling snow, and
while the city was coated in snow, there was none in the forecast
for the few days I was going to be there. One afternoon, however,
a blustery squall came out of nowhere, and I went into high gear.

During the 90-minute snowstorm, I got two skyline overviews
and about six key street scenes, all in the picturesque driving
snow, and even some at the magic hour of twilight. When I hand-
ed in the video, the editor said, “Boy, you were lucky it snowed
so much because that really makes the piece.”

As much as I was aching to say that luck had noth-
ing to do with it, that it was preparation and local
knowledge of the best places to shoot overviews that
allowed me to make the most of that brief, unpre-
dicted storm, I kept my mouth shut. This was the

Second Helpings
Repeat visits help build local knowledge and  
more insightful photography
[ By Bob Krist ]

photo traveler

MORE On The Web
OP columns are available as an archive online at 

www.outdoorphotographer.com/columns.  

Find tips, answers and advice from OP’s trusted 

cadre of world-famous nature photographers!

�

Don’t think of return 
visits to a photo 
destination as “been 
there, done that.” Bob 
Krist has traveled to 
Easter Island multiple 
times, but on his last 
visit, the weather 
conditions allowed 
him to capture a starry 
night sky behind the 
moai sculptures using 
light-painting. The 
result was a dramatic 
photograph that was 
much better than 
anything he had shot 
on previous trips.

(Cont’d on page 93)

http://outdoorphotographer.com
http://www.outdoorphotographer.com/columns
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[ B E H I N D  T H E  S H O T ] 
Text & Photography By Richard Salas

Steller Sea Lion

T
he Steller sea lion: 700 pounds of six-foot rambunctious 

puppy dog! I was teaching a photo workshop up at God’s 

Pocket Resort, a land-based diving operation in British 

Columbia, Canada. Only accessible by boat, God’s Pocket 

Resort is the only resident of Hurst Island. They generate 

their own electricity and water, and ferry in food from town.

We had already been treated to some of the best coldwater diving 

in Canada—wolf eels looking like Muppets of old men, a giant Pacifi c 

octopus changing color and texture so fast, our eyes could barely keep 

up, and grunt sculpins hopping around like little windup toys.

The next dive was the one never to be forgotten: Steller sea lions. We 

were briefed on the best procedure to avoid overexciting the pinnipeds. 

We were to go to the bottom and stay close together in a line so we 

would look big, like one gang facing another. The Stellers stayed their 

distance for a few passes, but as they fi gured out we weren’t there to 

hurt them, they became more bold. At fi rst, they just came close, but 

as their confi dence grew, they started to mouth at our arms, legs and 

heads. (They don’t have hands to check us out with so they use their 

very large mouths.) We could feel their canine teeth through our hoods, 

sometimes pushing and sometimes swimming between our legs and 

pulling at our strobe lights.

This kind of photo opportunity needs some thought because, as soon 

as you get down there, you realize chaos is ensuing, and it’s very hard to 

get a shot when 700-pound animals are playing with you like a chew toy. 

I wanted to get their beautiful, curious faces to fi ll my frame, so I thought 

about a portrait lighting setup with a key light and a fi ll to make the per-

fect ratio. It worked for a while until the sea lions decided they had better 

ways to set the strobes, moving fi rst the left and then the right strobe, so 

I was lighting myself and not them. I had to keep checking and recheck-

ing my lights to make sure they were pointing where I wanted them.

I wound up shooting 1/200th at ƒ/7.1. I wanted the sharpest image I 

could get while still keeping the face in focus. I also wanted the back-

ground to be darker than normal so the sea lion would pop off from the 

background. And then I had to wait for that one sea lion to come up super-

close to the dome port and give me that inquisitive look. There were many 

of these shots that went by since I wasn’t set for them, but I wanted my 

shot and I waited. With all the pushing and pulling and sometimes having 

fi ve or six sea lions on me at once, it’s one of the most amazing and mem-

orable dives I’ve ever been blessed to experience.                                     OP

See more of Richard Salas’ work at his website, 
askphotoh2o.com, and fi nd out about workshops he offers 
at askphotoh2o.com/h2o/services. Follow him on Facebook 
at www.facebook.com/SeaOfLightTrilogy and on Twitter 
@richardsalas. 
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Nikon D300S, AT-X Tokina       

Hurst Island, British Columbia, Canada

http://askphotoh2o.com
http://askphotoh2o.com/h2o/services
http://www.facebook.com/SeaOfLightTrilogy
http://outdoorphotographer.com
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      10-17mm ƒ/3.5-4.5 AT-X 107 AF DX fi sheye wide-angle zoom, Subal ND300s underwater housing, two Inon Z-240 strobe lights, 1⁄200 sec. at ƒ/7.1, ISO 200

http://outdoorphotographer.com


 A N TA R C T I C 
D R E A M S

T
When OP columnist William Neill 

led a workshop to Antarctica, he 

created his own unique collection 

of images from a place that has 

become much more accessible for 

photography-oriented adventurers

BY WILLIAM NEILL WITH ASHLEY MYERS-TURNER | PHOTOGRAPHY BY WILLIAM NEILL

The Antarctic landscape is unlike any other. Grand glacial peaks pres-
ent a powerful presence while providing a hub for penguin and seal 
populations. While the extreme weather and long days may deter 
some, the continent is a must-see destination for many photographers.

William Neill embarked on an Antarctic adventure as a leader for 
Michael Reichmann and Kevin Raber’s Luminous Landscape work-
shop. While on the ship and small Zodiac rafts, Neill found himself 
quickly adapting to a new shooting style defi ned by anticipating 
important compositional moments. During the extra-long summer 
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LEFT: Iceberg Towers at Dawn, Pleneau Bay,  
Antarctic Peninsula, Antarctica, 2014
Canon EOS 5D Mark III, EF 70-200mm  

ƒ/2.8L IS II and 1.4x III 

It was a cold dawn when we jumped into 

our Zodiac boats to explore this magic 

place where icebergs from near and far 

float into a shallow dead-end bay. More 

steadily through the bay, I had to watch 

carefully and fire quickly when these 

icebergs separated beautifully, and then 

the composition was gone. The next two 

hours here made me constantly catch my 

breath with wonder. It was so amazing, 

we returned for more icebergs and seals 

for another two hours in epic sunset light.

BELOW: Gentoo Penguins and Solar Halo, 
Cuverville Island, Antarctic Peninsula, 
Antarctica, 2014
Canon EOS 5D Mark III, EF 16-35mm  

ƒ/2.8L II  

As we landed at this gentoo penguin colony, 

I noticed a wonderful solar halo overhead. 

I quickly changed lenses to my 16-35mm 

in order to fit the full circle. I noticed some 

penguins going out to fish and began to 

photograph. With my eye to the camera, I 

didn’t notice these guys walk right by me. I 

could have touched them!

days, this could be a challenge, as lines and shapes constantly shifted with 
the movement of the watercraft and clear skies quickly filled with dramatic 
clouds. Inspired by the epic landscape scale and the thrill of an unknown 
challenge around each corner, Neill easily shot 10,000 photos within five 
days for the portfolio project “Antarctic Dreams.” Through these images, 
Neill presents his own dreams of photographic travel and hopes to inspire 
others with dreams of Antarctic preservation and conservation. Special 
thanks to MindShift Gear and BorrowLenses.com for their support of  
William Neill on this expedition.

http://BorrowLenses.com




TOP, LEFT: Blue Icebergs, Cierva Cove, Antarctic Peninsula, Antarctica, 2014
Canon EOS 5D Mark III, EF 24-105mm ƒ/4L IS USM

TOP, RIGHT: Ancient Crystal Iceberg, Cierva Cove, Antarctic Peninsula, Antarctica, 2014
Canon EOS 5D Mark III, EF 24-105mm ƒ/4L IS USM

I could have spent a whole day just photographing this iceberg, but we only spent 10 minutes around it, 

as there was so much else to see. Using my 24-105mm zoom, I was able to make wide scenic views at 

24mm, as well as zoom in closer for my favorite type of intimate landscape details, as seen in these two 

photographs. Making these images was more like sports photography since the action was coming by us 

quickly. Using autofocus, image stabilization and fast framing was critical.

ABOVE: Morning Light, Gerlache Strait, Antarctic Peninsula, Antarctica, 2014
Canon EOS 5D Mark III, EF 70-200mm ƒ/2.8L IS II USM and 2x III

To begin our adventure, we sailed overnight, arriving in the Gerlache Strait on the Antarctic Peninsula. 

Our great expectations for what we would see were met with landscapes beyond our imagination. The 

low-angled sun highlighted a band of clouds sweeping across the glacier, making perfect light. The image 

stabilization was a great benefit when making telephoto landscapes from a moving ship.
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MORE On The Web
Find a huge archive of articles on  

the best locations for landscape  

and wildlife photography on the OP  

website at outdoorphotographer.com.  

�

PRECEDING SPREAD, LEFT: Icebergs and Sunset, Antarctic Peninsula, Antarctica, 2014
Canon EOS 5D Mark III, EF 70-200mm ƒ/2.8L IS II USM and 2x III

After a day of photographing penguins, whales and icebergs, we sailed 

off to our next location. Massive icebergs slowly took shape in the warm 

evening light. Bundled up on the forward deck, I photographed for an 

hour and a half during golden sunset light, finishing at twilight on this long 

midsummer day’s dream.

ABOVE: Rolling Iceberg, Scontorp Cove in Paradise Bay, Antarctic Peninsula,  
Antarctica, 2014
Canon EOS 5D Mark III, EF 24-105mm ƒ/4L IS USM

The water was dead-still and our group hushed, cameras aimed in all 

directions, whirring with a sense of urgency to capture the epic views. 

Small pieces of ice clanked against the metal bottom as our Zodiac 

floated slowly in the bay. Suddenly, this small iceberg rolled before our 

eyes, casting glorious ripples radiating outward—Earth vibrations. A few 

moments later, the stillness returned.

LEFT: Icebergs, Cierva Cove, Antarctic Peninsula, Antarctica, 2014
Canon EOS 5D Mark III, EF 70-200mm ƒ/2.8L IS II USM and 2x III 

Our first close encounter with icebergs came in Cierva Cove, a serene bay 

full of sculptural masterpieces. A pool of turquoise was cradled within one 

iceberg, serving as a contrast with the stark, dark sea. Aiming down from 

the ship’s deck allowed me to isolate an abstract pattern of the iceberg 

itself and the smaller “bergy bits” as we slowly sailed by.

http://www.outdoorphotographer.com
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W I N N

OP 2014Congratulations to the winners of our inaugural Vistas contest,

http://outdoorphotographer.com


E R
1st Place:

Fire Above The Canyon

DAVE DROST

            whose images appear on these pages. You can see all of the Finalists at outdoorphotographer.com.

http://outdoorphotographer.com
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(Opening Spread) 1st Place:

Fire Above The Canyon

DAVE DROST

S 
ince moving to Arizona six years ago, I’ve been fascinated with photographing the 
Grand Canyon. Since I live only two hours away, I frequently take many trips to the 
canyon. During the monsoon season, I watch the weather and a live webcam, and when 

it looks like storms are building up over the canyon, I make a point of running out to the 
South Rim in search of capturing lightning and the ever-changing colors that sunset gives.

After several seasons of trying, I was finally able to capture this image. The image looks as 
if it’s raining fire from the clouds. Many times, during the monsoon, the clouds build up, then 
dump rain and lightning, just to have the skies clear up as the evening comes. I was fortunate 
to have captured this lightning strike, as this multiple strike was but a few multiples I saw that 
afternoon. This image is a series of five vertical images, using a panorama bracket and then 
stitching them together as a panorama.

Equipment: Canon EOS 5D Mark III, Canon EF 24-105mm ƒ/4L, tripod, lightning detector

MORE On The Web
Go to outdoorphotographer.com/blog to see 

our web-exclusive articles on gear, Best Of  

Assignments, Assignment Winners, feature 

stories by the OP Bloggers and more.  

�

http://outdoorphotographer.com
http://outdoorphotographer.com/blog


(Left) 2nd Place:

The Lonely Tree

ESAM KABLI

S
ince I was a little boy, I liked drawing with pencil and ink, and enjoyed making shadows for my 
drawings. While I always wanted to know more about color and how to use it, I discovered I’m 
much better with black-and-white, so that’s my focus. The work of Ansel Adams is inspiring. I love 

how he could keep the detail on every part of a photo, and how he dedicated his life to his photography. 
One winter weekend, I went to the desert, about 200 km from my city, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. A lot of 
people come to the area to see the dunes. As I passed this lonely tree, the light was nice and there were 
some clouds in the sky. I had good luck. I wanted to enhance the idea that it’s really a lone tree in the 
big desert, so I used my 24mm wide-angle lens. There isn’t much postprocessing. I shot in RAW, then 
worked in CS6 to do some adjustment with contrast, shadow, color saturation and sharpness. Then I 
used Nik Silver Efex Pro, starting from natural mode. l try as much as possible to keep detail in all the 
Zones in a photo without too much editing that would make the photo look unreal.

Equipment: Nikon D3, AF-S Nikkor 24mm ƒ/2.8D

(Below) 3rd Place:

Flowing

JON GWYTHER

T 
his shot was taken on a photographic trip around Iceland. I came across this beautiful waterfall 
while driving, and it just demanded that I stop and shoot it. A short walk to the lower side of the 
falls gave me a perfect spot to set up. I really love how Mother Nature has a way of making  

you feel very small. The post flow was easy because the shot just worked. I used Lightroom to find  
some details in the shadows, as well as make primary color adjustments. From here, it was over to 
Photoshop for a clean-up, and a bit of dodging and burning, as well as a final color adjustment.

Equipment: Canon EOS 5D Mark II, Canon 16-35mm, polarizer, neutral-density filter
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Bridalveil Fall And Half Dome

1) ANTHONY BONAFEDE

On a planned trip to catch the elusive Horsetail Fall

in Yosemite National Park, we had the great fortune

to select a day with excellent weather conditions.

Watching the weather closely, it was predicted that

a storm would roll through the valley and then clear

in the afternoon, just in time for the fiery glow on El

Capitan. The trip was made with a good friend and my

son. We arrived early, knowing that a morning clearing

storm was a possibility. Setting up our shot in the light

rain and darkness, we were the first people to show up

at Tunnel View. This image has been a longtime goal of

mine due to the challenges associated with catching the 

right storm. Just enough clouds to break up the rising 

sun and produce the luminescent glow with mist and 

low clouds scattered in the valley had often been my 

desired scene to capture. As the light came up, it was 

diffi  cult to stay focused and contain my excitement. 

Equipment: Canon EOS 7D, Canon 24-105mm ƒ/4L, 

B+W XS-PRO KSM polarizer  

Aldeyjarfoss In Sky

2) JONATHAN TAN

This image was taken from northern Iceland, at 

Skjálfandafl jót. I opted for a higher angle of view, 

exploring a few high spots around the area. The snow 

was thick, and it made it hard to move around. I was 

losing light fast as the sun was setting. Finally, I got to 

a spot that I wanted to work with. I wanted to evoke 

a feeling of the wild by showcasing the solid textures 

of the basalt columns that made up the walls of the 

waterfall, and at the same time, a sense of calmness 

from the water fl owing down. When I fi nally got my 

gear ready and clicked, the sun was almost gone, leaving 

a beautiful afterglow.

Equipment: Hasselblad H4D-50, 35-90mm HCD, 

LEE grad fi lter, Gitzo leveling tripod

H O N O R A B L E  M E N T I O N S

Cook Meadow—Yosemite Falls

3) JAMES BODIN

 We were living near Yosemite at the time this image 

was made, allowing me to visit often when conditions 

seemed promising. On this afternoon, November 10, 

2010, at about 3 p.m., breaks in the clouds were moving 

quickly across the valley, and I made 14 exposures using 

a tripod with the thought of HDR in Photomatix Pro, 

but that didn’t work out well. Yosemite, not surprisingly, 

has rapidly changing weather, so lighting conditions 

and opportunities come thick and fast. This image best 

represents the look, and feel, of that day.

Equipment: Nikon D5000, Nikkor 18-55mm

 

Wild Nights

4) DAVID J. GRENIER

I was on my way to the gym on the evening of May 

20, 2014, when I noticed the potential for a “good 

sunset” at a go-to location. I returned home to pick up 

my camera equipment and raced to where I needed to 

be. This magnifi cent rain cloud developed into an 

amazing umbrella shape over a lone oak tree, and I 

made a quick decision that the only way I could capture 

the magnitude of the scene was to shoot six vertical 

images that I could stitch into a panorama. What 

inspired me were the amazing cloud formations, which I 

had never seen in this location before—or since!

Equipment: Canon EOS 5D Mark III, Canon EF 

16-35mm ƒ/2.8L II USM, Marumi DHG Super Circular 

Polarizer, Really Right Stuff  BH-55 ballhead, Gitzo 

GT2941LVL tripod, Canon remote switch

High-Country Pond And Marigold

5) M. BRIAN HARTZ

I captured this moment at sunset, high up in the 

San Juan Mountains near Ouray, Colorado. We were 

shooting higher up on the old mining trails that serve 

as county roads in this part of the state and thought 

we had just fi nished for the day, as the light didn’t look 

like it was going to be interesting any longer. So we 

descended a ways, and then it just happened. The sky 

broke out into this fantastic display of color and clouds, 

and then I saw the pond and refl ection of the sky. I 

jumped out of the Jeep® and ran down to the edge of 

this small pond, which is located at about 11,000 feet 

on the Black Bear Pass road. I didn’t have much time 

to think, but grabbing my wide-angle lens I knew would 

be right in this situation, especially with the small clump 

of marsh marigolds at the edge of the pond. I grabbed 

a few shots before the color went on its way, and then 

I started to breathe again. We went back to that same 

spot a couple of days later, but didn’t have the great sky 

we had on this special evening.

Equipment: Nikon D300S, Tokina 11-16mm 

ƒ/2.8, tripod

Sunset At White Sands

6) SIVANI BABU

I took this shot at White Sands National 

Monument in New Mexico. I was there that day for the 

full moon when the park stays open later, but the sunset 

proved to be equally wonderful. White Sands is one 

of my favorite photographic locations because of the 

otherworldly landscape. It looks harsh and beautifully 

uninviting in broad daylight, but as the sun sets, the 

dunes seem to transform into a warmer, more 

welcoming landscape.

Equipment: Nikon D4, Nikkor 14-24mm ƒ/2.8, 

Gitzo Series 2 Traveler tripod
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Macro master Mike Moats reveals 

the hidden realm of the very small 

with the Tamron SP 90mm VC lens

It’s In The 
DETAILS

Macro is more than just close up. 

True macro photography allows us to explore a world of 

details at life-size 1:1 magnification. With state-of-the-art 

optical design and integrated Vibration Compensation, 

Tamron’s SP 90mm F/2.8 Di VC USD 1:1 Macro delivers 

exceptional sharpness and clarity at working distances 

as close as 5.5 inches. 

Extra Low Dispersion elements correct chromatic 

aberration, eliminating color fringing, and Tamron’s new 

eBand (Extended Bandwidth & Angular-Dependency) 

Coating significantly reduces flare and ghosting. The lens 

features Internal Focusing, and full-time manual focus is 

possible without the need to switch focus modes.

“I travel across the country teaching workshops, and 

I can always count on major cities to have a botanical 

garden where I can put my Tamron SP 90mm VC Macro 

lens to work,” says professional macro photographer 

Mike Moats. “One of my favorite areas to shoot within 

the botanical gardens is the desert plants—I work a lot 

with the agaves, and the long lines of these plants lend 

themselves to artistic images.” 

Moats takes advantage of the Tamron SP 90mm 

F/2.8 Di VC USD’s capabilities for unique compositional 

perspectives. “I like to move the lens in tight and fill the 

frame, avoiding any cluttered backgrounds. Because of the 

depth of the subject, I typically shoot with smaller apertures 

so that I can get the plant in focus from front to back.”

The SP 90mm F/2.8 Di VC USD 1:1 Macro is compatible 

with both full-frame and APS-C sensor cameras. The 

magnification factor with APS-C models can be an 

advantage. Moats explains, “We have to stay on marked 

pathways, and many times the plants we want to shoot 

are a distance away. On my APS-C camera, the 140mm 

equivalent perspective provides more reach.

“The brightness, resolution and sharpness produce 

beautiful images with little diffraction. Tamron has a long 

history of making affordable and high-quality macro 

lenses, and this ‘SP’ or ‘Super Performance’ lens delivers 

professional-quality results.” 

A D V E R T I S E M E N T  F E A T U R E

http://www.tamron-usa.com


Instead of letting your cameras hibernate, get 

out and take advantage of the best of winter

TEXT & PHOTOGRAPHY BY ROB SHEPPARD

have some great opportunities to do 
just that, even in Southern California, 
with local mountains that reach 10,000 
feet and can have six feet of snow.

My earlier years in Minnesota taught 
me the hard way how to photograph in 
the snow and cold. You learn quickly 
how to deal with cold cameras at 20 
below while standing beside Lake 
Superior or how to deal with blowing 
snow when kneeling at the edge of a 
snowdrift with 40 mph winds blowing 
the snow right at your face.

Light changes in winter. When the 
sun is out, light can be great through 
the whole day because the sun is 

>Ho 2

Growing up as a photographer in 
Minnesota meant dealing with win-
ter. You may have heard the old joke 
that Minnesota has four seasons: 
pre-winter, winter, post-winter and 
springsummerfall (sic). Regardless of 
the truth or exaggeration of that idea, 
Minnesota has a long winter, and if 
you were going to be a nature pho-
tographer there, you had to deal with 
winter photography. No hibernating 
cameras allowed!

I no longer live in Minnesota and 
now enjoy the gentle winters of 
Southern California, but I still love to 
photograph in ice and snow. In fact, I 

These two photos of central 
Minnesota woods show the big 
challenge of using your camera’s 
systems totally automatically 
without making deliberate 
choices for the conditions. The 
fi rst is underexposed and shows 
the blue cast of AWB; the snow 
is gray, not white, and the image 
looks dingy and dull. In the 
second image, the right exposure 
and WB make a big difference. 

� Gray, Dingy Snow

� Proper White Balance Shows White Snow
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Image at dawn along the coast of Casco Bay, Maine. 
The ice here is reflecting so many nice colors of the 
environment, including the warmth of the area around 
the sun, as well as the blue of the sky. This morning 
was very cold, so the warmth of the sun was very 
limited in area, which meant a lot of blue in the ice.

http://outdoorphotographer.com
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always low! Even at noon, you can get 
great shadows, dimensional shapes and 
strong textures to work with.

When the sun is out, light can be 
wonderfully dramatic, but it can be very 
harsh, as well. Cloudy days can also be 
benefi cial because they cut the contrast 
of the light so you can see detail through-
out a scene, from snow to tree trunks. 
Which light is best all depends on your 
subject and your intention for the image.

I also love when it snows. This totally 
changes the feeling of a location, giving 
it layers of tonality as things disappear 
into the distant snowy atmosphere. Find 
a dark tree for contrast, and you can 
capture trails of snowfl akes as they fall; 
use shutter speeds of 1⁄60 sec. or slower 
(this depends on the wind and size of 
the snowfl akes, so experiment).

Snow and ice can be challenging 
for exposure. Remember that a cam-
era meter doesn’t know the difference 
between snow and a dark pine tree; it’s 

programmed to give an exposure that 
will make whatever it sees a middle gray, 
an average tone that fi ts most scenes 
outside of winter. For winter, though, 
that results in underexposed snow, mak-
ing it gray rather than white (modern 
cameras include intelligent computing 
power to try to deal with this, but they’re 
not intelligent enough to give the best 
exposure for snow consistently).

The key to exposing snow (and bright 
ice) is to expose your scene so the snow 
is bright, not gray. If the snow is underex-
posed, so is everything else, even if you 
shoot RAW. That can mean big prob-
lems if you want to brighten dark trees, 
as they can be so dark, there isn’t enough 
detail to work with. If your scene has 
half or more of it as snow or white ice, 
add exposure by at least 1 to 2 ƒ-stops.

Check your histogram’s right side. 
There should be no large gap there; 
that would be underexposure, and you 
wouldn’t be using your sensor at its best 

Working In The Cold

Y
ears ago, cameras had to be taken 

apart and prepared for cold weather 

or they would fail. That’s no longer 

true. All cameras today can function just fi ne 

to temperatures well below zero, except...

Batteries quit working as the 

temperatures drop. They will work fi ne 

again once they warm up. I keep extra 

batteries in a pocket in my jacket with 

a handwarmer. You could keep an extra 

battery in a pocket next to your body, but 

exchanging batteries will be painful.

Condensation is a big problem with 

cameras, so never keep the camera next 

to your body. Even in winter, your body puts 

off a lot of moisture, which will condense 

on a cold camera body. Also, never bring 

an exposed cold camera inside a house or 

a warm car because serious condensation 

can occur, which can mean camera failure 

and shipment to a repair location. Put your 

camera away inside a sealed camera bag or 

a plastic garbage bag until it warms up.

A cold camera is a good thing when 

it’s snowing because the snow can be 

brushed off without it melting. But never 

blow off snow with your breath or you’ll add 

a layer of condensation, which is really a 

problem if that happens to be on your lens.

Warm clothes in layers are key, 

along with good, insulated boots, 

fl exible gloves and a warm hat. Warm, 

insulated boots are very important because, 

as a photographer, you’ll be standing a lot 

as you set up shots and wait for the light. 

Cold feet will send you home quickly.

For gloves, check out hunting 

stores. Think about it, a hunter needs 

gloves that are both warm and fl exible, plus 

they usually have some sort of gripping 

material to allow you to grip things (such 

as a camera and its controls). Growing up 

in Minnesota, I never found “half” gloves or 

mittens that exposed fi ngers useful. Cold 

camera bodies and tripods were way too 

brutal for bare skin.

See more winter gear tips in the 

“Gear Up For Winter Shooting” article 

in this issue of OP.

Sky color changes rapidly at the edges 
of the day. These two photos were 
taken minutes apart in Sandstone River 
State Park, Minnesota. You can see 
the dramatic difference in the look 
and mood of the photos as the scene 
transforms from refl ecting the sunlight 
(below) to refl ecting the blue sky (left).

http://outdoorphotographer.com
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Take advantage of low-light situations to boost 
the saturation of subtle colors. In this scene near 

Mammoth Lakes, California, the late-afternoon 
low light helps to bring out the very subtle colors.

Here, in a coastal Maine scene that’s not backlit, 
the snow’s ability to reflect the colors in the sky 
are more subtle. Think of the snow like a mirror. 
It reflects the colors that are at an equivalent 
angle to the viewer. With the sun behind the 
camera and to the left, the surface of the snow 
is reflecting the blue of the sky at a 90º angle 
in front of the camera. Think this way to predict 
and previsualize your winter photos.



http://apertureacademy.com


(nor should it be cut off; that’s overex-
posure, something you don’t want with 
snow and ice, either). If you aren’t sure, 
take additional shots and bracket your 
exposure so you have the best exposure 
to work with later.

Snow and ice are highly reflective. 
They reflect the colors around them, 
including the sky. On a sunny day, this 
can mean warm colors where the sun 
hits the snow and blue colors from the 
sky where there’s shade. This will vary 
greatly, depending on clouds in the sky 
(they will reflect warmth from the sun 
into shadows) and time of day (early 
and late often have extensive areas of 
deep blue sky to reflect into shadows).

Sunrise and sunset, dawn and dusk, 
can offer some amazing images because 
of the way the colors reflect throughout 
a scene. Now you can have very warm 
colors showing on snow and ice from the 
sky where the sun is at the horizon and 
often very blue colors elsewhere (again, 
this depends on how clear the sky is).

Don’t leave the scene just because the 
sun goes down! Spectacular color often 
appears in the sky after sunset (and 
sometimes before sunrise). That color 
is important to the scene for more than 
just the sky because of the way it will 
reflect on snow and ice. Anyway, sun-
rise is late and sunset is early in winter, 
so you can still find time for a normal 
dinner. That’s true! I’ve photographed 
a sunset in January in Minnesota’s 
North Shore area of Lake Superior, shot 
until well after the sun went down and  
still had dinner at My Sister’s Place,

We talk a lot about white 
balance in winter. It’s an 
incredibly useful tool, and by 
really paying attention, you 
can alter the mood of a scene 
dramatically. LEFT: Auto White 
Balance evaluated the scene 
and created a blue cast in the 
snow on an overcast day.  
ABOVE: By manually setting 
White Balance, the snow can 
be brought back to white and  
the overall scene has a lot 
more warmth.

Falling snow can have very distinct looks. BELOW: By  
using a moderately slow shutter speed and a contrasting 
background, the large Maine snowflakes are rendered  
as distinct streaks. RIGHT: In the high altitude of the San 
Gabriel Mountains in Southern California, the snowflakes 
were very fine, and a slow shutter speed makes the scene 
look more foggy than snowy.

MORE On The Web
Find a huge archive of articles on  

the best locations for landscape  

and wildlife photography on the OP  

website at outdoorphotographer.com.  

�

(Cont’d on page 91)
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A s s i g n m e n t s
 ��  Winning Images From The Week ly  Ass ignments  At  outdoorphotographer.com

Congratulations to Denis Dessoliers, Bud Walley and Valerie Millett. Theirs were the 

winning images from the recent Migrations, Clouds and Fall Color Assignments on 

outdoorphotographer.com, sponsored by Kenko Tokina USA. There’s a new Assignment 

posted every week. To get your photos into the running, all you need to do is enter.

http://outdoorphotographer.com
http://outdoorphotographer.com
http://outdoorphotographer.com
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1
1) Migrations Assignment Winner

PHOTOGRAPHER: Denis Dessoliers

EQUIPMENT: Nikon D800E, AF-S Nikkor 

14-24mm ƒ/2.8, Gitzo tripod

This picture was taken on February 6, 2014 

at Bosque del Apache National Wildlife 

Refuge in San Antonio, New Mexico, on 

the old U.S. Highway 85. My wife and I 

drove almost 900 miles from Southern 

California, trying to capture some images 

of the bird migration here. Prior to taking 

this shot, the sky was overcast for a 

majority of the day. My wife and I spent 

quite some time waiting and hoping for the 

sky to clear up. My patience was defi nitely 

tested when the conditions seemed like 

they wouldn’t change. Disappointed in not 

being able to capture anything, I began to 

pack up all the equipment. My wife, while 

staying very optimistic, insisted we stay 

around for just a moment longer. I’m glad 

I listened because, moments later, her 

intuition was proven right. What seemed 

like a lost cause became an opportunity as 

the sky began to reshape itself. Gleaming 

through the clouds was a beautiful ray of 

hope that lit up the horizon like a blazing 

fi re. At that moment, I was so fi xated on 

the view that I had forgotten about some 

of the gear I had already packed. I quickly 

rushed to my car to grab my equipment 

and capture this shot. The glow only lasted 

for a few minutes before it began to grow 

darker and fade into the night.

The lighting of this sunset was a balance 

of the foreground and background. It 

was taken in two shots without the use 

of an ND fi lter and blended together. For 

postprocessing, I used Lightroom and Nik 

software for minor enhancing. 

http://outdoorphotographer.com


3) Fall Color Assignment Winner

PHOTOGRAPHER: Valerie Millett

EQUIPMENT: Canon EOS 5D Mark II, Canon EF 24-105mm ƒ/4L IS, polarizer, Induro tripod

Long before I ever became a photographer, I had seen a photo in a magazine of hundreds of 

photographers lined up in front of a spectacular scene, the article noting that the particular landscape was 

one of the most photographed in the U.S. I distinctly remember the image because it registered as odd to 

me—the crazy level of enthusiasm that seemed to overtake these photographers.

This particular autumn, I found myself sleeping in the back of my SUV in freezing-cold temps at Maroon 

Bells, Colorado, with an alarm malfunction that led to almost missing the whole thing. Once I came to my 

senses, I hurriedly got up, bundled up and stood on the shores of a scene I couldn’t see in the pitch of 

darkness, but I knew I wasn’t alone. In the complete darkness stood what seemed liked hundreds of other 

photographers, all milling around and waiting for the sunrise.

Those moments as the sun rose, I stood in disbelief at the amount of bodies, camera gear and 

electronic noise coming from such an incredibly spectacular landscape. Then it dawned on me that I was 

in the exact place I had seen all those years ago in that magazine. There I was, part of the many and struck 

by that same enthusiasm. It was an incredible bit of discovery so, of course, I had to take a photo of it.

A s s i g n m e n t s

2) Clouds Assignment Winner

PHOTOGRAPHER: Bud Walley

EQUIPMENT: Canon EOS 7D, Tokina 11-16mm ƒ/2.8, Adobe Lightroom 3

This image was taken on July 14, 2012 in the Mojave Desert’s Johnson Valley off-road area. As

usual, here in the desert in July, there were thunderstorms brewing. A couple of friends and I

decided to go out to see if we could capture some of the desert’s dramatic skies. I saw these clouds

developing in my sideview mirrors. We stopped, set up and started shooting. I remember saying,

‘Wow, no one is going to believe that these are the real colors.’ This shot is a perfect example of

when you’re out trying to capture the beauty of landscapes, don’t forget to look behind you.
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Yesterday my wife’s computer crashed.
Turns out, it had a bad hard drive.
While she had been occasionally back-
ing up important photos and videos to
an external disk, she hadn’t done it in a
while, and now we’re seriously at risk
of losing a bunch of important photos
of our young kids. If she had been dili-
gent about her backup plan, we’d be in
better shape. If she’d simply been using
Mylio, we’d be golden.

A new app makes organizing, sharing and protecting photos

an automatic snap. It just may change your life.

TEXT & PHOTOGRAPHY BY WILLIAM SAWALICH

synchronizes images from any of these 
devices to all the other devices—mean-
ing you always have your images at 
your fingertips, no matter which device 
is in hand. If you’re a skeptic, like me, 
right now you’re thinking, “Oh, no, not 
another device that syncs files via the 
cloud.” Actually, it’s not.

Whenever I hear about a new soft-
ware that’s made for synchronizing, 
sharing, organizing or generally over-

Mylio is “the first modern, intelli-
gent photo manager.” It’s an app that’s
installed on any device you’d like to
use to synchronize your images, like
desktop computers, laptop computers,
external hard drives, tablets and smart-
phones. It’s currently available for Mac
and Windows operating systems, as
well as iOS devices, and will be com-
ing soon for the Android OS. The sim-
plest way to think of it is as an app that

Sync Photos
Across Devices

With Mylio
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hauling the way I organize and store 
my photographs, my initial reaction is 
skepticism. I don’t know if that makes 
me a cynic, or just someone who has 
been burned one too many times before. 
The promise of easy and reliable orga-
nization and backup is certainly appeal-
ing, but other entities have tried and 
never quite delivered. But none of them 
has done it the way Mylio has. 

Most similar services rely on the 

cloud. It’s a great place to fi nd afford-
able storage space for fi les—whether 
that’s the music that iTunes stores in 
the cloud or the server space purchased 
for offsite backup (like Dropbox and 
Amazon Web Services). But the problem 
with the cloud is that access is entirely 
limited by bandwidth. And if you’re try-
ing to move gigabytes of fi les—which is 
easy to do with RAW image fi les—the 
cloud simply isn’t as effective. 

But Mylio works differently. Instead 
of transferring fi les via the cloud, Mylio 
doesn’t even rely on the Internet. All it 
needs is a local wireless network—like 
the kind you probably have in your 
home or offi ce. When you enter your 
WiFi-enabled home, for instance, Mylio 
instantly connects your devices and 
starts transferring fi les over the local 
network. This is exponentially faster 
than moving fi les across the Internet. 

LEFT: The Mylio interface remains 
the same across devices, from laptop 
to tablet to smartphone. In all 
instances, the images come fi rst, 
with organizational and image-editing 
controls just a click away. ABOVE: 
Mylio’s Import window allows 
photographers to import images by 
copying or moving folders into Mylio. 
Most photographers are likely to 
prefer the Add Folder option, however, 
which simply directs Mylio to peer 
into an existing folder without 
relocating any image fi les. The app 
can also monitor Lightroom catalogs 
and Facebook albums, as well. 
RIGHT: Mylio’s Import Options allow 
photographers to keep fi le naming 
and folder organization exactly as is, 
ensuring the app works well for 
photographers who have already 
established an organizational 
workfl ow with which they’re happy.
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One great side effect I’ve found since 
connecting devices like my desktop and 
my laptop and tablet via Mylio is that as 
soon as the fi le transfer is created, I’ve 
made an instant backup of my original 
image fi les. I may have installed Mylio 
because it allows me easy access to all 
of my images for sharing purposes, but 
I’m sure enjoying the peace of mind 
that comes from an added layer of pro-
tection for my precious image fi les. 

Mylio allows you to synchronize 
original image fi les (including RAW) 
or to share medium or small JPEG 
fi les instead. A RAW workfl ow comes 
with some great benefi ts. For instance, 
I can edit and adjust RAW image fi les 
on my tablet or even my smartphone, 
right inside the Mylio app, knowing 
that any changes are instantly shared 
across the network to my other devices. 
And, because I’m working with RAW 
fi les, the changes are nondestructive—
just like when I’m working with RAW 
fi les in Adobe Camera Raw, Lightroom 
or Aperture. In fact, because Mylio 
appends RAW fi les with XML meta-
data, any RAW edits and adjustments 
and star ratings and fl ags easily carry 
over to the fi les across the network—
and outside of it. Because Mylio doesn’t 
require photographers to abandon their 
existing organizational systems (such 

as a Lightroom catalog, for instance), 
Mylio works well with other software. 
All those RAW adjustments, ratings and 
fl ags are carried over to Lightroom, and 
vice versa. This integration is invalu-
able, and makes Mylio much more use-
ful for a photographer who doesn’t want 
to abandon an existing workfl ow.

One of my favorite features of Mylio 
is its ability to make life easier when 
traveling. In Travel Mode, the photog-

rapher selects which devices will be 
going along on a trip (say, only a smart-
phone and a laptop), and Mylio tem-
porarily ignores any other networked 
devices and automatically backs up 
original (RAW) image fi les during the 
trip. The idea is that while I’m traveling, 
backup is extra-important. And, since 
free memory is free memory, whether 
it’s on your laptop or your smartphone, 
why not utilize that disk space to back 
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up the fi les. Once I’ve returned to civili-
zation and Mylio detects that alternative 
backups have been made, it automati-
cally removes the large RAW fi les from 
the original travel backup—once again, 
freeing the space on my iPhone for nor-
mal daily use. 

Traveling photographers may say 
that sounds great, but what about when 
there’s no wireless network available? 
If you’re on a truck in the desert, for 

instance, you probably don’t have a 
strong wireless signal, but you do have 
a pretty smart application at your fi nger-
tips. Mylio can create an ad hoc wireless 
network at the click of a button, so your 
devices synchronize even in the most 
remote locations, again, offering another 
layer of backup protection. This is called 
the Mylio Device Network, and it’s sim-
ply a brilliant use of the technology. 

As part of a monthly subscription 

FAR LEFT: The Edit panel puts powerful RAW 
image editing into a familiar format for users 
familiar with Adobe Camera Raw, Lightroom 
and Aperture. All changes are nondestructive, 
and upon synchronization, are propagated 
across the Mylio network, including back to 
the image’s original location—even inside 
Lightroom. LEFT: A visual indicator of the loss of 
shadow detail. The histogram and sliders are 
familiar to users of virtually any RAW editing 
software. BELOW, LEFT: Calendar view organizes 
image fi les by date of capture, allowing users 
to drill down and search for photographs across 
folders and subjects, from decades to years, 
months and even days. BELOW, MIDDLE: Mylio’s 
organizational structure allows users to sort 
their images not only by Calendar view, but 
by searching for people who may be tagged in 
pictures, or geotagged locations that appear 
on a map. BELOW: After drilling down to the 
monthly Calendar view, images are arranged by 
the dates on which they were created.

to Mylio, photographers have access 
to an optional feature that does take 
the application outside of its hyperlo-
cal footprint. The Mylio Cloud Drive 
is just what it sounds like—access to 
storage space in the cloud that can be 
accessed just like any other hard drive 
on the network. Its only downside is 
the aforementioned Internet connec-
tion, which does make large fi le trans-
fers cumbersome. But as any archiving 
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SYNC PHOTOS

expert will attest, having fi les offsite 
at a remote location is crucial to any 
catastrophe-proof backup plan. Mylio’s 
Cloud Drive makes that remote access 
easy, and without leaving the comfort 
of the Mylio interface.

Comfortable is the perfect word for 
the user interface, and that’s no accident. 
It was designed for use by everyone from 

novice photographer to expert profes-
sional, so it was built to be extremely easy 
to use. It puts the images fi rst, and makes 
it easy to sort and organize them with an 
interface that remains exactly the same 
whether on a small touch-screen tab-
let or multi-monitor desktop computer. 
Point-and-click or touch-and-drag, the 
Mylio user experience remains consis-
tent across devices. 

Speaking of organizing, Mylio 
doesn’t simply dump photos into a 
digital bucket. Any existing folder 
structure that exists on a device that’s 
added to the network remains intact. 
Mylio doesn’t move fi les from their 
original locations, it simply points 
to them. This helps keep things fast, 
and it also helps a stubborn photog-
rapher like me, who doesn’t want to 
give up his existing organizational 
system. Mylio, thank goodness, works 
with my existing workfl ow. It improves 
it, sure, but it doesn’t usurp it. 

Ultimately, that’s what makes Mylio 
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useful for a variety of photographers: It’s 
simple, powerful and fl exible. I love the 
idea of being able to access my images 
anytime, anywhere, whether I want to 
reference a photograph from a previ-
ous shoot while I’m revisiting a location 
or whether I want to take new pictures 
and edit them during my trip. Perhaps I 
just want to show off my best work, but 
don’t want to have to say, “If only I had 
my laptop.” With Mylio, I don’t have to 

make excuses. I can simply pull out my
phone, my tablet, or any other device 
I add to my network, and know that I 
have easy, instant access to my photos 
whenever I want them, wherever I may 
be. That’s not only a convenience, it’s a 
pretty remarkable achievement.          OP

William A. Sawalich is a contributor 

to Outdoor Photographer. He makes his 

living as a professional photographer 

and educator in St. Louis, Mo. See more 

of his work at www.sawalich.com.

MORE On The Web
Go to outdoorphotographer.com/blog to see 

our web-exclusive articles on gear, Best Of 

Assignments, Assignment Winners, feature 

stories by the OP Bloggers and more.  
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ABOVE: Star ratings, fl ags and other tags are 
carried in image fi le metadata and move 
seamlessly not only between Mylio devices, 
but to outside software, as well. Here, 
star ratings from Lightroom RAW fi les were 
brought in upon import into Mylio.
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1) Plan Your Outing

It’s always wise to plan a photo out-
ing, but it’s especially important when
heading into harsh winter conditions.
Search online for information about
your intended location. Before you
walk out the door, check the weather
forecast and road conditions. A plan—
don’t leave home without it!

For  
How to keep you and your equipment warm, 

comfortable and fully functional to take advantage 

of winter’s unique photo opportunities

Cold, ice, snow, wind—these are just some of the challenging 

conditions presented to a nature photographer in winter. If you can 

endure and overcome these challenges, the rewards are many. To 

keep you and your gear protected and up to full creative potential, 

there’s a variety of gear available. Here are some tips and suggestions 

that will enhance the success of your winter photography.

5

8
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 Winter Shooting

2) Non-Photo Essentials

When you head into the fi eld—again, 
especially in harsh conditions—be sure 
to bring water, food, a fi rst-aid kit, a 
fl ashlight or headlamp, and your fully 
charged cell phone. If you’re ventur-
ing far from your car, area maps and a 
compass will be helpful. (Also see sec-
tion #19 on GPS.) If you’re staying in 

a motel, bring chargers for your gear; 
if working from your vehicle, car char-
gers can be invaluable. 

3) Test Your Gear

Before going into the fi eld, check 
all of your gear. Make sure everything 
works properly. If you live in a cold 
area, see how your camera and lenses 

handle that. Most DSLRs are rated for 
temperatures from 0º-40° C (32º-104° 
F), although current Pentax DSLRs (and 
some high-end mirrorless cameras like 
the Olympus OM-D E-M1 and Fujifi lm 
X-T1) are rated down to -10° C (14° F), 
but many have been used successfully in 
colder temperatures. If you can test how 
your camera handles cold temperatures 

http://outdoorphotographer.com
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before going to your location, so much 
the better. Regardless of temperature, 
make sure the camera, lenses, fl ash unit 
and any other items operate properly 
before taking them afield.

4) Bring Backups

Nothing can ruin a location shoot more 
than having your only camera or lens 
break down. Take backup gear—a spare 
camera body (or a waterproof compact; 
see section #12), a spare lens, certainly 
spare batteries and memory cards.

5) Gloves

Anyone who has shot in cold weather 
knows fingers are very vulnerable to the 
cold, and you’ve likely discovered that 
it’s hard to control settings on a camera 
while wearing heavy gloves. Special 
photographers’ gloves provide protec-
tion while being thin enough to allow 
you to operate your camera. Some have 
fingertip covers that can be opened 
briefly to allow you to open the battery-
compartment door, change memory 
cards or make camera settings, then 
resealed to continue providing warmth. 
Freehands Stretch Thinsulate gloves 
are waterproof and windproof, with a 
silicon grip to prevent the camera from 
slipping, and thumb and index fi nger 
tips that can be opened and sealed, as 
needed. ARRI Crew gloves, Isotoner 
smarTouch 3 Finger Matrix Nylon 
gloves and SetWear Cold Weather 
gloves are other options designed with 
the photographer in mind. 

6) Prevent Condensation

If you move gear from a cold environ-
ment (outside) to a warm one (indoors), 
or vice versa, condensation can form on 
the surfaces, outer and internal. To pre-

vent this, put your gear (camera and lens) 
in an appropriate-sized plastic bag like a 
Ziploc® type. Let the gear inside the bag 
warm or cool to the ambient temperature, 
and there should be no condensation 
problems. Silica gel packets in the bags 
will provide even more protection against 
condensation. You can recharge moist sil-
ica gel packs by placing them in a warm 
oven for a few minutes. Note: Keeping 
your camera warm under your coat, then 
bringing it out into the cold repeatedly, 
can also produce condensation.

7) Keep Batteries Warm

Batteries quickly become sluggish 
as the temperature drops. Lithium-ion 
types provide the best cold-weather per-
formance, but even these quickly lose 
power when it’s really cold. One solu-
tion is to carry fully charged spare batter-
ies in an inner pocket, where your body 
heat keeps them warm. Switch to one of 
the warm batteries when the one in use 
becomes sluggish. There are also exter-
nal battery packs, which provide more 
power than in-camera batteries and can 
be kept warm in a pocket while a cable 
connects them to the external camera 
or fl ash unit. Whatever power source(s) 
you use, bring fully charged spares. One 
note about spare batteries: Be sure to 
purchase genuine manufacturers’ batter-
ies. Cheap knockoffs can damage your 
camera, and in the cold, they won’t per-
form like the genuine article.

8) Snowshoes

When you really want to get off the 
beaten track for a special shot, a pair 
of snowshoes is an excellent tool to 
have. Hiking away from a trail can be 
a safety issue, and we always recom-
mend traveling with a buddy. In addi-
tion to making it easier to walk in deep, 
heavy snow, snowshoes are safety tools 
because they keep you from sinking 

For WinterShooting
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into a snowdrift. It’s surprisingly easy 
to get stuck in such a drift.

9) Memory Cards

Like cameras, some memory cards 
can handle cold better than others. 
Check the specs to see what your cards 
can handle, and buy newer cards, if nec-
essary, before going out into colder con-
ditions. Some cards are waterproof and 
coldproof; these, of course, would be 
good choices for shooting in winter con-
ditions. One staff member accidentally 
ran an SD card through the washer and 
dryer, and it worked just fi ne afterward. 

10) Tripod Wraps

Aluminum tripod legs can be uncom-
fortable or even hazardous to touch 
when very cold (remember that clas-
sic scene in A Christmas Story, where 
a boy unfortunately takes a dare to 
touch his tongue to a frozen fl agpole?). 
Wooden and carbon-fi ber tripods 
reduce this problem (although carbon 
fi ber can become brittle in very cold 
temperatures). But a simpler solution—
especially if you don’t have a wooden 
or carbon-fi ber tripod—is a tripod leg 
warmer (three of them, if you want to 
be able to grab any leg of the tripod). 
These are available from many tripod 
manufacturers and third-party sources 
such as LensCoat and AquaTech.

11) Gear Covers

While pro and many higher-end 
“prosumer” DSLRs have weather seal-
ing, none that we know of is warrantied 
against water damage. Many higher-
end lenses also have some degree of 
weather sealing, but, again, aren’t war-
rantied against water damage. When 
using such gear in rain or snow, it’s 
wise to protect it with a plastic gear 
cover, such as those from ewa-marine, 
Kata and others. OP/TECH makes 
a variety of neoprene camera cov-
ers that help keep a DSLR warm and 
make it easier to handle on a cold day. 
LensCoat makes gear wraps that are 
also camoufl aged, which is particularly 
nice if you’re photographing wildlife. 

12) Water/Coldproof Compacts

If you’ll be shooting in harsh condi-
tions, it’s not a bad idea to take a water-
proof/freezeproof/shockproof compact 
camera along as a backup. Such com-
pacts actually are designed to be sub-
merged in water to depths of 33 feet and 

beyond with many models and to handle
very cold shooting conditions down to
14° F. They’re also hardy, withstanding
drops from fi ve feet or higher. While
they don’t offer a DSLR’s versatility,
these cameras do offer worry-free shoot-
ing in harsh conditions. Current exam-
ples of this category include the Canon
PowerShot D30, Fujifi lm FinePix XP70,
Nikon COOLPIX AW120, Olympus
Stylus TOUGH TG-3, Panasonic Lumix
DMC-FT5, Ricoh WG-30W and Sony
Cyber-shot DSC-TX30.

13) Filters

A UV fi lter can provide protection
for the front element of your lens. A
polarizing fi lter can enhance snow
shots, deepening a blue sky when used
at right angles to the sun and reducing 
glare to bring out the snow texture. On 
a crisp, clear day at some altitudes, the 
polarizer will render a blue sky much 
darker than it does on warmer days, 
when there’s more humidity in the air. 
That dark blue look is prized among 
many professional photographers. 

14) Handheld Exposure Meters

Today’s built-in TTL camera meters 
are excellent, but even they can be 
fooled by scenes containing large areas 
of snow in bright sunlight. There are a 
number of ways to deal with this. Sim-
ple: Use the standard multi-zone meter-
ing, and check the image on the LCD 
monitor (and its histogram) after shoot-
ing, and adjust exposure accordingly, 
if necessary. Simple: Use a spot meter, 
read an important sunlit snow area in 
the scene, increase exposure 2 to 3 stops 
from the metered exposure, and check 
the results on the LCD monitor/histo-
gram. Simple: Use a handheld incident 
light meter, which reads the light falling 
on the scene and thus can’t be fooled by 
particularly bright or dark subjects or 
backgrounds. Excellent, but complex 
and requiring testing: Use a spot meter 
(or the spot-metering mode of your 
camera’s metering system) and the Zone 
System. The Sekonic L-478DR features 
touch-screen control, and it’s ideal for 
still and motion shooting.

15) Hats

We’ve all heard that most body heat is 
lost through the top of the head in cold 
weather. While that may or may not be 
true, a broad-brimmed hat is an impor-
tant piece of gear for shooting outdoors 
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good tool for brushing snow away with-
out encouraging it to melt or otherwise 
smear on your gear. 

19) GPS

It’s easier than you might think to 
become lost when shooting in inclem-
ent weather, especially if you’re in an 
area you don’t know well. Reduced vis-
ibility—which can happen even if the 
weather is good when you start out—
can make navigating tricky. One good 
safety device is a GPS unit, which lets 
you keep track of your travels and get 
back to your starting point. Standalone 
GPS units are great for navigation. You 
can also link GPS units to many cam-
eras to record position information (lat-
itude, longitude, elevation and even the 
direction the camera is pointed) in each 
image’s metadata. There are GPS units 
designed specifi cally for this purpose, 
and a growing number of cameras even 
have GPS built in, including the Canon 
EOS 6D and 7D Mark II, Nikon D5300 
and Sony SLT-A99 DSLRs. 

20) Don’t Breathe!

Don’t breathe on a smudged view-
fi nder eyepiece or LCD monitor, and 
especially don’t do it on your lens. 
You can destroy the coating, perma-
nently damaging the lens. In very cold 
weather, the LCD monitor may act 
erratically or even stop functioning; it 
should return to normal when you bring 
it back to normal temperature.           OP

in the winter. It helps keep snow out of
your eyes and off your head, and you 
can use it to shield the camera if you 
don’t have a dedicated cover. A hat is 
also an excellent lens shade if you’re 
shooting close to the direction of the 
sun. If you’re wondering, Ansel Adams 
wore a Stetson Open Road hat. It’s still 
a good choice for a nature photographer. 

16) GORE-TEX® Outerwear

GORE-TEX® fabrics keep rain and 
water out while allowing moisture from 
perspiration to escape. A GORE-TEX® 
jacket, pants and boots will keep you 
dry and warm. Of course, you should 
dress in layers, so you can remove or 
add items as temperatures change. 
Long underwear, a normal layer, then 
the GORE-TEX® outerwear is a good 
system. A fl eece or down vest can pro-
vide added warmth, when needed.

17) Camera Bags

A good cold weather camera bag will 
allow you to get to your gear without 
setting the bag down in the muck. See 
the Gadget Bag article in this issue of 
OP for a look at full-featured camera 
bags that don’t have to be set down to 
access the contents. 

18) Cleaning Cloths & Devices

In harsh conditions, your gear will 
attract snow, rain, dust and more—
more so than in “normal” shooting 
conditions. So it’s a good idea to carry 
a cleaning cloth and brush into the 
fi eld with you. A small blower like the 
Giottos Rocket Blaster makes short 
work of unmelted snow. A microfi ber 
towel can wipe off snow and rain, while 
a dedicated lens cloth is good for clean-
ing the front lens element and view-
fi nder eyepiece. A soft brush is also a 

MORE On The Web
Go to outdoorphotographer.com/blog to see 

our web-exclusive articles on gear, Best Of 

Assignments, Assignment Winners, feature 

stories by the OP Bloggers and more.  
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Three Days In 

UTAH
For landscape photographers with a 

long winter weekend, here are some 

top spots in The Beehive State to get 

stunning, out-of-the-ordinary photos Zion National Park
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Travel

In winter, Utah is justifi ably famous for its 
world-class skiing. When Salt Lake City 
hosted the Winter Olympics, the state’s 
dramatic mountain vistas were on full 
display, along with towns like Park City 
and ski resorts like Alta and Snowbird. 
Unlike some other Olympic cities, Salt 
Lake City was a natural fi t for the Winter 
Games because of the region’s long his-
tory of being an alpine sports destination. 

With the ski industry dominating the 
focus, the rest of Utah tends to be unjus-
tifi ably forgotten as a winter destination. 
For nature photographers looking for 
a long winter weekend of spectacular 
landscape vistas, Utah is ideal. 

The state is perfect for a couple of 
reasons. First, while the ski resorts are 
packed from November through March, 
areas around the state’s magnifi cent 
national parks are considered to be in 
their off-season. Rooms are available 
and rates are good. 

Second, getting in and out is easy. For 
the parks we’re featuring in this article, 
it can be easier to route through Las 
Vegas than Salt Lake City. Vegas is easy 
to get to from just about anywhere in the 
U.S. Grab an easy fl ight and pick up a 
rental car, and just like that you can be 
off. Of course, you can also fl y into Salt 
Lake City with its major international 

Bryce Canyon National Park
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airport and well-maintained inter-
states. Your drive might be longer, 
but it’s certainly doable.

Third and, perhaps most impor-
tantly, Utah’s most famous land-
scape photography destinations 
are frequented and photographed 
mostly during the summer. In win-
ter, not only are the crowds dimin-
ished, the vistas themselves are 
much less photographed, so this is 
a great time to go if you’re looking 
for more unique photo ops. 

On a short three-day trip, you 
can do some photo exploration at 
a couple of Utah’s most beloved 
parks. A loop that includes Zion 
and Bryce Canyon can also be 
stretched to include Capitol Reef. 
Or you can stay in the eastern part 
of the state and explore Arches 
and Canyonlands. 

At all of these parks, winter is 
definitely the slow season. Hik-
ing at these destinations often 
can feel like you’re the only one 
there. Part of that may be due to a 
perception that the parks are shut 
down due to impassable roads. 

Big snowstorms can create clo-
sures, of course, but, in general, 
this part of the state isn’t over-
whelmed by snow, and the parks 
are open year-round. 

While we’ve noted that the 
area isn’t overwhelmed by snow, 
there’s still enough to transform 
the familiar landscapes into vis-
tas few get to experience. The 
distinctive red rock is covered by 
white snow and streams have  
frozen over, giving your compo-
sitions a different feeling of 
dimensionality. By way of exam-
ple, look at the cover of this issue 
of Outdoor Photographer. The 
photo by Adam Barker was taken 
in Bryce Canyon after a winter 
snowfall. In the Showcase sec-
tion, a photo by Ron Niebrugge 
was composed at one of the most 
popular photo vantage points  
in Bryce Canyon, Sunset Point. 
On the day Niebrugge captured 
his photo, there was almost no 
one around. 

On these pages, we display 
some inspiring winter scenes 

Bryce Canyon National Park

Zion National Park
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from Utah’s national parks. The Zion-
Bryce Canyon loop is easily accessed 
from Las Vegas to the south, and it 
gives you a chance to explore popular 
Zion during months when the number 
of people is dramatically reduced from 
peak season, as well as Bryce Canyon, 
which has some of the most spectacular 
scenery in the U.S. Bryce enjoys fewer 
visitors than Zion no matter what sea-
son it is, and in the winter, it can feel 
almost deserted.

To the west, a three-day loop of 
Canyonlands, Arches and Capitol Reef 
takes you through one of the most iconic 
landscapes in the world. Just seeing the 
name Arches conjures up the image of 

Delicate Arch, and if you’ve been there 
in June, it likely also conjures up a 
vision of the huge parking lot fi lled with 
tour buses and their passengers scattered 
on the trails to Delicate Arch’s overlook. 
In January and February, the views of 
Delicate Arch are quite different, and 
expanding your trip to Canyonlands and 
Capitol Reef, you’ll enjoy even fewer 
visitors to disturb your photography.   OP

MORE On The Web
Find a huge archive of articles on 

the best locations for landscape 

and wildlife photography on the OP 

website at outdoorphotographer.com.  
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Arches National Park

Canyonlands National Park

Resources

Utah Offi ce of Tourism

www.visitutah.com

Arches National Park

www.nps.gov/arch 

Bryce Canyon National Park

www.nps.gov/brca 

Canyonlands National Park

www.nps.gov/cany 

Capitol Reef National Park

www.nps.gov/care

Zion National Park

www.nps.gov/zion

http://outdoorphotographer.com
http://outdoorphotographer.com
http://www.visitutah.com
http://www.nps.gov/arch
http://www.nps.gov/brca
http://www.nps.gov/cany
http://www.nps.gov/care
http://www.nps.gov/zion
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Rod Planck 

Photography Workshops

Year-Round

These Workshops and Tours are 
designed to improve your technical and 
creative abilities while in spectacular 
locations. Rod Planck has spent years 
exploring and photographing in each 
location, ensuring that your experience 
will be an exciting and inspiring photo-
graphic adventure. Locations are chosen 
for their beauty, ecological diversity 
and variety of photographic opportuni-
ties: Southern Appalachian Mountains, 
Tenn. (April); Capitol Reef National Park 
and Grand Staircase/Escalante National 
Monument, Utah (May); Foggy Bogs 
and Dewy Insects, Mich. (August); 
South Dakota Badlands and Black Hills, 
S.D. (September); Ultimate Autumn 
Forests and Lake Superior Shoreline, 
Mich. (September). Dates and locations 
are selected to coincide with seasonal 
events that offer great photography. In 
addition to domestic locations, Planck 
also conducts international tours to 
Iceland during the prime months for 
photography (February, March and 
June). Workshops feature classroom 
and in-fi eld instruction. Tours offer 
dynamic instruction as you photograph 
in unique locations alongside Planck, 
who was heralded by Outdoor Photog-

rapher (March 2002) as one of the top 
fi ve “Masters of The Landscape.” 

For more information, contact:
Rod Planck Photography, (906) 293-
3339, offi ce@rodplanck.com, www.
rodplanck.com.

A Photographer’s Paradise

Year-Round

Let professional photographer Gary 
Hart show you why Hawaii is among the 
world’s best photography locations. In 
the Maui photo workshop, you’ll pho-
tograph sunrise from atop Haleakala, 
stroll through an unforgettable bam-
boo forest and explore the breathtak-
ing Road to Hana (including the Seven 
Sacred Pools). You’ll also enjoy four 
nights of beachfront accommodations 
in your own luxurious condo (includ-
ing two nights in Hana). Highlights of 
the Big Island photo workshop include 
the Milky Way above the 
Kilauea Caldera, lush 
Akaka Falls State Park and 
the immaculate Hawaii 
Tropical Botanical Garden. 
While there, you’ll enjoy an 
ocean-view room in Hilo’s 
fi nest hotel, just a stone’s 
throw from Hilo Bay. And 
on both islands, in addition 
to perfect weather and pho-
tographer’s skies, you’ll
get the chance to photo-
graph black-sand beaches
and more waterfalls than
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you can count. Other Gary Hart Pho-
tography workshops include Yosemite, 
Grand Canyon, Death Valley and the 
Eastern Sierra. 

For more information, contact: Gary 
Hart Photography, (916) 283-6362, 
gary@garyhartphotography.com, www.
eloquentimages.com.

Muench Workshops

2015

Muench Workshops is growing! 
They’re happy to announce the addition 
of new pros Randy Hanna, Joe Brady 
and Juan Pons, who’ll lead new work-
shops in 2015 in Arizona, Yellowstone, 
Alaska, Botswana, Acadia and more 
cool places on the planet. They’re really 
excited about their April 2015 work-
shop in Cuba—they’ve partnered with 
Cuba Educational Travel, and have the 
ability to go to this unique island nation 
from the U.S. They’ll photograph the 
landscape, the people, and capture the 
beauty and culture of Cuba—there’s 
only a few places left, so don’t delay! 
Many of their 2015 offerings are sold 
out, but they’ve got openings in the fol-
lowing workshops in 2015: Death Val-
ley (March), Iceland (March), Alaska 
by private charter (April), Iceland 
(May), The Palouse (June), Eastern 
Sierras (June), White Horses of The 
Camargue, France (July), Glacier NP 
and Mt. Assiniboine/Canadian Rockies  
with David Muench (September/Octo-
ber) and Botswana in October.

For information, contact: (917) 854-
8118, info@muenchworkshops.com. www.
muenchworkshops.com/workshops.
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Domestic

Alaska

Featuring the instruction team of
Tom Bol & George Theodore

Visit us at www.amnaph.com
or call (970) 219-5140

Workshops & tours at great locations 
for beginning to advanced  

landscape & wildlife photographers

Improve your skills & have fun too!Ultimate Guide To   
Workshop Listings
visit outdoorphotographer

.comand click on the 
Travel & Workshop tab!N

E
W

!
Creative Macro &

Garden Photography Workshops

charlesneedlephoto.com  (425) 968-2884

Lakota Wolf Preserve 89 Mt. Pleasant Rd., Columbia, NJ 07832
photography@lakotawolf.com    TOLL-FREE: 877-SEE-WOLF

Best photo ops available anywhere and you  

don’t have to leave“home”. Arctic, Tundra  

and Timber Wolves in Natural Settings

WOLVES-WOLVES-WOLVES

a photo center in the east

www.lakotawolf.com

http://www.amnaph.com
http://outdoorphotographer.com
http://charlesneedlephoto.com
http://www.lakotawolf.com
mailto:photography@lakotawolf.com
http://www.adventurekodiak.com
http://vernclevenger.com
http://www.sceniclight.com
http://outdoorphotographer.com
http://www.eloquentimages.com
http://www.moabphotosym.com
http://www.bcphotoadventures.com
http://www.ospreyphoto.com
http://facebook.com/ospreyphotoworkshops
http://www.phototc.com
mailto:info@phototc.com
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Nature’s Images

Photo Workshops

| Year-Round |

Wish you could get the image you
want in the camera without relying on
hours of computer manipulations? Can
you repeat a one-of-a-kind shot? When
you take a really poor shot, do you
know why? Do you understand light
and its importance? Do you understand
white balance, depth of field, HDR,
focus stacking, close-up filters, split
neutral density fi lters, polarizers, why
your white snow turns detail-less gray
or why dark green vegetation is washed
out and overexposed? How about under-
standing focus tracking and focus lock-
on? Are your images really sharp? Can
you make your camera dance to your
tune like a cellist makes the strings on
his cello sing? Even if you know it all,
wouldn’t it be nice to spend three to
fi ve days of uninterrupted time with a
group of fellow photographers enjoying
days full of shooting, great
subjects, sharing, camarade-
rie and good food? Bill and
Linda Lane are teachers, and
teaching is their passion.
They sell photos, write, but
mostly, they enjoy teaching,
helping and showing you a
good time. 

For more information, con-
tact: (804) 883-7740, www.
lanephotoworkshops.com.

Wild India

| 2016 |

Tigers are found throughout India
in various habitats that both sustain and
obscure the intended subject. To those
who know, these settings also give clues
to the tigers’ behavior, increasing the
likelihood of finding and photographing
them. Much depends upon your skill
as a photographer and your equipment.
Rather than leave the rest to luck, rely
on a personal naturalist/photographic
guide, someone who’s keenly aware of
what it takes to get the best photographs
possible. This requires understand-
ing individual animals, their habits and
their habitats, as well as photographic
conditions. Wild India LLC arranges
wildlife photo expeditions in India,
Nepal and Sri Lanka. Butch Lama,
experienced photographic field guide
and naturalist, leads all groups and indi-
vidual photographers.

For more information, contact

Susi Allison-Lama, Wild India LLC,
(314) 925-8380, wildindia@swbell.net,
www.butchlama.com.

Gary Ladd’s Photographic

Adventure On Lake Powell

| Mar., Oct. & Nov. 2015 |

Nestled at the heart of the Colorado
Plateau, amidst the graceful curvature
of time-sculpted red-rock sandstone, is
the Glen Canyon National Recreation
Area and Lake Powell. Take a jour-
ney on glistening blue water deep into
canyons with soaring cliff walls for a
magnificent view of the West that has
enticed authors and artists for over a
century. Tour Glen Canyon with this
landscape’s premier photographer,
Gary Ladd, and his 40 years of expe-
rience photographing the region, as he
guides photographers to the spectacu-
lar views and hidden gems only reach-
able by boat on Lake Powell. Explore
the many side canyons of Glen Canyon
or enjoy the view from the houseboat.
This multi-day trip perfectly blends
comfort with the wilderness experi-
ence, enabling photographers to cap-
ture all this spectacular landscape has
to offer. Registration is open for March
14-20, Oct. 20-26, and Oct. 30- Nov. 8
2015, or reserve a custom trip.

For more information, contact: (928)
640-3900, glencanyonfieldschool.org.
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  Ultimate Guide To 

Workshop Listings Online

Visit outdoorphotographer.com & click 

on the Locations tab for the ultimate guide 

to Classes, Tours & Workshops, plus pho-

tos. This directory will help you pick your 

next workshop from a listing that includes 

some of the best programs in the world!
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Glen Canyon Field School

Lens on the Lake
Gary Ladd’s Photographic Exploration

of Glen Canyon & Lake Powell

GlenCanyonFieldSchool.org ◆ (928) 640-3900
The Nature Workshops

7 Ryan Circle, Lebanon, IL 62254-1948

618-589-1729

www.natureworkshops.com

Join us at some of North America’s and the

world’s most inspirational locations. Usually

not more than 8 participants per instructor. In

our 19th year!

Our Schedule:
2015

Jan 28 - Feb 01 - South West Florida Birds
Feb 02-06 - South East Florida Birds

Feb 26-Mar 07- Baja CA Whales
Apr 11-13 - Texas Wildflowers

Apr 06-17 - Patagonia
Apr 20-24 - FL Everglades Experience

May 19-24 - Northern Arizona
Jul 01-05 - FL Summer Skies & Lightning

July 18-28 - Iceland
Jul 26-Aug 01 - Canadian Rockies

Aug 02-10 - SE Alaska, Juneau to Wrangell
Aug 06-09 - Glacier NP, MT

Aug 16-21 Lake Clark NP, AK Bears
Aug 22-31 - Denali & Kenai Fords NP, AK

Sep 19-23 - Grand Tetons NP, WY
Nov 16-20 - FL Everglades Experience

0 6
Feb 23-Mar 06 - Costa Rica

Sponsored by:
Lowepro,  Manfrotto/Gitzo Tripods, Panavue

ImageAssembler, Helicon Software, HDR
Software, Wimberly, Essential HDR,

Breathing Color

Reach
PHOTO, TRAVEL and

OUTDOOR enthusiasts who want to
know about your products and services.

call 310-820-1500 ext: 135
for classified advertising rates
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783 Rio Del Mar Boulevard, Suite #49, Aptos, CA 95003

Specializing in
comprehensive,

professionally-led,
natural history &

photo tours of the
Galápagos

Islands.

GALAPAGOS TRAVEL

MONTHLY DEPARTURES ON 16 PASSENGER YACHTS.

Nature’s Image
Photo Field Workshops

Bill and Linda Lane
(804) 883-7740

�

fill flash, creative visualization,
composition refinement,
technique, equipment...

�Outstanding
locations & subjects

�Camaraderie & food

Capture the Seasons
with Bill and Linda Lane. . .

Look us up on the web for further details:

lanephotoworkshops.com

��

Plan a Smoky Mountain 

Workshop at the 

Clarion Inn & Suites 

in Gatlinburg, TN!

Ask About OurWorkshop Special

“Coordinating lodging arrangements for 
a group of photographers is not easy.  
A hotel can make or break your trip.  

Th e Clarion Inn and Suites at Gatlinburg 
is our choice when we travel to Great 

Smoky Mountains National Park.  
Th eir caring, friendly customer service 

meets all of our unique needs.”
—New England Photo Workshops

www.nephotoworkshops.com

Contact Andreww Capps, Sales Manager
Clarion Inn & Suites Gatlinburg

(800) 933-0777 Ext. 103 t acapps@clariongatlinburg.com

www.clariongatlinburg.com

http://www.outdoorphotographer.com
http://www.lanephotoworkshops.com
http://outdoorphotographer.com
http://www.nephotoworkshops.com
mailto:acapps@clariongatlinburg.com
http://www.clariongatlinburg.com
http://cheesemans.com
http://www.moabphototours.com
http://www.moabphototours.com
mailto:info@imagesinafricasafaris.com
http://imagesinafricasafaris.com
http://www.firstlighttours.com
http://www.galapagostravel.com
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www.wildphotographyholidays.com

WILD PHOTOGRAPHY HOLIDAYS

Iceland Photographic Workshops 2015

The stark and unique landscapes of 

Iceland lend themselves naturally to 

original photography. Small groups, 

breathtaking locations and our local 

knowledge – come and see for yourself. 

BRING

YOUR

PASSION

YOUR

PATIENCE

& YOUR

GEAR

Wild India LLC arranges wildlife photo

expeditions in India, Nepal, & Sri Lanka.

Butch Lama, experienced photographic

field guide & wildlife naturalist, leads all

groups & private photographers.

Let his skills complement yours.

Accepting reservations for 2016.

www.butchlama.com

www.patagoniaphoto.com

Patagonia’s most

complete photos safari!

outdoorphotographer.com January/February 2015 91

a restaurant in Grand Marais, by 6 p.m.
If you want good color doing all of 

this, shoot with a specific white balance 
and never use AWB (auto white bal-
ance). Think about it, AWB is designed 
to get rid of color casts, exactly what 
you want for this type of photography.

Actually, I can’t recommend AWB 
for any outdoor photography if you care 
about color because of two things: It con-
sistently adds a slight blue cast to neutral 
colors and tones, especially on cloudy 
days (this also weakens warm colors), 
and it’s inconsistent in dealing with col-
ors from shot to shot. The first can be 
really bad if you’re in the mountains, 
too. The latter means that if you shoot a 
wide-angle view of a snowy scene, then 
zoom in to some snowy details, the color 
of the snow often will change.

I don’t care if you shoot RAW or not, 
the result is a workflow challenge that all 
too often results in compromised color. 
When you shoot a specific white bal-
ance, you lock in the white balance for 
the conditions and avoid that blue color 
cast that can be easy to miss as you’re 
adjusting images in the computer (our 
eyes adapt to the colors on the screen, 
so it’s easy to miss the color problems).

I’ll make it simple, with choices easier 
than choosing a lens or an ƒ-stop. Use 
Daylight WB when the sun is out dur-
ing the day, Shade if you’re totally in the 
shade, and Cloudy when it’s cloudy or 
at sunrise and sunset. That’s right, I’m 
suggesting Cloudy at sunrise and sunset 
times. Your colors will be much bet-
ter. If you doubt me, turn on Live View 
and change the WB as you look at the 
scene, and you’ll find that Cloudy actu-
ally shows off sunrise and sunset colors 
much closer to the way we see them.

None of this matters if you don’t get out 
and photograph this winter! Don’t let your 
camera hibernate. If there’s snow and ice 
nearby, check it out! You don’t have to be 
as crazy as Minnesotans (hey, I regularly 
shot in conditions well below zero, so I 
know the type—people like me!), so you 
can avoid the really severe weather. But 
do give winter photography a shot! Lots  
of shots!                                                 OP

Rob Sheppard has a short video course 

on winter photography at Skillfeed.

com. Learn about Rob’s new podcast at  

www.JoyofNatureandPhotography.com.

SNOW & ICE

(Cont’d from page 58)

http://www.JoyofNatureandPhotography.com
http://outdoorphotographer.com
http://rainbowphototours.com
http://www.patagoniaphoto.com
http://www.wildphotographyholidays.com
http://www.butchlama.com
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http://wildsidenaturetours.com
http://wildsideworkshops.com
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[ Your source for products and services ]market place

scenics
www.outdoorphotographer.com

Outdoor Photographer

travel
wildlife

Used by Professionals around

the world, to achieve soft nat-

ural lighting with most of the

popular brand flash units. Ideal

for wide-angle shots, macro

work, portraits and news cov-

erage. Custom mounting with

no Velcro required. Specify

your strobe when ordering.

STO-FEN PRODUCTS • 800-538-0730
P.O. Box 7609, Santa Cruz, CA 95061, USA

www.stofen.com

OMNI-BOUNCE

Only: $19.95 + $2.50 shipping. Visa & Mastercard

www.photographersedge.com

800-550-9254

TURN YOUR PHOTOS INTO

GREETING CARDS!

Step 1:
Simply peel adhesive

iner and place photo

behind window.

Step 3:
ou’ve just made a

beautiful matted photo

greeting card!

Step 2:
Fold to conceal

back of photo.

For personal use or as a business

opportunity. Professional, quick and

affordable in over 500 designs.

Contact us for a free catalog.

25% off for first time customers.

the ink & toner supersite.™

1-800-INKFARM

inkfarm.com

T048 series color orig Epson 11.91
inkfarm brand 5.91

T0481 black orig Epson 16.91
inkfarm brand 5.91

T042 series color orig Epson 11.91
inkfarm brand 6.91

T0441 black orig Epson 21.91
inkfarm brand 7.91

T044 series color orig Epson 11.91
inkfarm brand 6.91

T0321 black orig Epson 26.91
inkfarm brand 9.91

BCI-6 series orig Canon 11.91
inkfarm brand 5.75

BCI-3 series black original Canon 11.91
inkfarm brand 5.75

BCI-3 series color original Canon 10.91
inkfarm brand 5.75

C6656an black orig HP 20.91
remanufactured 15.91

C6578a orig HP 57.91
remanufactured 15.91

4 pack black orig ALPS 28.91
4 pack color orig ALPS 28.91

Great Prices on Ink and Photo Paper Qty 2+

(Save!)

Qty 1: $20.91
Remanufactured
HP c6657a
(No. 57) color
ink cartridge.

JUST REDUCED!

91
Qty 2+

$1988
(Wow!)

Qty 2+$8
Qty 1: $10.88

Remanufactu
red HP 51645

a

(No. 45) ink c
artridge.

NEW LOW PRICE!

EPSON  BROTHER  HP  CANON  NEC  LANIER
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same editor who once observed that, for 
a photographer, it might be “better to 
be lucky than good,” so it was probably 
to my advantage to let him continue to 
think I was one of the “luckier” guys in 
his vast stable of shooters.

Weather anomalies. Of course, the 
more time you spend in a place and in as 
many different seasons as you can, the 
more likely you are to encounter those 
special weather conditions (like fluffy, 
heavy snowstorms) or events that can 
help elevate your pictures with a special 
sense of moment that you may not get 
just blasting through a place once.

Recently, I accompanied a National 
Geographic Expeditions “Around the
World” tour as a photo instructor and vid-
eo documentarian. It was my fifth time on 
this particular itinerary, which hits a lot of 
stops around the globe, but doesn’t stay 
long at any particular location. Even I was 
thinking, “What else can I do on this fifth 
brief visit that I didn’t do on the previous 
four?” The weather and event schedule of 
a few stops answered that question nicely.

On Easter Island, which had almost 
always been cloudy during my previ-
ous visits, we had a spectacularly clear 
night. That condition allowed me to get 
a starry night sky behind the characteris-
tic large head sculptures, called “moai,” 
that are unique to this island, when I 
light-painted them with a powerful LED 
flashlight. The result was a striking pho-
tograph that was much better than any-
thing I shot on the previous four trips.

When we stopped at Petra, Jordan, I 
saw a notice for a “Petra by Night” pro-
gram that I had never seen on previous 
stops, so I thought I’d check it out. Sure 
enough, the entire courtyard area in front 
of the iconic Treasury facade (made fa-
mous by an Indiana Jones movie and the 
millions of photographs that are shot of it 
every year) was wall-to-wall candles for 
a small concert, and it made for the most 
striking shot I ever made in Petra. 

Being an area expert makes good 

business sense. There was a time when 
making money licensing usage rights to 
a worldwide collection of iconic travel 
stock photos was a viable business mod-
el. Thanks to the Internet, iStockphoto, 
Flickr and the explosion in photo group 
travel, that time is long gone. There’s far 
too much supply of great shots of famous 
travel icons and far too little demand.

But there’s still some business viabil-
ity in having coverage of fewer places, 
but having those places in the depth and 
breadth that folks who just blow through 
on an occasional magazine assignment 
or photo tour just can’t hope to get. 

A while ago, my friend and colleague, 
the great National Geographic shooter 
Jim Richardson, made a conscious deci-
sion in his travel work to concentrate on 
the Celtic world. He did it for a num-
ber of reasons: heritage, visual variety 
and language. You may think the Celtic 
world is just Ireland and Scotland, but 
parts of Spain, France and Scandinavia 
are also part of that heritage, and the  
fact that he could speak the language 
(English) used in most of those areas 
meant Jim could do his own research 
without needing a translator or a fixer.

So he went about making himself an 
expert on all things Celtic, from the his-
tory of the culture to the fine points of 
Scotch whiskey distilling, and thus has 
one of the deepest stock collections of 
that region in the world. He has made 
his name so synonymous with the re-
gion that there isn’t a magazine on the 
planet who would do a story on any of 
those areas without either assigning Jim 
or using his stock photos. 

True, they can get a shot of Stonehenge 
from a thousand sources, but how many 
of those sources would have it in every 
season, in every conceivable angle, and 
also have a selection of dozens of other 
less famous, but just as significant stone 
circles? Well, there’s probably only one 
or two sources for that kind of coverage, 
so Jim has a huge share of that market.

Jim has done the same thing with his 
specialization of agriculture, specifical-
ly, sustainable agriculture. It’s another 
subject where he comes to the minds of 
thousands of editors and picture buyers 
because of the depth and breadth of his 
coverage of a few key areas and subjects.

Open your eyes and specialize. If 
you find yourself going back to the same 
places to shoot, whether it’s your own 
backyard or a family vacation spot year 
after year, don’t stop shooting, thinking 
you’ve “been there, done that.” You have 
an advantage that someone who’s a new-
comer couldn’t possibly have—a deeper 
knowledge of the location and the time to 
cherry-pick the conditions that will help 
you capture images of the area no casual 
visitor ever could.                                OP

Visit Bob Krist’s website at bobkrist.com.

photo traveler

(Cont’d from page 36)

www.outdoorphotographer.com

http://bobkrist.com
http://outdoorphotographer.com
http://www.outdoorphotographer.com
http://bayphoto.com/metalprints
http://bayphoto.com
http://bayphoto.com
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CAMERA
BAGS

Winter Weather

Winter months bring a refreshing change
of scene full of ever-changing weather
patterns. Blizzards, ice storms and heavy
rains offer opportunities for dynamic
compositions and decisive moments.
But exciting weather also brings wet and
muddy trails, and it’s important to have
warm clothes, waterproof boots and
optimal accessories.

One of the most important and personal
accessories is your gear bag. Not only
does it keep your equipment safe, but
different styles provide different features
to help you adapt your equipment to the
situation. When you’re in the thick of the
cold and wet, you’ll most likely be craving
a bag that offers quick access to your
equipment. This both avoids any awkward
fumbling to pull the bag off of your body
while layered in a thick jacket and the need
to set it down on muddy, snowy trails.

The most pervasive style of bag that
allows you to easily access your equipment
is the sling pack, which moves from your
back to the front of your body to your back
again in one simple movement. But bag
manufacturers are increasingly providing
additional alternatives, with waist belts, rear
ÅHW HJJLZZ HUK JOLZ[ WHJR Z[`SLZ� (Z `V\
begin to put together your winter weather
photo kit, here are a few bags to check out.

These bags provide 

safe, convenient access to 

your equipment through 

snow, rain and muddy 

shooting adventures

BY ASHLEY MYERS-TURNER

Gura Gear Uinta Pack

The Uinta pack by Gura Gear provides 
convenient access to your gear through 
multiple access points. The front zippered 
ÅHW VMMLYZ [YHKP[PVUHS IHJRWHJR LU[Y` HUK
includes a padded sleeve for up to a

17-inch laptop or tablet. By rotating the 
pack to the front of the body, rear zippered 
Å�HWZ�NP]L�HJJLZZ�[V�`V\Y�NLHY�^P[OV\[�[OL�
need to set the pack on the ground. Small, 

Medium and Large Pro Modules and Small 
and Medium Compact Modules customize 
the interior of the pack to match your 
camera equipment and additional hiking 
accessories while also personalizing weight 
distribution. The Uinta utilizes a breathable 
harness system with load-managing 
compression straps. The pack can be 
used with the Tripod & Hydration system. 
The Uinta is made from custom water-
resistant Ripstop X-Pac material with 500D 
Cordura and comes with a waterproof 
cover. www.guragear.com/uinta-pack

MindShift Gear Trail Pack

MindShift Gear has added the Trail pack 
to their award-winning rotation180° line. 
While the Trail pack has a smaller and 
lighter design, it still utilizes the recognizable 
rotating belt pack for quick access to 
camera equipment, binoculars, tablet and 
additional accessories. With a breathable 
WHKKLK�HPYÅ�V^�OHYULZZ�HUK�HKQ\Z[HISL�
Z[LYU\T�Z[YHW��[OL�WHJR�Ä�[Z�H�[^V�SP[LY�
Camelbak, additional jacket, trail books and 
snacks. It also provides a side panel strap 
for carrying a small tripod and top pocket 
for easy access to small items. The rotating 
belt pack can also be worn alone, separate 
from the backpack, for an even less 
J\TILYZVTL�OPRL��(SS�TH[LYPHSZ�OH]L�H�
durable water-repellent coating. The rain 

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: Manfrotto Pro Light Camera Backpack; Tamrac Jazz 78 Sling Pack; Gura Gear Uinta Pack

http://outdoorphotographer.com
http://www.guragear.com/uinta-pack
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TOP: MindShift Gear rotation180° Trail Pack; ABOVE, LEFT: Think Tank Photo TurnStyle 20 Pack; ABOVE, RIGHT: Lowepro StreamLine Sling Bag

cover and hydration system are sold 
separately. www.mindshiftgear.com

Think Tank Photo  

TurnStyle 20 Pack

Think Tank Photo developed the 
TurnStyle 20 pack with both access and 
versatility in mind. The body-conforming 
bag performs double-duty, functioning as  
a sling bag and converting to a belt pack  
for personalized comfort. The main

compartment holds a DSLR and one to
four lenses. The front pocket offers 
organization for memory cards, batteries 
and other accessories. The rear padded 
velour zipper pocket carries a 10-inch 
tablet. The TurnStyle 20 also has a 
breathable air-mesh back panel. All material 

is treated with a durable 
water-resistant coating.  
A rain cover is included.  
www.thinktankphoto.com

Tamrac Jazz 78  

Sling Pack

The Jazz 78 Sling Pack 
from Tamrac has a 
foam-padded sling strap 

for comfortable weight 
distribution. Slide the pack 

to the front of your body for 
quick access to an equipment 

compartment that holds a DSLR 
with lens attached, two small lenses and a 
ÅHZO��-YVT�[OPZ�ZHTL�MYVU[�WVZP[PVU��VWLU�
a zippered accessory compartment with 
a zippered mesh pocket that safely stores 
memory cards and batteries. A zippered 
back pocket protects a tablet while a mesh 
side pocket can be used for holding a  
water bottle or trail map. www.tamrac.com

Lowepro StreamLine Sling Bag

-VY�KH`Z�^OLU�`V\�ULLK�[V�IL� 
particularly light and mobile, Lowepro 
offers the StreamLine Sling bag. A bottom 
side-zipper compartment gives quick 
access to a full mirrorless kit. The  
upper side-zipper compartment holds 
accessories and personal items. The 
padded back zip side pocket protects your 
tablet and an outer side stretch-mesh 
pocket can be used for carrying a water 
bottle or small tabletop tripod. All fabrics 
are weather-resistant. store.lowepro.com

Manfrotto Pro Light  

Camera Backpack

The Pro Light Camera Backpack  
(3N1-25 PL) by Manfrotto utilizes a strap 
system that allows the pack to morph 
into almost any type of carrying style for 
versatile access and secure movement. 
;OL�JSHZZPJ�IHJRWHJR�Z[YHW�JVUÄN\YH[PVU�
with waist belt can be rotated to the front 
of the body for access to a top accessory 
WVJRL[��;OL�Z[YHWZ�LHZPS`�JVUÄN\YL�PU[V�HU�
X-position for safe and supportive hiking. 
Release one strap from the X-position 
to use the pack as a sling bag. The sling 
position gives access to a Quick-Draw 
side pocket. Either strap may be used as 
a sling strap, providing comfort for both 
left- and right-dominant shooters. Custom 
-SL_P�+P]PKLYZ�HYL�PU[LYJOHUNLHISL�HUK�JHU�
fold away to adjust to your equipment. 

An interior pocket holds a laptop up to 15 
inches, and the bag includes a separate 
tablet compartment. All material is  
water-repellent, and the backpack includes 
a foldout rain cover. www.manfrotto.us

Clik Elite ProBody  

SLR Chest Carrier

The ProBody SLR Chest Carrier by 
Clik Elite offers another method of quick 
camera access with additional carrying 
versatility. The included Sport Harness 
positions the carrier comfortably on your 
chest for immediate access to your DSLR. 
A tip-out organizer panel provides a safe 
place to stash memory cards and other 
accessories while keeping them separate 

and protected from the camera by a soft
ÅPW�KP]PKLY��(�[L[OLY�Z[YHW�JVUULJ[Z�[OL�
camera to the carrier to prevent damage 
from camera slips. The Chest Carrier also 
includes a padded shoulder strap for  
carrying on your side, as well as the 
ChestPort buckle system that connects 
the carrier to most Clik Elite backpacks for 
both front and back storage. Additionally, 
the back panel has space to slide in your 
belt for simple waist carrying. A rain cover 
is connected to the bottom of the carrier. 
clikelite.com                 OP

MORE On The Web
Go to outdoorphotographer.com and click on 

the Gear section to see more articles about 

equipment and accessories to help you take 

your landscape photos to the next level.

�

http://www.mindshiftgear.com
http://outdoorphotographer.com
http://www.thinktankphoto.com
http://www.tamrac.com
http://store.lowepro.com
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 X-T1 Mirrorless System Camera

t��8FBUIFS�3FTJTUBOU�#PEZ�$POTUSVDUJPO

t�6TFT�'VKJGJMN�9�.PVOU� t�4%)$�4%9$�$BSE�4MPU

t������-$%� t��*OUFMMJHFOU�)ZCSJE�"'���'PDVT�1FBLJOH

t���GQT�$POUJOVPVT�4IPPUJOH� t�#VJMU�*O�8J�'J

t�'VMM�)%�����Q�7JEFP�3FDPSEJOH�BU����GQT

Body Only #FUXT1B

with 18-55mm Lens #FUXT11855B 16
Mega

Pixels

X-M1 Mirrorless System Camera

t�.BHOFTJVN�"MMPZ�#PEZ� t��4%�4%)$�4%9$�$BSE�4MPU

t�6TFT�'VKJGJMN�9�.PVOU�-FOTFT� t�'PDBM�1MBOF�4IVUUFS

t������5JMU�-$%� t�#VJMU�JO�8J�'J� t�����������*40

t�'VMM�)%�����Q�7JEFP�XJUI�4UFSFP�4PVOE

t�"WBJMBCMF�JO�#MBDL�#SPXO�PS�4JMWFS

Body Only #FUXM1*

with Silver XC 16-50mm Lens #FUXM11650* 16
Mega

Pixels

 X-E2 Mirrorless System Camera

t�6TFT�'VKJGJMN�9�.PVOU�-FOTFT� t�4%)$�4%9$�$BSE�4MPU

t�������-$%� t�%JHJUBM�4QMJU�*NBHF�BOE�'PDVT�1FBLJOH

t���GQT�$POUJOVPVT�4IPPUJOH� t�#VJMU�*O�8J�'J

t��*OUFMMJHFOU�)ZCSJE�"'�4ZTUFN� t�'VMM�)%�����Q�7JEFP�

3FDPSEJOH�BU����GQT� t�"WBJMBCMF�JO�#MBDL�PS�4JMWFS

Body Only #FUXE2*

with 18-55mm Lens #FUXE21855* 16
Mega

Pixels

 1 J4 Mirrorless System Camera

t�&91&&%��"�*NBHF�1SPDFTTPS� t�#VJMU�JO�8J�'J

t��NJDSP4%�NJDSP4%)$ �NJDSP4%9$�$BSE�4MPU

t�6TFT�/JLPO���-FOTFT� t������5PVDITDSFFO�-$%

t����GQT�4IPPUJOH�XJUI�'VMM�5JNF�"'

t�'VMM�)%�����Q�7JEFP�3FDPSEJOH�BU����GQT

t�"WBJMBCMF�JO�#MBDL�0SBOHF�4JMWFS�PS�8IJUF

with 10-30mm Lens #NI1J41030* 18
Mega

Pixels

 1 V3 Mirrorless System Camera

t�&91&&%��"�*NBHF�1SPDFTTPS� t�#VJMU�*O�8J�'J

t��NJDSP4%�NJDSP4%)$ �NJDSP4%9$�$BSE�4MPU

t�6TFT�/JLPO���-FOTFT� t������5JMUJOH�5PVDITDSFFO�-$%

t�.PWJF�F�73�4UBCJMJ[BUJPO� t�)ZCSJE�"'�4ZTUFN

t����GQT�4IPPUJOH�XJUI�'VMM�5JNF�"'� t�*40������

t�'VMM�)%�����Q�7JEFP�3FDPSEJOH�BU����GQT

with 10-30mm Lens #NI1V31030 18
Mega

Pixels

 OM-D E-M1 Mirrorless System Camera

t�5SVF1JD�7**�*NBHF�1SPDFTTPS� t�.JDSP�����4ZTUFN

t�������5JMUJOH�-$%�5PVDITDSFFO� t��'VMM�)%�����Q�7JEFP

t�4%)$�4%9$�$BSE�4MPU� t�#VJMU�*O�8JSFMFTT

t��'"45�%VBM�1IBTF����$POUSBTU�%FUFDUJPO�"'

t����GQT�BOE��������TFD��5PQ�4IVUUFS�4QFFE

t��%VTU�4QMBTI�'SFF[FQSPPG�.BHOFTJVN�"MMPZ�#PEZ

Body Only #OLEM1 16
Mega

Pixels

 OM-D E-M10 Mirrorless System Camera

t�5SVF1JD�7**�*NBHF�1SPDFTTPS� t�.JDSP�����4ZTUFN

t������5JMUJOH�5PVDITDSFFO�-$%� t���GQT�4IPPUJOH

t�4%)$�4%9$�$BSE�4MPU� t�#VJMU�*O�8J�'J

t��*O�#PEZ���"YJT�*NBHF�4UBCJMJ[BUJPO

t�'VMM�)%�����Q�7JEFP�3FDPSEJOH�BU����GQT

t�"WBJMBCMF�JO�#MBDL�PS�4JMWFS

with 14-42mm Lens #OLEM101442* 16
Mega

Pixels

 NX Mini Mirrorless System Camera

t��.JDSP�����4ZTUFN� t���GQT�3"8�$POUJOVPVT�4IPPUJOH

t������5JMUJOH�5PVDITDSFFO�-$%� t�#VJMU�*O�8J�'J�XJUI�/'$

t�'VMM�)%�����Q�7JEFP�3FDPSEJOH�BU����GQT

t�NJDSP4%�NJDSP4%)$�NJDSP4%9$�$BSE�4MPU

t��"WBJMBCMF�JO�#MBDL�#SPXO �.JOU�(SFFO�1JOL�PS�8IJUF

with NX-M 9mm Lens #SANXM9L*

with NX-M 9-27mm Lens #SANXM927* 20
Mega

Pixels

Flash System

'-����3�'MBTI�������136.95

'-����3�'MBTI�������299.95

'-���3�'MBTI���������499.95

3'����3JOH�'MBTI���249.95

43'����3JOH�4FU����559.95

5'����5XJO�'MBTI���449.95

45'����5XJO�'MBTI�4FU����������������������������������������739.95

M.Zuiko Micro 4/3 Mirrorless Lenses

�NN�G�����'JTIFZF�#PEZ�$BQ�-FOT������������������������99.00

��NN�G�����'JTIFZF�#PEZ�$BQ�-FOT����������������������49.00

�������	���
����������799.00 

�������	���
����������299.00

�������	���
����������499.00

�������	���
����������399.00

�������	���
����������399.00

�������.BD�&%�	���
����499.00

�������&%�	���
�����899.00

�������������	���
�����699.00

����������1SP�&%�	���
��������������������������������������999.00

��������������&%�&;�	���
���������������������������������499.00

��������������&;�&%�	���
���������������������������������349.00

��������������**�3�	���
�������������������������������������299.00

�������������	���
��������������������������������������������599.00

�������������&%�3�	���
������������������������������������199.00

���������������**�&%�	���
���������������������������������549.00

AF Flash System

"'����'(;���������������������� "'����'(;�**��������������������

DA Digital AF Lenses

�������&%�"-�)%�-JNJUFE�	���
���������������������������������������

�������&%�*'�	���
������������

�������"-�-JNJUFE�	���
����

�����"-�	���
�������������������

�������-JNJUFE�	���
���������

�������.BDSP�)%�-JNJUFE�	���
��������������������������������������

�������)%�-JNJUFE�	���
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���������������������
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��������&%�*'�4%.�	���
����

��������&%�"8�	����
������

��������������&%�*'�	��� �����

��������&%�"-�*'�	���
�����

����������&%�"-�4%.�	���
���

����������"-�*'�4%.�	���
����

��������������"-�83�	��� ����

���������������&%�"-�	*'
�%$�83�	���
�������������������������

���������������&%�4%.�	���
���������������������������������������

������������)%�-JNJUFE�&%�%$�83�	���
�����������������������

�����������&%�4%.�	���
����� �������������&%�83�	���
����

�������������)%�&%�83�	���
���������������������������������������

�����������&%�*'�4%.�	���
������������������������������������������

"FA" AF Lenses for 35mm & Digital SLRs

�������-JNJUFE������������������

�������"-�	���
����������������

�������-JNJUFE�	���
���������

�������	���
���������������������

�������.BDSP�	���
����������

�������-JNJUFE�	���
���������

��������%�'"�83�.BDSP�	���
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Flash System

)7-�'��.�������������149.99

)7-�'��4�������������149.99

)7-�'��.�������������398.00

)7-�'��.�������������548.00

E-Mount Mirrorless Lenses 

�������	���
����������248.00

�������	���
����������348.00

�������	���
�������1,098.00

�������.BD�	���
��278.00

�������044�	���
��448.00

�������;"�	���
�����798.00

�������044�	���
��298.00

�������;"�'&�	���
����998.00

��������044�	���
���������������������������������������������848.00

��������������044�	�����
���������������������������������348.00

��������;"�044�	���
����������������������������������������998.00

��������������	���
�������������������������������������������298.00

���������(�044�	���
����������������������������������������598.00

���������������	���
�����������������������������������������898.00

���������������044�	���
����������������������������������848.00

���������������1;�044�	���
��������������������������1,198.00

��������;"�044�	���
�������������������������������������1,198.00

��������������044�	���
������������������������������������498.00

���������������044�	���
����������������������������������348.00

�����������(�044�	���
����������������������������������1,498.00

Digital Lenses 

�������'JTI�FZF�����998.00 �������	���
����������748.00

������$BSM�;FJTT�	���
��������������������������������������1,398.00

�������%5�.BDSP�	���
����������������������������������������198.00

�������(�	���
���1,498.00

�������%5�	���
�����218.00

�������%5�	���
�����168.00

�������	���
����������448.00

�������$BSM�;FJTT�;"�	���
�������������������������������1,498.00

�������.BD�	���
��598.00 �������	���
����������298.00

�������$BSM�;FJTT�	���
������������������������������������1,698.00

��������.BDSP�	���
������������������������������������������798.00

��������$BSM�;FJTT�	���
����������������������������������1,798.00

��������45'�	���
�������������������������������������������1,398.00

��������(�"10�**�	���3
�����������������������������������7,498.99

������(�	���3
���������������������������������������������12,998.00

��������������%5�	���
��������������������������������������798.00

����������;"�44.�	���
���������������������������������1,998.00

����������%5�	�����
�����������������������������������������798.00

��������������%5�	���
��������������������������������������998.00

���������������%5�	���
������������������������������������698.00

��������������%5�4".�**�	���
���������������������������218.00

���������������	���
�����������������������������������������498.00

���������������%5�	���
������������������������������������648.00

����������$BSM�;FJTT�	���
�������������������������������1,998.00

����������	���
�������������������������������������������������898.00

���������������%5�	���
������������������������������������198.00

���������������%5�	���
������������������������������������298.00

�����������(�44.�**�	���
�������������������������������2,998.00

���������������(�	���
��������������������������������������998.00

�������������(���������������������������������������������2,198.00

���Y�5FMFDPOWFSUFS��548.00 �Y�5FMFDPOWFSUFS�����548.00

Mirrorless System Lenses

������ 9' 3����������899.00

������ 9' 3����������599.00

������ 9' 3����������899.00

������ 9'�������������449.00

������ 9' 3����������599.00

������ 9' 3����������999.00

������ 9' .BDSP ��649.00

������� 9' 3 0*4 �999.00

��������� ��� 9$ 0*4 399.00

��������� � 9' 3 0*4�699.00

�������������� 9' 3 -. 0*4 �����������������������������699.00

�������������� 9$ 0*4 �������������������������������������399.00

Nikon 1 Mirrorless Lenses

������ "8������������196.95

������ �����������������246.95

�������� ��������������186.95

������ �����������������896.95

���������� ��� 73 ����496.95

��������� ��� 73����186.95

��������� ��� 73 1% �296.95

���������� ��� 73 ���546.95

����������� ��� "8 �146.95

������������������186.95

���������� ��� 73 ���246.95

���������� ��� 73 ���996.95

 

Lumix G Vario Mirrorless System Lenses

������'JTIFZF��������639.95 �������"TQIFSJDBM��324.95

�������"TQIFSJDBM�-FJDB�%(�4VNNJMVY�����������������597.99

�������**�"TQIFSJDBM���������������������������������������������427.99

�������"TQIFSJDBM�-FJDB�%(�4VNNJMVY�����������������597.99

���������"TQI��1PXFS�0*4�-FJDB�%(�/PDUJDSPO����1,597.99

�������"TQI��.FHB�0*4�-FJDB�%(�.BDSP�&MNBSJU�����897.99

���������"TQI�������968.00

��������������"TQI� 347.99

����������9�"TQI� 997.99

������������������1,497.99

��������������"TQIFSJDBM�.FHB�0*4��������������������167.00

��������������9�1;�1PXFS�0*4�	4JMWFS
�����������������319.00

��������������"TQIFSJDBM�.FHB�0*4��������������������289.00

���������������)%�"TQIFSJDBM�.FHB�0*4�������������449.95

���������������"TQIFSJDBM�1PXFS�0*4������������������629.99

�������������"TQI� 249.00

�������������9�0*4��379.00

�������������0*4������269.00

����������������0*4 597.99

 LENSES AND FLASHES for DSLR & Mirroless Cameras

Mirrorless System Lenses 

�������'JTIFZF�������� CALL

�������1BODBLF������� CALL

�������1BODBLF������� CALL

�������/9�1BODBLF�� CALL

�������������������������� CALL

�������<5�>��%��%��� CALL

�������.BDSP�&%�0*4�44"��������������������������������������CALL

�������&%�44"�������� CALL

������������&��������� CALL

��������������&%�0*4���� CALL

������������4�&%�0*4�����CALL

��������������0*4������ CALL

���������������&%�0*4��� CALL

��������������&%�**������ CALL

�������������&%�0*4�**��� CALL

http://www.BandH.com
http://BandH.com/catalog
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 Lumix DMC-GM1 Mirrorless System Camera

t�7FOVT�&OHJOF�*NBHF�1SPDFTTPS� t�.JDSP�����4ZTUFN

t������5PVDITDSFFO�-$%� t�4%)$�4%9$�$BSE�4MPU

t��'VMM�)%�����J�"7$)%�7JEFP�BU����GQT� t�*40������

t���GQT�$POUJOVPVT�4IPPUJOH� t�#VJMU�*O�8JSFMFTT

t�)JHIMZ�$PNQBDU�.BHOFTJVN�"MMPZ�#PEZ

t�"WBJMBCMF�JO�#MBDL�PS�0SBOHF

with 12-32mm Lens #PADMCGM1* 16
Mega

Pixels

 Alpha A6000 Mirrorless System Camera

t������5JMUJOH�-$%� t�6TFT�4POZ�&�NPVOU�-FOTFT

t��4%)$�4%9$�.4�1SP�%VP�.4�130�)(�%VP�

$BSE�4MPU� t��6Q�UP����GQT�4IPPUJOH� t�*40������

t��'VMM�)%�����J�Q�"7$)%�7JEFP�BU�������GQT�

t�#VJMU�*O�8J�'J�$POOFDUJWJUZ�XJUI�/'$

t�"WBJMBCMF�JO�#MBDL�PS�4JMWFS

Kit with 16-50mm OSS Lens #SOA6000* 24
Mega

Pixels

 Lumix DMC-GX7 Mirrorless System Camera

t�.JDSP�����4ZTUFN� t�������5JMUJOH�-$%�5PVDITDSFFO

t�4%)$�4%9$�$BSE�4MPU� t���¡�5JMUJOH�&7'

t��'VMM�)%�����Q�"7$)%�7JEFP�BU����GQT

t��'PDVT�1FBLJOH�BOE�.BHOJGJDBUJPO�8JOEPXT

t�#VJMU�*O�8JSFMFTT�BOE�/'$�$POOFDUJWJUZ

t�"WBJMBCMF�JO�#MBDL�PS�4JMWFS

with 14-42mm II Lens #PADMCGX7K* 16
Mega

Pixels

 Lumix DMC-GH4 �,�.JSSPSMFTT�4ZTUFN�$BNFSB

t�%$*��,�����Y�����BU���Q� t�'VMM�)%�VQ�UP���Q

t��6)%��,�����Y�����BU���Q���Q� t������-$%

t�-JWF�7JFX�'JOEFS� t�)JHI�4QFFE����1PJOU�"'

t���������#JU�PS����#JU�)%.*�0VUQVU

t��4VQQPSU�GPS������Q������Q���Q�����Q

t�.BHOFTJVN�"MMPZ�8FBUIFS�4FBMFE�#PEZ

Body Only #PADMCGH4* 16
Mega

Pixels

 Alpha A7 Mirrorless System Camera

t�'VMM�'SBNF�&YNPS�$.04�4FOTPS� t������5JMUBCMF�-$%

t��4%)$�4%9$�.4�1SP�%VP�.4�130�)(�%VP�

$BSE�4MPU� t�6TFT�4POZ�&�NPVOU�-FOTFT�

t�#VJMU�*O�8J�'J�BOE�/'$� t�%JSFDU�"DDFTT�*OUFSGBDF

t��'VMM��������Q�XJUI�6ODPNQSFTTFE�0VUQVU

Body Only #SOA7B

Kit with 28-70mm Lens #SOA7KB 24
Mega

Pixels

 K-3 %4-3�$BNFSB

t��13*.&�***�*NBHF�1SPDFTTPS� t������-$%

t�1FOUBY�,�-FOT�.PVOU� t�%VBM�4%�$BSE�4MPUT

t��*O�$BNFSB�4IBLF�3FEVDUJPO�4UBCJMJ[BUJPO

t�'VMM�)%�����J�Q�7JEFP�3FDPSEJOH�

t�$POUJOVPVT�4IPPUJOH�VQ�UP�����GQT

t�8FBUIFS�4FBMFE�.BHOFTJVN�"MMPZ�#PEZ

Body Only #PEK3 23
Mega

Pixels

 Alpha SLT-A58 %4-3�$BNFSB

t������5JMUJOH�-$%� t�6TFT�4POZ�"MQIB�NPVOU�-FOTFT

t��4%)$�4%9$�.4�1SP�%VP�.4�130�)(�%VP�

$BSE�4MPU� t��'VMM�)%�����J�Q�7JEFP�BU����PS���GQT

t��GQT�'VMM�3FTPMVUJPO�$POUJOVPVT�4IPPUJOH

t��4UFBEZ4IPU�*/4*%&�*NBHF�4UBCJMJ[BUJPO�

t�*40�����������XJUI�/PJTF�3FEVDUJPO

DT 18-55mm SAM II Lens #SOSLTA58K 20
Mega

Pixels

 a77 II %4-3�$BNFS

t��������8BZ�5JMUJOH�-$%� t���GQT�4IPPUJOH

t��6TFT�4POZ�"MQIB�NPVOU�-FOTFT

t��'VMM�)%�����Q�7JEFP�3FDPSEJOH�BU����GQT�

t��4%)$�4%9$�.4�1SP�%VP�.4�130�)(�%VP�

9$�)(�%VP�$BSE�4MPU� t�*40������

t�#VJMU�*O�8J�'J�$POOFDUJWJUZ�XJUI�/'$

Body Only #SOA772 24
Mega

Pixels

 

DX o�GPS�%JHJUBM�4-3T�0OMZ� FX o�%FTJHOFE�GPS�GVMM�GSBNF�%4-3T

Canon EOS Nikon AF Price

FX ���NN�G�����1SP�%�.BDSP�	���
 �50�����1$"' �50�����1/"' 399.00

DX �����NN�G���������"59�'JTIFZF �50������$"' �50������/"' 599.00

DX �����NN�G�����1SP�	���
 �50������1%9$ �50������1%9/ 449.00

DX �����NN�G�����1SP�**�	���
 �50������1$** �50������1/** 525.00

DX �����NN�G�����1SP�	���
 �50�����%9$ �50�����%9/ 489.00

FX �����NN�G�����1SP �50����'9$ �50����'9/ 639.00

FX �����NN G�� 1SP 	���
 �50����'�'9$ �50����'�'9/ 499.00

5IFTF GVMMZ�DPNQBUJCMF MFOTFT XJUI BVUPGPDVT FYQBOE UIF DBQBCJMJUJFT PG CPUI�

UIF 4POZ /&9 BOE 'VKJýMN 9 DBNFSB TZTUFNT XJUI PVUTUBOEJOH PQUJDBM RVBMJUZ�

Touit Mirrorless Lenses

Fujifi lm X Sony NEX Price

��NN�G�����	���
 �;&5����9 �;&5����& 999.00

��NN�G�����	���
 �;&5����9 �;&5����& 720.00

��NN�G����.�	���
 �;&5����.9 �;&5����.& 999.00

Di�GPS�CPUI�EJHJUBM�BOE�ý�MN�4-3�DBNFSBT

Di-II�GPS�%JHJUBM�4-3T�0OMZ� Di III�GPS�NJSSPS�MFTT DBNFSBT 0OMZ
Rebates Expire 12-31-14

C ��$BOPO N ��/JLPO P ��1FOUBY SA ��4POZ�"MQIB SE ��4POZ�&�.PVOU

** Price After Rebate SKU # Avail. for Rebate Price
Di-II ��NN�G�����-%�*'�.BDSP�	��� �5"���%*� $�/�4" — 524.00
Di ��NN�G�����.BDSP�	���
 �5"����.� $�/�1�4" — 499.00
Di ��NN�G�����41�.BDSP�7$�64%�	���
 �5"����7$� $�/ — 749.00
Di ���NN�G�����-%�*'�.BDSP�	���
 �5"������ $�/�4" — 739.00

Di-II ��������������	��� �5"������� $�/�1�4" — 499.00
Di-II ���������������7$�1;%�	���
 �5"�������%*� $�/�4" $30 599.00**
Di-II ����������93�-%�*'�"TQI�	���
 �5"������� $�/�1�4" — 499.00
Di-II ����������93�7$�-%�*'�"TQI��	���
 �5"�������2 $�/ — 649.00
Di-II ���������������	�����
 �5"�������� $�/�1�4" — 199.00
Di-III ���������������7$�	�����
 �5"�������4� 4&� #MBDL�PS�4JMWFS 739.00
Di-II ���������������7$�1;%�	�����
 �5"������ $�/�4" $50 399.00**
Di ����������7$�64%�	��� �5"������� $�/�4" $100 1,199.00**
Di ����������93�	���
 �5"������� $�/�1�4" — 499.00
Di ���������������93�-%�	���
 �5"�������9%� $�1�4" — 419.00
Di ���������������7$�1;%�	���
 �5"�������%*� $�/�4" — 849.00
Di �����������-%�*'�.BDSP�	���
 �5"�������.� $�/�1�4" — 769.00
Di �����������41�7$�64%�	���
 �5"�������� $�/�4" $100 1,399.00**
Di �������������-%�.BDSP�	���
 �5"�����.� $�/�1�4" — 199.00
Di �������������7$�64%�	���
 �5"������ $�/�4" — 449.00
Di ��������������7$�64%�	���
 �5"�������� $�/�4" — 1069.00
���Y�41�"'�1SP�5FMFDPOWFSUFS �5"��91� $�/ — 224.00
�Y 41 "' 1SP 5FMFDPOWFSUFS �5"�91� $ / — 254.00

Six-Year Warranty

 LENSES AND FLASHES for DSLR & Mirroless Cameras

 ** Price After Rebate Rebates Expire 12-31-14

DC�o�GPS�%JHJUBM�4-3T�0OMZ� DG�o�0QUJNJ[FE�GPS�%JHJUBM�4-3T� DN�o�%FTJHOFE�GPS�.JSSPSMFTT�$BNFSBT� C ��$BOPO MFT���.JDSP����� N���/JLPO� O���0MZNQVT� P���1FOUBY� SI���4JHNB� SA���4POZ�"MQIB� SE���4POZ�&

H – HSM Model with Canon, Nikon, Sigma Mount SKU # Rebate Price R – Rear Slip-in Gelatin Filter Slot Mount SKU # Rebate Price

DC ��������&9�$JSDVMBS�'JTIFZF�)4.�R $�/�1�4*�4" �4*����&9� — 899.00 DC ����������&9�)4.�	��� $�/�1�4*�4" �4*������� — 649.00
DG ������&9�$JSDVMBS�'JTIFZF�R $�/�4*�4" �4*���� — 899.00 DG ��������������&9�"TQI��)4.�** $�/�4*�4" �4*������� $75 874.00**
DC �������&9�'JTIFZF�)4.�R $�/�1�4*�4" �4*����&9%$� — 649.00 DC ����������&9�04�)4.�	���
 $�/�1�4* �4*������� $150 519.00**
DG �������&9�%JBHPOBM�'JTIFZF�R $�/�1�4" �4*����%(� — 609.00 DC ��������������04�.BD�)4.�54$�	���
 $�/�1�4*�4" �4*�������� — 499.00
DN �������	���
�#MBDL�PS�4JMWFS .'5 �4& �4*����%/� — 199.00 DC ����������)4.�	���
 $�/�1�4*�4" �4*������%$� — 799.00
DG �������&9�%'�3'�"TQIFSJDBM�	���
 $�/�4*�4" �4*����� — 629.00 DC ���������������04�**�)4.�	���
 $�/�1�4*�4" �4*�������� — 499.00
DG �������&9�%'�"TQI��.BDSP�	���
 $�/�1�4*�4" �4*����.� — 549.00 DC ���������������04�.BDSP�)4.�	���
 $�/�1�4*�4" �4*�������%� — 399.00
DG �������&9�%'�"TQI��.BDSP�	���
 $�1�4*�4" �4*����.� — 449.00 DC ���������������04�.BDSP�)4.�	���
 $�/�1�4*�4" �4*�������.� $200 349.00**
DN �������	���
�#MBDL�PS�4JMWFS .'5 �4& �4*����%/� — 199.00 DG ����������&9�*'�)4.�	���
 $�/�1�4*�4" �4*������� — 899.00
DC �������)4.�	���
 $�/�1�4*�4" �4*����%$)4.� — 499.00 DG �����������04�)4.�	���
 $�/�4*�4" �4*������ — 899.00
DG �������)4.�	���
 $�/�1�4*�4" �4*����� — 899.00 DC �����������&9�"10�04�)4.�	���
 / �4*�������� — 989.00
DG �������&9�)4.�	���
�H $�/�4*�4" �4*����� $100 399.00** DG ���������������"10�04�)4.�	���
 $�/�1�4*�4" �4*���������� $150 1,509.00**
DG �������)4.�	���
�H $�/�4*�4" �4*����"� — 949.00 DG �����������&9�"10�04�)4.�	���
 $�/�1�4*�4" �4*�������� $200 1,199.00**
DG �������&9�.BDSP�	���
 $�/�4*�4" �4*����.%(� — 369.00 DG �������������.BDSP�	���
 $�/�1�4*�4" �4*������� $25 144.00**
DN �������	���
�#MBDL�PS�4JMWFS .'5 �4& �4*����%/� — 239.00 DG �������������"10�.BDSP�	���
 $�/�1�4*�4" �4*������%(� — 179.00
DG �������&9�.BDSP�	���
 $�/�1�4* �4*����.%(� — 499.00 DG ������������04�)4.�	����
 $�/�4 �4*������� — 3,599.00
DG �������&9�)4.�	���
 $�/�1�4*�4" �4*����� — 969.00 DG ����������������"10�04�)4.�	���3
 $�1�4* �4*������� — 899.00
DG ��������&9�.BDSP�04�)4.�	���
 $�/�4*�4" �4*�����.%(� $300 669.00** DG ��������������"10�04�)4.�	���
 $�/�1�4*�4" �4*������� $200 869.00**
DG ������� &9 "10 .BDSP 04 )4. 	���
 $ / 4* 4" �4*�����".0� — 1,099.00 DG ���Y &9 "10 5FMF�$POWFSUFS $ / 4 �4*��9%(� — 249.00
DG ������� &9 "10 .BDSP 04 )4. 	���
 $ / 4* 4" �4*�����".&0� — 1,699.00 DG �Y &9 "10 5FMF�$POWFSUFS $ / 4 �4*�9%(� $50 249.00**
DG ������� "10 &9 )4. 	��� 3FBS
 $ / 1 4* 4" �4*�����%(� — 3,399.00 SIGMA FLASHES
DG ��������"10�&9�)4.�	����3FBS
 $�/�1�4*�4" �4*�����%(� — 4,999.00 DG &'�����45 $�/�1�4*�4" �4*&'���45� $30 135.00**
DC �������������)4. $�/�4 �4*�������� $50 649.00** DG &'�����4VQFS�'MBTI $�/�1�4*�4" �4*&'���� $30 225.00**
DC ������������&9�)4.�	���
 $�/�1�4*�4" �4*������%� $80 399.00** DG &.�����55-�3JOHMJHIU $�/�1�4*�4" �4*&.���%(� — 379.00

http://www.BandH.com
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EOS-5D Mark III DSLR

t 3.2" Clear View High Resolution LCD

t DIGIC 5+ Image Processor

t ���1PJOU )JHI %FOTJUZ "'

t 6TFT $BOPO &' -FOTFT

t %VBM $' 4% $BSE 4MPUT

t 'VMM )% �������Q � ������Q 'PSNBUT

t &YUFOEFE *40 3BOHF 	���������

t #VJMU�*O )%3 � .VMUJQMF &YQPTVSF .PEFT

Rebates (Mail in) Expire 11 22 14 Price Rebate Final Cost

#PEZ 0OMZ #CAE5D3* .............................................�������........$200 .... 3,199.00

,JU XJUI ������NN - *4 #CAE5D324105................� ������........$200 ....3,799.00

 EOS-6D DSLR

t 'VMM�'SBNF�$.04�4FOTPS� t������-$%

t %*(*$����*NBHF�1SPDFTTPS

t 6TFT�$BOPO�&'�-FOTFT

t 4%�4%)$�4%9$�$BSE�4MPU

t #VJMU�*O�8J�'J�BOE�(14�$POOFDUJWJUZ

t 'VMM�)%�����Q�XJUI�.BOVBM�$POUSPMT

t &YUFOEFE *40 3BOHF PG ���������

t 6Q UP ��� 'VMM 3FTPMVUJPO '14

t #VJMU�*O )%3 � .VMUJQMF &YQPTVSF .PEFT

Rebates (Mail in) Expire 11 22 14 Price Rebate Final Cost

#PEZ 0OMZ #CAE6D ................................................�������........$200 ....1,699.00

,JU XJUI ������NN G�� - #CAE6D24105 ................�������........$200 ....2,299.00

 Digital Rebel T5i DSLR

t������7BSJ�"OHMF�5PVDITDSFFO�-$%

t��6TFT�$BOPO�&'�-FOTFT�	���Y�GBDUPS

t�4%�4%)$�4%9$�$BSE�4MPU

t��45.�-FOT�4VQQPSU�GPS�

2VJFU�"'�JO�.PWJFT��

t��'VMM�)%������7JEFP�XJUI $POUJOVPVT "'

t�*40�����������&YQBOEBCMF UP �����

Rebates Expire 11-22-14 Price Rebate Final Cost

Kit with������NN�*4�45. #CAEDRT5IK ....................������........$150 .......699.99

T5 Kit XJUI������NN�*4�** #CAEDRT5K.....................������.........$50 ........499.99

T3i Kit XJUI������NN�*4� #CAEDRT3IK .....................������.........$50 ........549.99

 EOS-70D DSLR

t�%VBM�1JYFM�$.04�"'�XJUI -JWF 7JFX
t�%*(*$����*NBHF�1SPDFTTPS
t�4%�4%)$�4%9$�$BSE�4MPU
t�6TFT�$BOPO�&'���&'�4 -FOTFT
t������7BSJ�"OHMF�5PVDITDSFFO
t���GQT�$POUJOVPVT�4IPPUJOH
t�#VJMU�*O�8JSFMFTT�$POOFDUJWJUZ
t 'VMM )% ����Q 7JEFP

Rebates Expire 11 22 14 Price Rebate Final Cost

#PEZ 0OMZ #CAE70D............................................... �������........$200 .......999.00

Kit with �����NN 45. #CAE70D1855 ..................� ������........$200 .... 1,149.00

EOS 60D #PEZ 0OMZ #CAE60D..................................������........$200 .......699.99

EOS 60D Kit XJUI ������NN *4 #CAE60D18135... �������........$200 .......999.00

20
Mega

Pixels

18
Mega

Pixels

EOS-1Dx DSLR

t %VBM %*(*$ �� *NBHF 1SPDFTTPST

t .BHOFTJVN "MMPZ #PEZ

t &ZF�-FWFM 1FOUBQSJTN 7JFXGJOEFS

t ���� -$% .POJUPS

t 6TFT $BOPO &' -FOTFT

t %VBM $' DBSE TMPUT

t ���� Y ���� )% 7JEFP $BQUVSF

t -JWF 7JFX 4UJMM BOE 7JEFP 3FDPSEJOH

t ���1PJOU )JHI %FOTJUZ "VUP 'PDVT

Rebates (Mail in) Expire 11 22 14 Price Rebate Final Cost

#PEZ 0OMZ #CAE1DX*..............................................�������........$800 ....5,999.00

18
Mega

Pixels

 EOS-7D Mark II DSLR

t����$MFBS�7JFX�**�-$%� t�/BUJWF�*40������

t�%VBM�1JYFM�$.04�"'�XJUI�-JWF�7JFX

t�%VBM�$'�BOE�4%)$�9$�$BSE�4MPUT�

t�$POUJOVPVT����GQT�4IPPUJOH

t��#VJMU�*O�(14�3FDFJWFS���%JHJUBM�$PNQBTT

t��'VMM�)%�����Q����7JEFP�

��.PWJF�4FSWP�"'�

Rebates Expire 11-22-14 Price Rebate Final Cost

#PEZ�0OMZ #CAE7D2 ...............................................������� ............ .......................

EOS 7D #PEZ�0OMZ� #CAE7D ....................................������� ........$500 .......999.99

EOS 7D Kit�XJUI�������NN�*4� #CAE7D18135 .......������� ........$500 ....1,299.99

EOS 7D Kit�XJUI�������NN�*4� #CAE7D28135 .......������� ........$600 ....1,099.99

20
Mega

Pixels

22
Mega

Pixels

NEW

20
Mega

Pixels

EOS Flash System MAP Rebate Final

���&9�** ...................................................������........$30 .......139.99
���&9 ...............................................................................  ..................
���&9�** ...................................................������........$50 .......249.99
���&9�35.................................................������........$50 .......499.99
.3���&9�**�3JOHMJHIU .................................������........$50 .......499.99
.5���&9�5XJO�'MBTI..................................������........$60 .......769.99

Mail-in
EF-S Digital Lenses MAP Rebate Final

�������45.�	���
 ............ ........������..............  ..................
�������64.�.BDSP 	���
...........................������........$50 .......419.99
��������������*4�45.�	���
......................������..............  ..................
��������������64.�	���
 .........................������........$50 .......599.99
��������������*4�64.�	���
 .....................������......$100 .......699.99
����������*4�64.�	���
 ............................������........$80 .......799.99
������������*4�64.�	���
 ...........................$"--..............  ..................
��������������*4�	���
�** ...........................������..............  ..................
���������������*4�	���
 ...........................������..............  ..................
���������������*4�	���
 ...........................������..............  ..................
�������������*4�64.�**�	���
 ....................������..............  ..................
�������������*4�45.�**�	���
 ....................������..............  ..................

 Mail-in
EF Lenses MAP Rebate Final

�������64.�	���
 .....................................������........$50 .......489.99
�������*4�64.�	���
 .................................������........$50 .......549.99
�������64.�	���
 .....................................������........$60 .......449.99
�������*4�64.�	���
 .................................������......$100 ... 449.99**
�����*4�64.�	���
 ....................................������........$50 .......549.99
�������45.�1BODBLF�	���
........................������........$50 .......149.99
�������**�	���
 ..........................................������........$20 .......105.99
�������.BDSP�	���
...................................������........$30 .......269.99
�������64.�	���
 .....................................������........$50 .......349.99
.1�&���������Y��Y�.BDSP�	���
 .............�������......$100 .......949.99
�������64.�	���
 .....................................������........$50 .......369.99
������64.�	���
 ......................................������......$100 ... 399.99**
��������64.�.BDSP�	���
 .........................������........$50 .......549.99
��������%0�*4�**�64.�	���  ....................�������..............  ..................
���������������*4�45.�	���
....................������..............  ..................
���������������*4�64.�	���
 ......................$"--..............  ..................
�������������*4�64.�	���
 ......................������......$250 ... 399.99**
���������������%0�*4�64.�	���
 ...........�������..............  ..................
���������������***�	���
 ............................������..............  ..................
���������������***�64.�	���
 ....................������..............  ..................

TSE MF Lenses MAP Rebate Final

�������- ................................................�������..............  ..................
�������-�** .............................................�������..............  ..................
������ ..................................................�������..............  ..................
������ ..................................................�������..............  ..................

Mail-in

EF "L" Lenses MAP Rebate Final

�������64.�** ........................................�������......$100 ....2,149.00

�������**�	���
 .......................................�������......$100 ....1,549.00

�������64.�	���
 ..................................�������......$150 ....1,329.00

�������64.�	���
 ..................................�������......$150 ....1,399.00

�������64.�**�	���
 ...............................�������......$100 ....1,999.00

��������*4�64.�.BDSP�	���
 .....................������......$100 ... 849.99**

��������64.�	���
 ................................�������........$50 .......999.00

��������64.�.BDSP�	���
 ......................�������........$50 ....1,449.00

��������64.�**�	���
 ................................������........$30 .......749.99

��������*4�64.�	���
 ............................�������..............  ..................
��������*4�64.�	���
 ............................�������......$100 ....1,349.00

��������*4�64.�**�	����SFBS
 ...................�������..............  ..................
��������64.�	���
 ................................�������......$100 ....1,239.00

��������*4�**�	����SFBS
 .........................��������..............  ..................
������*4�64.�**�	����SFBS
 ......................�������..............  ..................
��������*4�**�	����SFBS
 .........................��������..............  ..................
���������'JTI�FZF�64. ..........................�������........$50 ....1,299.00

��������*4�64.�	���
 ............................�������......$100 ....1,099.00

����������64.�**�	���
 ..........................�������......$200 ....1,499.00

����������64.�	���
 ...............................������......$140 .......699.99

����������*4�64.�	���
 ............................������......$250 ... 749.99**

����������**�64.�	���
 ..........................�������......$150 ....1,949.00

���������*4�64.�	���
 ..........................�������..............  ..................
���������������*4�64.�	���
 ................�������..............  ..................
�����������64.�	���
 .............................������......$100 .......609.99

�����������*4�64.�	���  .......................�������......$200 ....1,099.00

�����������64.�	���
 ..........................�������......$150 ....1,299.00

�����������*4�**�64.�	���
 ....................�������......$150 ....2,149.00

���������������*4�64.�	���
 ................�������......$100 ....1,349.00

����������������*4�64.�	���
 ..............�������......$200 ....1,499.00

EF Teleconverters MAP Rebate Final

���Y�*** ......................................................������..............  ..................
�Y�*** .........................................................������..............  ..................

** with purchase of EOS-6D, 7D, 7D mkII, 70D, or 60D

  SLR Lenses and Flashes Rebates (Mail-in) Expire 11-22-14 — Call for Current Rebates & Promotions

/PU DPNQBUJCMF
XJUI GVMM GSBNF

cameras

http://www.BandH.com
http://BandH.com/catalog
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 D4s DSLR

t�'9�GPSNBU�	GVMM�GSBNF
�$.04�4FOTPS

t�����#JU�3"8�'JMFT������#JU�3"8�4�

'PSNBU� t������-$%

t�'VMM�)%�����Q�7JEFP�BU����GQT

t�&91&&%���*NBHF�1SPDFTTPS

t�$PNQBUJCMF�XJUI�.PTU�/JLLPS�0QUJDT

t�����GQT�4IPPUJOH�GPS�����4IPUT�

XJUI�"&�"'� t�*40����������

t�$'�5ZQF�����92%�$PNQBUJCMF

t������#BTF�5�(JHBCJU�8JSFE�-"/�4VQQPSU�

t��/JLPO�*OD��MJNJUFE�XBSSBOUZ�JODMVEFE

Body Only #NID4S ....................................6,496.95 16
Mega

Pixels

 D810 DSLR

t�'9�'PSNBU�$.04�4FOTPS� t������-$%

t�&91&&%���*NBHF�1SPDFTTPS

t�0QUJDBM�-PX�1BTT�'JMUFS

t�$'���4%�%VBM�$BSE�4MPUT

t�/JLPO�'�.PVOU�-FOT�.PVOU��

t�&YQBOEBCMF�4FOTJUJWJUZ�UP�*40������

t�'VMM�)%�����Q�7JEFP�BU����������GQT

t�&YUFSOBM�.JD�BOE�)FBEQIPOF�*OQVUT

t�$POUJOVPVT�4IPPUJOH�UP���GQT�JO�'9�.PEF

t�.VMUJ�$".�����'9�"'�4FOTPS�X����1PJOUT

t��/JLPO�*OD��MJNJUFE�XBSSBOUZ�JODMVEFE

Body 0OMZ #NID810 ..................................3,296.95 36
Mega

Pixels

 D7100 DSLR

t�.BHOFTJVN�"MMPZ�#PEZ

t�.PJTUVSF�3FTJTUBOU

t�&91&&%���*NBHF�1SPDFTTPS

t�����Q�'VMM�)%�7JEFP�$BQUVSF

t��"DDFQUT�/JLPO�"'�-FOTFT�

	���Y�GBDUPS
� t������-$%

t�%VBM�4%�4%)$�4%9$�$BSE�4MPUT

t�#VJMU�*O�'MBTI�XJUI�$PNNBOEFS�'VODUJPO

t�/JLPO�*OD��MJNJUFE�XBSSBOUZ�JODMVEFE

Rebates Expire 11-22-14 Price Rebate Final Cost

#PEZ�0OMZ� #NID7100 .............................................. ������� .... $250 ..........949.95

,JU�XJUI�������NN�73�%9� #NID710018140 ............������� .... $450 .......1,246.95

24
Mega

Pixels

 D5300 DSLR

t�&91&&%���*NBHF�1SPDFTTPS

t�'VMM�)%�����Q�7JEFP�BU����GQT

t������7BSJ�"OHMF�-$%� t�*40����������

t�6TFT�/JLPO�"'�-FOTFT�	���Y�GBDUPS

t�4%�4%)$�4%9$�$BSE�4MPU

t�#VJMU�*O�8J�'J�BOE�(14�$POOFDUJWJUZ

t��/JLPO�*OD��MJNJUFE�XBSSBOUZ�JODMVEFE

Rebates Expire 11-22-14

D5300 18-55 Kit is available in Black, Grey or Red Price Rebate Final Cost

,JU�XJUI������NN�73�**�	#�(�3  #NID53001855* ........������ ..... $50 ........846.95

,JU�XJUI�������NN�73�	#MBDL  #NID530018140 ........������� .... $250 ....1,049.95

D5200 ,JU�XJUI������NN�73 #NID52001855* ..........������ .... $200 .......599.95

24
Mega

Pixels

 D3300 DSLR

t�&91&&%���*NBHF�1SPDFTTPS

t�'VMM�)%�����Q�7JEFP�3FDPSEJOH

t������-$%� t���GQT�4IPPUJOH

t�6TFT�/JLPO�"'�-FOTFT�	���Y�GBDUPS

t�4%�4%)$�4%9$�$BSE�4MPU

t�&YQBOEBCMF�*40������

t�&BTZ�1BOPSBNB�.PEF�BOE�(VJEF�.PEF

t��/JLPO�*OD��MJNJUFE�XBSSBOUZ�JODMVEFE

D3300 is available in Black, Grey or Red Price Rebate Final Cost

,JU�XJUI������NN�73�** #NID33001855* ......................������ .... $100 .......546.95

D3200 ,JU�#MBDL�X������NN�73 #NID32001855* ....������ ..... $50 ........479.95

24
Mega

Pixels

Rebates Expire 11-22-14

EW

 D750 DSLR

t�'9�'PSNBU�	'VMM�'SBNF
�$.04�4FOTPS

t�6TFT�/JLPO�"'�-FOTFT� t������5JMUJOH -$%

t�&91&&%���*NBHF�1SPDFTTPS

t�4%�4%)$�4%9$�$BSE�4MPU

t�#VJMU�*O�8J�'J�$POOFDUJWJUZ�

t�'VMM�)%�����Q�7JEFP�3FDPSEJOH�BU����GQT

t��/JLPO�*OD��MJNJUFE�XBSSBOUZ�JODMVEFE

Rebates Expire 11-22-14 Price Rebate Final Cost

#PEZ�0OMZ #NID750 ...................................................������� .......— ................ —

,JU�XJUI�������NN�73 #NID75024120 ......................������� .... $600 ....2,996.95

D610�#PEZ�0OMZ #NID610 .......................................������� .... $400 ....1,596.95

D610 ,JU�XJUI������NN�73U #NID6102485 ............������� .... $600 ....1,996.95

24
Mega

Pixels

NEW

  SLR Lenses and Flashes

Instant Savings on Lenses with purchase of any Nikon DSLR
AF Flashes Price Rebate Final

4#�������������������������������������������������������������������������� ����������������������
4#�����������������������������������������������������������������������$20��������226.95
4#�������������������������������������������������������������������������� ����������������������
4#�����������������������������������������������������������������������$50��������496.95
3��8JSFMFTT�5XJO�'MBTI����������������������������������������������������� ����������������������
3�$��8JSFMFTT�5XJO�'MBTI�4ZTUFN������������������������������������� ����������������������

DX ED-IF Lenses for Digital Only Price Rebate Final

���������'JTI�&ZF������������������������������������������������������������ ����������������������
�������(�"'�4�	���
��������������������������������������������������� ����������������������
�������(�"'�4�.JDSP�	���
������������������������������������������ ����������������������
�������(�&%�73�.JDSP���������������������������������������������$100�������426.95
��������������(�"'�4�	���
��������������������������������������������� ����������������������
��������(�"'�4�	���
������������������������������������������������������ ����������������������
��������������(�"'�4�73�	���
���������������������������������������� ����������������������
����������(�"'�4�	���
��������������������������������������������������� ����������������������
��������������(�"'�4�**�	���
������������������������������������������ ����������������������
��������������(�"'�4�73�	���
����������������������������������� ����������������������
��������������(�"'�4�73�**�	���
�������������������������������� ����������������������
���������������(�"'�4�73�*����������������������������������$100 *������296.95
���������������(�"'�4�73�**�������������������������������$200 **�����296.95
���������������(�"'�4�73�**�����������������������������������$100�������496.95
���������������(�"'�4�&%�73�	���
���������������������������� ����������������������
���������������(�"'�4�&%�73�	���
������������������������$200�������696.95
�������������(�"'�4�	���
���������������������������������������������� ����������������������
�������������(�"'�4�73����������������������������������������$100�������146.95
���������������(�"'�4�73�������������������������������������$150�������246.95

D-Type AF Lenses Price Rebate Final

�������%�&%�������������������������������������������������������������������� ����������������������
�������%�	���
�XJUI�)PPE������������������������������������������������� ����������������������
�������%�	���
���������������������������������������������������������������� ����������������������
�������(�"'�4�&%�	���
���������������������������������������������� ����������������������
�������%�	���
���������������������������������������������������������������� ����������������������
�������(�"'�4�&%�	���
��������������������������������������������������� ����������������������
�������%�&%�1$�&�	���
��������������������������������������������������� ����������������������
�������(�"'�4�	���
��������������������������������������������������� ����������������������
�������%�	���
���������������������������������������������������������������� ����������������������
�������%�	���
���������������������������������������������������������������� ����������������������
�������(�"'�4�&%�	���
��������������������������������������������������� ����������������������
�������(�"'�4�&%�	���
�������������������������������������������$80��������516.95
�������%�&%�1$�&�.JDSP�	���
������������������������������������������ ����������������������
�������%�	���
���������������������������������������������������������������� ����������������������
�������(�"'�4�	���
������������������������������������������������$20��������196.95

D-Type AF Lenses Price Rebate Final

�������%�	���
���������������������������������������������������������������� ����������������������
�������(�"'�4�	���
������������������������������������������������$85��������399.95
�������(�"'�4�	���
���������������������������������������������$200 1,496.95^
�������%�.JDSP�	���
�	���
����������������������������������������������� ����������������������
�������(�"'�4�&%�.JDSP�	���
���������������������������������$100�������499.95
�������(�"'�4�	���
��������������������������������������������������� ����������������������
�������%�*'�	���
������������������������������������������������������������� ����������������������
�������(�"'�4�	���
����������������������������������������������$200�� 1499.95^
�������1$�&�.JDSP�	���
�������������������������������������������������� ����������������������
��������(�"'�4�&%�*'�73�.JDSP�	���
����������������������$135���� 849.95^
��������%$�%�XJUI�)PPE�	���
����������������������������������������� ����������������������
��������%�&%�*'�	���
����������������������������������������������������� ����������������������
������%�&%�*'�.JDSP�XJUI�$BTF�	���
�������������������������������� ����������������������
������(�"'�4�&%�*'�73�**�	���
����������������������������������������� ����������������������
��������%�"'�4�&%�*'�	���
��������������������������������������������� ����������������������
��������(�"'�4�73�	����3
���������������������������������������������� ����������������������
��������(�"'�4�73�&%�	���
�������������������������������������������� ����������������������
��������(�"'�4�73�&%�	���
�������������������������������������������� ����������������������
��������(�"'�4�73�&%�	���
�������������������������������������������� ����������������������
����������(�"'�4�&%�*'����������������������������������������$300 1,696.95^
����������(�"'�4�&%�73�	���
������������������������������$260���� 996.95^
����������%�"'�4�&%�*'�	���
������������������������������������������ ����������������������
��������������"'�4�(�&%�	���
����������������������������������� ����������������������
����������(�"'�4�&%�*'�	���
�������������������������������$300 1,586.95^
��������������%�*'�	���
������������������������������������������������� ����������������������
��������������(�"'�4�&%�73�������������������������������$100 ^^����496.95
�����������(�"'�4�&%�73�	���
�������������������������������� ����������������������
���������������(�"'�4�&%�73������������������������������$250���� 796.95^
�����������(�"'�4�&%�73�	���
����������������������������$400���� 996.95^
�����������(�"'�4�&%�*'�73�**�	���
����������������������$400 1,996.95^
���������������(�	���
��������������������������������������������������� ����������������������
���������������(�"'4�73��������������������������������������$200�������386.95
�����������%�XJUI�$PMMBS�	���
����������������������������������������� ����������������������
���������������(�"'�4�&%�73�	���
�����������������������$300 2,396.95^
����������(�"'�4�&%�73�**�	���
�������������������������������������� ����������������������
5$���&�***�	���Y
�5FMFDPOWFSUFS������������������������������������������ ����������������������
5$���&�**�	���Y
�5FMFDPOWFSUFS������������������������������������������� ����������������������
5$���&�***�	�Y
�5FMFDPOWFSUFS��������������������������������������������� ����������������������

*  Instant Savings ONLY when purchased with a D7100 body
**  When purchased with a D3200, D3300, D5200, D5300, D7100
^ When Purchased with D7100, D610, D750, DF, D810 D4s
^^ When purchased with D610 Rebate is $200

Rebates Expire 11-22-14 — Call for Current Rebates and Promotions

http://www.BandH.com
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MEMORY CARDS

You're On Steady Ground

Tripods with Ball  Head
Ąŕ��.��"��&�ŕ��!ŕ�(�ŕ�)&/'(ŕ�),'ŕ)()*)�

Ąŕ�)(Ĕ�).�.#(!ŕ�1#-.Ĕ�)�%ŕ��!-

Ąŕ�,))0��ŕ��(.�,ŕ�)&/'(ŘĄŕ�/��&�ŕ��0�&ė-

Ąŕ�/���,ŕ���.ŕąŕ��.,��.��&�ŕ�.�&ŕ�*#%�-

Ąŕ	(�&/���ŕ*�����ŕ��,,3ŕ��!

Model Ball  Head
Load

Capacity
Max. 

Height Folded Weight SKU # Price

Anodized Aluminum Tripods

AT-3421 ��Ĕõôú� úþúŕ&� 59" õúþüĶ öþûŕ&� į����÷øöõõôú� $159.95
AT-3431 ��Ĕõôü� üþüŕ&� úõþ÷Ķ õûþ÷Ķ öþüŕ&� į����÷ø÷õõôü� $199.95
AT-3441 ��Ĕõõõ� õõŕ&� ú÷þøĶ õûþùĶ ÷þùŕ&� į����÷øøõõõõ� $249.95
AT-3451 ��Ĕõõ÷� õ÷þöŕ&� úùþùĶ õüþõĶ ÷þúŕ&� į����÷øùõõõ÷� $289.95
AT-3461 ��Ĕõõû� õûþúŕ&� úûþõĶ õüýĶ øþùŕ&� į����÷øúõõõû� $299.95

6x Carbon Fiber Tripods

CT-3431 ��Ĕõôü� üþüŕ&� ùýþùĶ õûĶ öþùŕ&� į����÷ø÷õõôü� $399.95
CT-3451 ��Ĕõõ÷� õ÷þöŕ&� úõþ÷Ķ õûþõĶ öþùŕ&� į����÷øùõõõ÷� $479.95
CT-3461 ��Ĕõõû� õûþúŕ&� úøþùĶ õûþøĶ ÷þõŕ&� į����÷øúõõõû� $479.95
CT-3481 ��Ĕõöú� öúþøŕ&� úüĶ õüþýĶ ÷þüŕ&� į����÷øüõõöú� $499.95
CT-3521 ��Ĕõôú� úþúŕ&� ùúþøĶ õøþüĶ öþøŕ&� į����÷ùöõõôú� $379.95
CT-3531 ��Ĕõôü� üþüŕ&� úôþüĶ õùþùĶ öþùŕ&� į����÷ù÷õõôü� $399.95
CT-3551 ��Ĕõõ÷� õ÷þöŕ&� úöþøĶ õúĶ öþúŕ&� į����÷ùùõõõ÷� $469.95
CT-3561 ��Ĕõõû� õûþúŕ&� úøþ÷Ķ õúþüĶ ÷þõŕ&� į����÷ùúõõõû� $349.95
CT-3581 ��Ĕõöú� öúþøŕ&� úûþýĶ õúþýĶ ÷þýŕ&� į����÷ùüõõöú� $369.95

AT-3421

CT-3481

CT-3561

 Stylus XZ-2 iH

t������4XJWFMJOH�5PVDITDSFFO�-$%�

t��Y�0QUJDBM�;PPN� t��Y�%JHJUBM�;PPN

t������NN�G���������	��NN�FRVJW��

������NN
�-FOT� t����"SU�'JMUFST

t�4%�4%)$�4%9$�$BSE�4MPU

t�'VMM�)%�����Q�7JEFP�3FDPSEJOH

#OLXZ2B 12
Mega

Pixels

 Lumix DMC-LX7

t������-$%� t�4%)$�4%9$�$BSE�4MPU

t�'VMM�)%������7JEFP�3FDPSEJOH

t����Y�0QUJDBM�;PPN� t����Y�%JHJUBM�;PPN

t����������NN�G���������	��NN�FRVJW��

�����NN
�-FJDB�7BSJP�4VNNJMVY�-FOT

t�3"8�BOE�3"8�+1&(�3FDPSEJOH�0QUJPOT

Black or White #PADMCLX7* 10
Mega

Pixels

Coolpix A

t������-$%�t�/P�0QUJDBM�-PX�1BTT�'JMUFS

t�.BOVBM�'PDVT�3JOH�"EKVTUNFOU

t������NN�G�����	��NN�FRVJW����NN


t�4%�4%)$�4%9$�$BSE�4MPU�

t�'VMM�)%�����Q�7JEFP�XJUI�4UFSFP�4PVOE

t�$BQUVSF�1IPUPT�JO�3"8�'PSNBU

Black or Silver #NICPA*.....................1,099.95 16
Mega

Pixels

 CyberShot DSC-RX100 III

t�������.VMUJ�"OHMF�9USB�'JOF�-$%

t����Y�0QUJDBM�;PPN� t���Y�%JHJUBM�;PPN

t����������NN�G���������	��NN�FRVJW��

�����NN
�$BSM�;FJTT�7BSJP�4POOBS�5��-FOT

t��.4�1SP�%VP�1SP�)(�%VP�4%)$�4%9$�$BSE�

4MPU� t�'VMM�)%�7JEFP� t�#VJMU�*O�8J�'J�XJUI�/'$

#SODSCRX100M3 20
Mega

Pixels

 X30

t�������-$%� t�%JF�$BTU�.BHOFTJVN�"MMPZ

t�'VMM�)%������7JEFP�BU���GQT

t��Y�0QUJDBM�;PPN� t�*40����������

t����������NN�G�������	��NN�FRVJW��

������NN
� t�4%�4%)$�4%9$�$BSE�4MPU�

t�'JMN�4JNVMBUJPO�BOE�"EWBODFE�'JMUFST

Black or Silver #FUX30* 12
Mega

Pixels

 Powershot G16

t������-$%� t�'VMM�)%��������Q�7JEFP�

t��Y�0QUJDBM�;PPN� t��Y�%JHJUBM�;PPN

t����������NN�G���������	��NN�FRVJW��

������NN
� t�4%�4%)$�4%9$�$BSE�4MPU�

t�&OIBODFE�8J�'J�$BQBCJMJUJFT

t�$POUJOVPVT�4IPPUJOH�BU�����GQT

#CAPSG16 ....................499.99 12
Mega

Pixels

SDHC Secure Digital High Capacity
Delkin Kingston Sandisk

Pro
Class10

Micro
Class 4
Mobility

Standard
Class 4

Micro
Class 4

4GB 7.95 — 5.95 6.95

8GB 9.95 7.09 6.95 7.95

16GB 10.95 11.46 9.95 8.95

32GB 17.95 19.31 17.95 16.95

CFast 2.0 High Speed
High-speed file transfer to meet the demands

of broadcast, cinema, and photography.

CF Compact Flash
Delkin Kingston Lexar Sandisk

500x 700x 1000x 1050x
Ultimate

266x
Ultimate

600x
800x 1066x

Ultra
50MBs

Extreme 
120MBs

Extreme Pro

160MBs

16GB 29.95 37.95 49.95 — 19.64 32.96 40.95 48.95 49.95 48.00 69.95

32GB 44.50 59.95 79.95 89.95 29.95 49.95 54.95 82.99 94.99 69.50 99.95

64GB 84.50 72.50 139.95 159.95 49.95 — 84.95 149.95 — 98.95 199.50

128GB — 199.95 229.95 254.95 — — 194.95 249.98 — 219.95 349.99

256GB — — — — — — 399.95 585.98 — — 649.95

512GB — — — — — — 899.00 — — — —

UHS1 Ultra High Speed UHS1 Speed Class 3 (U3) UHS2
Delkin Kingston Lexar Sandisk Sony Kingston Sandisk Sony Delkin Sandisk

600x 633x
Class 10

300x
Class 10 Micro

633x
Extreme
80MBs

Extreme Pro
95MBs

Micro
80MBs

Class 10
90MBs

Extreme
60MBs

Extreme Pro
90MBs

95MBs
U3

280MBs
Extreme Pro

280MBs400x 600x 94MBs Micro

S
D

H
C 8GB 16.95 17.95 — 10.95 — — 17.41 21.95 — 13.49 8.99 — — — — — —

16GB 19.95 31.95 14.50 14.95 19.95 23.95 26.95 33.76 26.73 19.95 11.95 24.50 19.95 — — 99.95 64.99

32GB 29.95 44.95 24.50 23.95 29.95 37.95 37.95 47.95 39.74 33.50 16.99 39.95 29.95 — 43.95 199.95 115.98

S
D

X
C 64GB 54.95 84.95 44.50 42.95 51.95 66.95 74.95 98.95 74.95 66.95 36.95 84.95 — — 79.95 — 224.99

128GB 119.95 — 96.95 79.95 79.95 — 144.99 — — 120.21 — — — 189.95 — — —

256GB — — — — 299.95 — — — — — — — — 359.95 — — —

512GB — — Note: Not all devices support SDXC cards — — 729.00 — — —

XQD High-Speed for Nikon D4
Lexar Sony

Professional N Series
125MBs

S Series
180MBs

G Series
400MBs1100x 1333x

32GB 189.95 222.49 99.95 195.06 163.50

64GB 308.95 349.95 189.95 298.95 363.95

SANDISK

60GB .............. $399.95

120GB ............ $799.95

LEXAR

32GB ........$179.99

64GB ........$399.99

128GB ......$879.99

259GB ...$1,299.99

http://www.BandH.com
http://BandH.com/catalog
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55mm 58mm 62mm 67mm 72mm 77mm

UV Haze SC 18.50 24.95 28.99 31.95 34.00 39.99

UV Haze MRC 010M 35.50 31.50 36.30 42.90 49.89 71.75

Circular Polarizer SC 83.95 85.95 83.50 80.00 73.95 99.00

Circular Polarizer MRC 78.00 87.53 82.50 109.99 89.99 119.99

Circular Polarizer Slim 56.95 49.99 68.00 69.99 59.99 80.00

Skylight KR1.5 (1A) 24.50 25.95 31.95 38.95 42.00 53.95

Digital Pro UV MC 41.95 41.95 44.00 — — —

Graduated (N.D. & Colors) 99.95 106.95 99.50 109.50 142.50 152.95

Neutral Density 106 56.00 60.95 97.95 105.95 121.95 137.95

Close-Up Lenses 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 25.95 25.95 31.95 38.95 45.95 53.95

52mm 58mm 67mm 72mm 77mm

UV, Skylight (1B) HMC 16.50 21.50 27.50 29.95 36.20

UV, Skylight (1B) Super HMC 27.89 26.49 33.00 52.95 44.99

Linear Polarizer 16.99 25.00 38.85 36.85 44.90

Circular Polarizer 23.95 29.95 34.95 42.95 38.90

Circular Polarizer HMC 39.95 49.00 55.90 69.00 104.90

“Moose” Warm Circular Polarizer 35.75 39.55 53.90 55.65 91.50

K2 Yel, X0 Yel/Grn, Grn X1, Or G, Red 25A HMC 23.95 28.35 41.95 46.35 60.90

Close Up Set (+1, +2, +4) 39.99 47.35 53.00 63.00 68.00

Close-Up Set HMC (+1, +2, +4) 52.68 64.88 73.00 100.68 145.35

Intensifi er – Blue, Green Field, Enhancement (Red) 34.68 39.95 55.08 60.00 71.50

Neutral Density 2x, 4x, 8x HMC 23.88 19.95 36.95 30.99 34.80

Star 6, Star 8 16.89 22.50 43.35 49.90 46.68

Made exclusively with glass from Schott (Zeiss) 
the world’s fi nest optical glass supplier.

55mm 58mm 67mm 72mm 77mm

Skylight (1B), UV 39.99 41.99 62.99 77.99 89.99

Skylight (1B), UV SH-PMC 72.99 78.99 103.99 131.99 157.99

Circular Polarizer, Slim Circular Polarizer 115.99 121.99 151.99 180.99 195.99

Circular Polarizer SH-PMC, Slim Circ. Pol. SH-PMC 161.99 171.99 214.99 242.99 275.99

#5, #8, #11, #13, #15, #22, 81A, 81B, 81C 49.99 51.99 78.99 96.99 108.99

Digital Filter 176.99 180.99 222.99 261.99 301.99

 FILTERS

B&H SPECIAL! Buy 3 or more Hoya Filters & Get 10% Off.
B&H SPECIAL! Buy 3 or more

B+W Filters & Get 5% Off.

 in stock

PHOTOGRAPHY ACCESSORIES

t��"DDFQUT���MJUIJVN�JPO�CBUUFSJFT�

UP�Fí�FDUJWFMZ�EPVCMF�UIF�

DBNFSBhT�CBUUFSZ�MJGF�

	#BUUFSJFT�OPU�JODMVEFE


t��5IF�JODMVEFE�""�CBUUFSZ�

IPMEFS�BMMPXT�ZPV�UP�VTF�

��""�CBUUFSJFT�GPS�BEEFE�

DPOWFOJFODF�	FYDFQU�#(�/�


t��"MUFSOBUF�TIVUUFS�SFMFBTF�

CVUUPO�NBJO�BOE�TVC�

DPNNBOE�EJBMT�BOE�BO�

"&�-�"'�-�CVUUPO�BSF�

QSPWJEFE�UP�GBDJMJUBUF�

TIPPUJOH�JO�B�WFSUJDBM�

PSJFOUBUJPO�

#"55&3:

(3*14

LiteTrek 4.0 (LT) S i
Whether it's fashion, wedding or portrait 

photography, the best way to achieve 

professional-looking results in the fi eld 

is by adding fl ash to the ambient light. 

The Impact Mini LiteTrek Battery Pack 

provides DC juice to your Impact 

LiteTrek 4.0 portable fl ash or select 

Nikon & Canon fl ashes with op

power cords as well as Quant

flashes without adaptation.

LiteTrek 4.0 DC Monolight

Flash Head #IMLTFH..$499

LiteTrek 4.0 DC Monolight K

with Mini LiteTrek Battery Pac

1-Light Kit #IMMLTBK .....

2-Light Kit #IMMLTBK2 .............$1199.90 Instant Rebate -$150 $1049.90

Mini LiteTrek (LT) Battery #IMMLTB......................................................................$199.95

Mini LiteTrek (LT) Battery Pack #IMMLTPBP .......................................................$549.95

Mini LiteTrek (LT) Pack & Charger Kit with CKE Nikon Cable #IMMLTPBPK1 ...$573.95

Mini LiteTrek (LT) Pack & Charger Kit with CZ Canon Cable #IMMLTPBPK2.....$577.95

LiteTrek Accessories
Charger for Mini LiteTrek #IMCBP...$49.95

IM CZ Canon Flash Cable #IMCZ.....$39.95

IM CKE Nikon Flash Cable #IMCKE.$39.95

LiteTrek 4.0 Flash Tube #IMFTFH.....$79.95

Refl ector Adapter (Bowens Adapter) #IMBAFH ...........................................................$24.95

lighting equipment and accessories

Instant Savings on LiteTrek 4.0 
Monolight Kits (Expires 12-30-14)

GPS�$BOPO��%�.BSL�***�������������������#(�$�� �7&#($���������� ������

GPS�$BOPO��%�.BSL�**��������������������#(�$�� �7&#($�������� ������

GPS�$BOPO��%�����������������������������������#(�$�� �7&#($���������� ������

GPS�$BOPO���%������������������������������#(�$��� �7&#($�������� ������

GPS�$BOPO���%��������������������������������#(�$�� �7&#($���������� ������

GPS�$BOPO�5�J�5�J�5�J�5�J������#(�$���� �7&#($�������� ������

GPS�/JLPO�%������������������������������ #(�/��� �7&#(/�������� ������

GPS�/JLPO�%������������������������������ #(�/��� �7&#(/�������� ������

GPS�/JLPO�%�����%��������������� #(�/��� �7&#(/�������� ������

GPS�/JLPO�%����%������������������ #(�/��� �7&#(/�������� ������

GPS�/JLPO�%����%���&����������������#(�/�� �7&#(/��������� ������

Digital Essentials Kits
In Stock

DIGITAL HT FILTERS

52mm 58mm 62mm 72mm 77mm

812 Warming 48.95 74.95 99.95 109.95 129.95

Grad ND 0.6 74.95 63.95 82.90 119.95 139.95

Circular Polarizer 74.10 89.95 119.90 129.95 199.99

Ultra Clear 34.95 38.95 45.95 54.95 54.95

Haze 86 38.95 47.95 56.90 64.95 99.95

ND 1.2 41.50 56.95 74.90 109.95 129.95

ND 0.6 48.95 50.95 69.95 99.95 119.95

Soft FX3 56.95 63.95 82.90 119.95 139.95

Star 4 pt 2 64.95 56.95 74.90 109.95 129.95

Ten -Year Warranty
Made in USA

Multicoated Filter 
Technology

 FILM – B&W AND COLOR
COLOR PRINT

Superia

CA 200 135-24 ..........2.69

CH 400 135-24 ..........2.99

CH 400 135-36 ..........3.99

CZ 800 135-24 ..........3.99

Pro

400H 135-36 ...........10.99

400H 120 Roll ............7.95

Gold Max

GC 400 135-24 ..........2.49

GC 400 135-36 ..........3.29

Ektar

100 135-36 ...............5.50

100 120 Roll ..............4.90

Portra

160 135-36 ...............6.99

160 120 Roll ..............5.50

160 220 Roll ............14.70

160 220 PP (5) .........73.50

400 135-36 ...............7.35

400 120 Roll ..............5.79

400 220 Roll ............15.19

400 220 PP (5) .........75.95

800 135-36 ...............9.99

800 120 Roll ..............8.98

COLOR SLIDE

Provia

RDP 100F 135-36 ...10.51

 135-36PP (5) .......52.55

RDP 100F 120 Roll ....7.19

 135-36PP (5) .......35.95

Velvia RVP

Pro 50 135-36 .........11.69

Pro 50 120 Roll ..........8.55

100 135-36 .............10.64

100 120 Roll ..............7.69

PROCESSING MAILERS

Slide

36 Exposures

  (35mm) ..................10.59

Print C41 35mm ......13.49

Print C41 120 Roll ...15.49

Print C41 220 Roll ...30.95

BLACK & WHITE PRINT

Pan F+ 50 135-36 .....6.50

Pan F+ 50 120 Roll ....4.75

FP4+ 125 135-36 ......4.99

FP4+ 125 120 Roll .....4.39

HP5+ 400 135-36 .....4.75

HP5+ 400 120 Roll ....4.09

Delta Pro

100 135-36 ...............6.25

100 120 Roll ..............4.50

400 135-36 ...............6.29

400 120 Roll ..............4.95

3200 135-36 ...........10.99

3200 120 Roll ............5.99

XP-2 Super

400 135-36 ...............6.49

400 120 Roll ..............4.75

Infrared

SFX 200 135-36 ........7.99

SFX 200 120 Roll .......6.99

Acros 100 135-36 .....6.25

Acros 100 120 Roll ....5.15

Tri-X 400 135-36 ......4.89

Tri-X 400 120 Roll .....4.85

TMX 100 135-36 .......4.95

TMX 100 120 Roll ......4.49

TMY 400 135-36 .......4.95

TMY 400 120 Roll ......4.59

BW 400CN 135-36 ....8.99

http://www.BandH.com
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Solutions...

you try to be strategic about matching
an image to a particular judge or imi-
tating a previous winning image, the
less anyone will respond to it. Be your-
self, and if you don’t win, it won’t be
because you tried to be something that
you’re not. Being recognized will be all
that much more sweet.

Beware of trendy looks. We’re all
susceptible to being seduced by popu-
lar and trendy looks. Overdone HDR
comes to mind. The gritty, comic-book
look caught fire a few years ago, and
while the wave seems to have crested,
it’s still a popular process to employ.
And don’t think this kind of thing is
endemic to digital processes. At the
height of the film era, emulsions like
Fujichrome Velvia and Kodachrome
were used in combination with par-
ticular filters to give images a distinct
warm look. The “That’s Cokin, no
jokin’” phrase would be heard in rooms
where nature photo contests were being
judged. These kinds of fads get worn
out quickly. Don’t follow the trend with
your entries—create a new one instead.

Don’t overdo it. This is closely
related to beware of trendy looks. When
you’re sitting at your computer, simple
enhancements can quickly give way to
pulling out much more extreme filters
and plug-ins. As you’re sitting there,

The popularity of photo contests
exploded with the rise of the Internet.
There are all sorts of photo contests
to enter, ranging from the elite Valley
Land Fund contest in Texas and BBC
Wildlife contest to weekly competi-
tions about a limited theme. A few years
ago, Facebook contests emerged as yet
another way for people to show and share
their work, and to comment on theirs and
other people’s photography. And, really,
that’s the crux of any contest—showing
and sharing. There’s something coura-
geous about submitting your photogra-
phy for the world to see and judge, and
it’s immensely satisfying when your
peers and the judges comment positively.

In this issue of OP, we’re launching
our annual American Landscape photo
contest for 2015. We’re grateful to have
sponsorship from Tamron and Mylio.
As the contest opens for submissions,
we’re offering some suggestions about
entering a contest and making a good
showing. The first rule is going to sound
obvious, cliche and maybe even trite,
but it’s incredibly true—and important.

Be yourself! Don’t try to impress the
judges by selecting a photo based on
some research into the judging panel
or past winners. Go with your strengths
and your best images, and don’t second-
guess yourself. Chances are, the more

TOP: The 2015 Fourth Annual Outdoor Photographer American Landscape Photo Contest

Just
Win,
Bab

How to put your 

best shots forward 

for a contest

each small step takes you farther away 
from where you started, but not from 
the last increment, so you almost don’t 
realize what you’ve done unless you go 
back to the original image. 

Be honest. This one is tricky because 
some people will say that any kind 
of postprocessing taints the truth of 
the image. Without diving into that 
never-ending debate, unless a contest 
specifi cally rules out any kind of post-
processing, it’s okay to do. A simple 
rule of thumb about whether it stands up 
to the honesty test is to ask yourself if 
you would be willing to describe every 
step of what you had done for the judges 
or for your peers. If the answer is no, 
you’ve likely tainted the honesty of the 
image. There have been a number of 
notorious examples where prizes have 
been withdrawn due to manipulation. 
It’s always a good idea to be up front 
with the judges and declare any postpro-
cessing enhancements. Judges don’t like 
being surprised, and they can go to great 
lengths to show how they were duped.

These are just a few basic guidelines 
for entering photo contests. Search the 
Internet, and you’ll fi nd no shortage of 
other helpful advice and tips. To enter 
OP’s 2015 American Landscape Photo 
Contest, go to outdoorphotographer.

com/tal2015 for details.                     OP

http://outdoorphotographer.com
http://outdoorphotographer.com/tal2015


The Professional’s Source™

Store & Mail Order Hours:

Sunday 10-5 t Mon.-Thurs. 9-7
Friday 9-1 EST/9-2 DST
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Over 300,000 products,
at your leisure

www.BandH.com

We Buy, Sell and Trade

UsUseded EEququq ipippmementnt

800-947-9953

212-444-6653

Fax:

212-239-7770

When in New York,

Visit our SuperStore

420 Ninth Ave.
Corner of 34th Street

New York, N.Y. 10001
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LensCoat makes unique, protective covers for camera lenses, bodies, and accessories. 
Made from 100% closed-cell neoprene, LensCoat products protect your gear from bumps 
and scratches, they keep rain and mist away from sensitive equipment, and they also 
insulate your hands from cold equipment. 

"We've Got You Covered"

Other Innovations from LensCoat®

t�(JNCBM�1PVDI� t�$#�(JNCBM�1PVDI� t��.BOGSPUUP�����(JNCBM�1PVDI
t�334�1(�1PVDI� t�#FBNFS,FFQFS� t�'JMUFS1PVDI��� t�'JMUFS1PVDI��
t�5SBWFM$PBU� t�-FOT1PVDIFT� t�'MBTI,FFQFS� t�J1BE�4MFFWF� t�-FH$PBU�8SBQT

Lens Covers

t��"WBJMBCMF�XJUI�B�DVTUPN�GJU�

GPS�NPTU�QPQVMBS�MFOTFT

t��$MFBS�GMFYJCMF�XJOEPX�PWFS�

UIF�"'�*4�73�DPOUSPMT�BOE�

UIF�EJTUBODF�TDBMF�XJOEPX��

t��$VTUPN�IPMFT�UIBU�SFWFBM�

UIF�SFE�EPU�GPS�FBTZ�

BMJHONFOU�UP�UIF�DBNFSB�

CPEZ�XJUIPVU�SFNPWJOH�

UIF�DPWFS�

t��"MTP�BWBJMBCMF�JO�XIJUF�

GPS�$BOPO�MFOTFT

Hoodie Lens Caps

t��'JUT�TOVHMZ�BSPVOE�ZPVS

MFOT�IPPE�PS�TIBEF�

t��'FBUVSFT�B�SFJOGPSDFE�

SFNPWBCMF�GSPOU�

QSPUFDUJPO�EJTD

t��"WBJMBCMF�JO�

��DPMPST

X-Small ..2.75" to 3.25"

Small ......3.25" to 3.75"

Medium ..3.75" to 4.25"

Large ......4.25" to 4.75"

X-Large ..4.75" to 5.25"

2X-Large ..5.5" to 6.25"

3X-Large .....6.25" to 7"

4X-Large .....7" to 7.75"

LegCoat Wraps (set of 3)

t��8SBQ�BSPVOE�UIF�VQQFS�MFH�PG�ZPVS�USJQPE

t��5JHIUMZ�HSJQT�UP�ZPVS�USJQPE�

TP UIFZ XJMM OPU TMJEF

Battery Pouches

t�$POTJTUT�PG���1PVDIFT

t�1PVDIFT�4OBQ�5PHFUIFS

t����EJGGFSFOU�DPMPST�QBUUFSOT

t�#FMU�)PPQ

t����.PEFMT��""���� �

%4-3�����%4-3���

PS�1SP�%4-3����

Xpandable Series — Long Lens Bags

5IJT�JT�POF�TNBSU�CBH��8IFUIFS�ZPVhSF�J

TBGBSJ�WFIJDMF�JU�T�QFSGFDU�XIFO�ZPV�XBO

UBLF�UIF�TIPU�BU�B�NPNFOUhT�OPUJDF��5IF

DBO�CF�JOHFOJPVTMZ�GPMEFE�UP�UISFF�

EJGGFSFOU�TJ[FT�o�PS�GPMEFE�GMBU�

t��3FNPWBCMF�MJE�XJUI�QPDLFU�[JQT�PO�

FBTJMZ���TFDVSFMZ�BU�BMM�UISFF�QPTJUJPOT

t��.BMF�BOE�GFNBMF�FOET�PO�SFNPWBCMF�

TIPVMEFS�TUSBQ�BMMPX�GPS�TUSBQ�UP�CF�

VTFE�UP�TFDVSF�CBH

t��3FNPWBCMF�SFJOGPSDFE�JOTFSU�

QBOFMT�BMMPX�ZPV�UP�DPOGJHVSF�

UIF�XFJHIU�BOE�TVQQPSU

t�3FNPWBCMF�IBSOFTT�	TPME�TFQBSBUFMZ

t�.VMUJQMF�DPOOFDUJPO�QPJOUT�UP�TFDVSF�U

t��#VJMU�UP�MBTU�XJUI�IFBWZ�EVUZ�XBUFS�SFT

$PEVSB�BOE�MJHIUXFJHIU�XBUFS�SFTJTUBOU�OZMPO�MJOJOH

t�4PGU�TJEFE�DPOTUSVDUJPO�BMMPX�UIF�CBH�UP�CF�GPMEFE�OFBSMZ�GMBU

t��.�0�-�-�&�XFCCJOH�TZTUFN�UP�FBTJMZ�BEE�QPVDIFT���BDDFTTPSJFT

t�&YQBOEBCMF�FYUFSJPS�NFTI�QPDLFU

t��"WBJMBCMF�JO�#MBDL�%JHJUBM�$BNP�'PSFTU�(SFFO�$BNP�

PS�3FBMUSFF�.BY�� t�.BEF�JO�UIF�64"

3X pandable *OUFSOBM�EJNFOTJPOT����Y����Y��������PS�������PS�������
"DDPNNPEBUFT�DBNFSB�CPEZ�XJUI�MFOTFT�TVDI�BT�$BOPO��������NN����NN�G���� ����NN�%0 �

���NN�/JLPO��������NN�����G��������NN�4JHNB����NN��������NN�4POZ����NN

4X pandable *OUFSOBM�EJNFOTJPOT����Y����Y�������PS������PS�������
"DDPNNPEBUFT�DBNFSB�CPEZ�BOE�MFOT�

TVDI�BT�$BOPO���/JLPO����NN�G���� �

���NN����NN ����NN

Memory Wallets

t�-JHIUXFJHIU�XBUFSQSPPG

t��&BTZ�DMJQ�PO�UFUIFS

t����EJGGFSFOU�

DPMPST�QBUUFSOT

t����EFTJHOT��

$'���� �4%���� �

$PNCP������

RainCoat 2

5IF�-FOT$PBU¥�3BJO$PBU���IBT�BMM�TBNF�

HSFBU�GFBUVSFT�BT�UIF�PSJHJOBM�3BJO$PBU�CVU�

BEET�BO�BEEJUJPOBM�JOUFHSBUFE�QPDLFU�XJUI�

GPMEBXBZ�BSN�TMFFWF�PO�UIF�MFGU�TJEF�

Pro�����������P[ 
	IPPE�FYUFOTJPO�GPS����NN������NN�������P[

Standard����������P[

Folded Flat

Shown with 

optional 

harness

Pro

http://www.BandH.com
http://lenscoat.com
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Taking A Kit Nap
“We typically had black bear, lynx, deer 

and elk in our yard at anytime of year,” 

explains photographer Jay Goodrich. 

“One season, I had a fox family build a 

den underneath a fir tree in my backyard 

in early spring. Now, early spring in East 

Vail is typically April or even as late as 

May because it’s sheltered among the 

largest of the peaks in the Vail Valley. 

At the time, I was just entering into 

successfully creating nature photographs 

and seized the opportunity to utilize my 

biggest lens, a 70-200mm. The fox quickly 

understood that hanging outside of my 

back door was only going to cause trouble 

if I was walking my malamute, but any 

other time, he quickly got used to me being 

out and about when the snow was falling 

and needed shoveling. One evening, I 

saw him hanging out on a boulder that 

was about 20 feet from my back door so 

I decided to try taking a photo of him. 

Because I only had a limited telephoto, 

I had to truly focus on approach and the 

composition of my subject.” See more of 

Jay Goodrich’s work at jaygoodrich.com.

http://jaygoodrich.com
http://outdoorphotographer.com


Jonathan

www.jonathanchritchley.net

LEE FILTERS – LITTLE STOPPER

www.leefilters.com

LEE Little Stopper & LEE 0.6 ND Soft Grad, Nikon D800E 

Zeiss 50mm Planar, 3 seconds @ F11

LEE Little Stopper & LEE 0.6 ND Soft Grad  

Nikon D800E, Zeiss 21mm Distagon, 4 seconds @ F11

LEE Little Stopper, Nikon D800E  

Nikon 70-200mm f2.8 @ 180mm, 2 seconds @ F11

LEE Little Stopper, Nikon D800E  

Zeiss 28mm Distagon, 8 seconds @ F16

I like to be creative in my work and try to distort reality a little, giving an almost impressionist 

interpretation of the scene in front of me. One of the ways I do this is by using long shutter 

speeds which of course highlights motion within your composition. One has to weigh up 

the effects of these long exposures – sometimes too long a shutter speed will have an 

adverse effect, creating motion where you don’t want it; the branch of a tree or the mast 

of a boat; sometimes by going very long you risk exposing your camera to too much wind, 

rain or spray thereby increasing the risk of camera shake or water droplets.

On these occasions I use the LEE Little Stopper, so called not because of its size but because 

of its 6 stops of light reduction, compared to the 10 stops of the LEE Big Stopper. Like the Big 

Stopper, the Little Stopper works beautifully in conjunction with LEE ND graduated filters and 

is a must for those photographers, like myself, who like to ‘get it right’ in camera. 

Visit Us at NANPA 2015 

in San Diego, CA.

http://www.jonathanchritchley.net
http://www.leefilters.com


Capturing outstanding images

begins with outstanding lenses.  

Our lens system combines superior optical 

technology with high imaging power, designed 

into a compact, portable package.

Our complete lineup of prime, macro, telephoto, 

splashproof, dustproof, wide angle, and fast 

aperture zoom lenses offers you the perfect 

choice for every shooting occasion.

And now it’s easier than ever to build your 

system with our Bundle and Save Lens Program. 

Save on lenses when purchased with an OM-D. 

Learn more at getolympus.com/stackable

Move into a New World
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A  L E N S  S Y S T E M  A S

D E D I C A T E D  T O  C A P T U R I N G  E V E R Y  D E T A I L

A S  Y O U  A R E .
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http://getolympus.com/stackable

